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BRCKO LAW REVISION COMMISSION – OHR-NORTH 
 

CHAIRMAN’S FINAL REPORT 
 
 
Executive Summary  
 
The territorial resolution of the Brcko area, situated in the north-eastern corner of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (BiH), was so contentious during the Dayton peace talks, that it was agreed that, 
rather than holding up or foregoing the possibility of achieving the Dayton Peace Agreement 
(DPA), the issue of Brcko would be resolved through arbitration.   
 
On 14 February, 1997, the Brcko Arbitral Tribunal for Dispute Over the Inter-Entity 
Boundary in the Brcko Area (“Tribunal”) issued an interim decision, directing the Office of 
the High Representative (OHR) to establish an office in Brcko.  This office, known as OHR-
North, was vested with the responsibility of implementing the DPA in the Brcko area under 
the leadership of a Deputy High Representative for Brcko, known as “the Brcko Supervisor” 
or “Supervisor”.  
 
On 5 March, 1999, the Tribunal issued the Final Award, establishing the Brcko area as an 
autonomous district deriving its power by virtue of the two BiH Entities, the Republika 
Srpska (“RS”) and the Federation of BiH (“Federation”), holding the entire Brcko area 
simultaneously in “condominium”, and having delegated all of their powers of governance 
directly to this newly established institution to be known as The Brcko District of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (“District”). 
 
In essence, the Final Award implemented the final phase of the DPA.  It vested the Supervisor 
with the power and responsibility to establish the District.  The Tribunal also mandated the 
Supervisor to establish a Law Revision Commission responsible for proposing modifications 
to existing laws to produce a uniform system of laws throughout the District.  
  
Pursuant to the Supervisor’s obligations under the Final Award, the Brcko Law Revision 
Commission (“BLRC”) was established in June 1999. The BLRC was composed of four 
members: a Chairman, who also served as the Executive Director of the BLRC Secretariat, 
one representative from the RS and two representatives from the Federation.  The Secretariat 
was created to provide expert and technical support for the Commission.  Its membership was 
comprised of national and international lawyers and interpreters/translators The Chairman of 
the BLRC reported exclusively to the Supervisor, and attempted to be totally independent 
from of the various departments within OHR.   
 
In keeping with the Supervisor’s obligation to consult with OHR, the BLRC established a 
policy whereby all draft laws were forwarded to all relevant OHR departments for review and 
comment.  The BLRC prepared all initial draft laws, which were then reviewed and 
commented upon by national and international experts.  Thereafter, the BLRC prepared the 
final drafts that were submitted to for the Brcko District Assembly for consideration, 
amendment and adoption.   
 
To this end, the BLRC decided not to make mere cosmetic changes to the existing laws from 
the Entities.  It, therefore, embarked upon a strategy of introducing significant reforms to 
ensure that all adopted laws are consistent with European Union standards.  Moreover, while 
transparency and accountability were focal points of all three governmental branches 
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(executive, legislative and judicial), the BLRC determined that the entire judicial and criminal 
justice system needed to be overhauled. 
 
In designing an overall legal reform strategy for the District, the BLRC identified the 
following basic principles/goals that it considered essential to meaningful and sustainable 
reform: 
 
− strengthen the separation of powers between the three branches; 
− increase public access to corrupt-free government institutions; 
− strengthen enforcement mechanisms in order to promote transparency, accountability and 

uniformity in public services; 
− strengthen the independence and professionalism of the Judiciary; and  
− establish mechanisms to foster multiethnic governance and services throughout the 

District. 
 
To achieve these goals, the BLRC determined that, rather than draft and propose one law at a 
time, all laws related to a particular sector should be reviewed as a whole.  Once areas for 
changes were identified, a comprehensive strategy was designed to ensure that any changes 
made fit within the overall context, and of course, were consistent with and complementary to 
any other changes to individual laws. 
 
The initial focus of the BLRC was to assist in drafting the Statute that sets forth the general 
framework of the District.  Thereafter, the BLRC focused on a three-phased strategy for 
drafting and implementing all laws to follow: first phase, drafting framework laws under 
which the Government and Assembly function; second phase, drafting all laws related to the 
Judiciary; and third phase, drafting laws related to property ownership, commercial and social 
sectors, while laws related to the Judiciary entered the implementation stage.   
 
Though small in size, with its goal-oriented process and self-imposed rigid deadlines, the 
BLRC was able to draft legislation at a rapid pace.  By having a comprehensive strategy and 
drafting laws simultaneously as they related to different sectors within the legal framework, 
the BLRC has been able to lay a uniform legal foundation for the District.   
 
The BLRC model of drafting and implementing legislation is worth considering for making 
similar reforms in BiH and in other post-conflict or transitional countries. With less than one 
million dollars, the BLRC produced a comprehensive body of legislation.  Overall, the BLRC 
drafted a total of over forty (40) laws, numerous by-laws and regulations relevant to these 
laws, and oversaw the establishment of a new judiciary, court administration reform, and the 
implementation of the laws dealing with the Judiciary. 
 
The BLRC did not complete its mandate under the Final Award.  The Supervisor, at the 
insistence of OHR, dismantled the BLRC on 31 October 2001, even though sufficient funds 
were available to operate the BLRC for several more months.     
 
This report provides a general overview of the BLRC’s drafting process, its legal and judicial 
reform strategy, an analysis of the major laws drafted, the implementation of court   
administration reform, and other relevant matters.     
 

 
                                                                                            Michael G. Karnavas   

Chairman & Executive Director 
Brcko, BiH, 31 December 2001 
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BRCKO LAW REVISION COMMISSION 
 

CHAIRMAN’S FINAL REPORT 
 

 
In particular, the Committee believes that the work of the Law Revision 
Commission to modify existing laws to produce a uniform and fair 
system of laws throughout the Brcko District should be seen as a model 
for making similar reforms in the broader region.1 

                                                                Foreign Operations Bill for 2002 of the Appropriations      
                                                                Committee, US House of Representatives, p. 49. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The territorial resolution of the Brcko area, situated in the north-eastern corner of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (“BiH”), was so contentious during the Dayton peace talks,2 that it was agreed 
that, rather than holding up or foregoing the possibility of achieving the Dayton Peace 
Agreement (“DPA”), the issue of Brcko would be resolved through final and binding 
arbitration.  According to the DPA, “[t]he parties agreed to binding arbitration of the disputed 
portion of the Inter-Entity Boundary Line in the Brcko area”.3  The purpose of binding 
arbitration was to resolve the Inter-Entity Boundary Line (“IEBL”) which, as a result of the 
DPA, divides the Brcko area between the Republika Srpska (“RS”) and the Federation of BiH 
(“Federation”), with one-third (including Brcko town) controlled by the  RS and two-thirds 
controlled by the Federation.   
 
The area subject to arbitration was critical to both the RS and the Federation (together, the 
“Entities”),4 primarily because of its strategic and military importance, but also because of its 
economic value.  Strategically and militarily, the area links the eastern and western parts of 
the RS and the industrial center of Tuzla in the Federation with Croatia and beyond.5  
Economically, prior to the war, Brcko was considered one of wealthiest communities in BiH.  
Its main assets are its proximity to the Zagreb-Belgrade highway, which was described as “the 
main overland trade route between central Europe and the southern Balkans”6, as well as, “its 
port on the Sava River….which before the war handled all water-born imports to and exports 
from central Bosnia and Tuzla”.7  
 
The arbitrator’s decision was due on 14 December 1996, one year after the DPA went into 
effect, and was to be implemented by the Parties without delay.8  Unable to reach a timely 
final decision, the Brcko Arbitral Tribunal for Dispute Over the Inter-Entity Boundary in the 

                                                           
1Similarly, see United States Institute of Peace Special Report November 3, 2000, Bosnia’s Next Five Years, 
Dayton and Beyond, p. 10, item g, where it is opined that “The work of the Brcko Law Revision Commission in 
reconciling laws in the two Entities should be used as the basis for a comparable effort at the central government 
level.”                     
2 Richard Holdbrooke, To End a War. New York: Modern Library Paperback edition 1999, pp. 272-273, 296, 
305, 308. 
3 The General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Annex 2, art. V, para. 1. 
4 Pursuant to the DPA, BiH is officially divided into two Entities. With the resolution of the Brcko area, BiH also 
has a District.    
5 The International Crisis Group [hereinafter ICG] Report 10 February 1998, What Bosnia Could Be, p. 2. 
6 Id. 
7 Id. 
8 Id, para. 5. 
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Brcko Area (the “Tribunal”), issued an interim decision on 14 February 1997.9  While 
retaining jurisdiction, the Tribunal continued the status quo of the IEBL, and directed the 
Office of the High Representative (“OHR”)10 to establish an office and staff in Brcko.  The 
office, known as OHR-North, was placed under the leadership of a Deputy High 
Representative for Brcko, known as “the Brcko Supervisor” or “Supervisor”.11  It was given 
responsibilities to implement the DPA in the Brcko area and to strengthen the democratic 
institutions in Brcko, and vested with authority to promulgate binding regulations and orders 
to further these goals.12 
 
On 7 March 1997, an extraordinary meeting of the Steering Board of the Peace 
Implementation Council (“PIC”)13 was held in Vienna “to outline the necessary arrangements 
for the successful implementation of the Brcko arbitral decision of 14th Feb 1997.”14  At this 
meeting, then High Representative Carl Bildt appointed US Diplomat, Ambassador Robert W. 
Farrand, to serve as Supervisor for Brcko.  It was also decided that the Supervisor would have 
the power to overrule orders or regulations that violated the DPA, the Constitution of BiH, or 
contradicted the Supervisor’s mandate.15  
 
On 15 March 1998, the Tribunal, concluding, yet again, that the time was not ripe to issue a 
final judgment, issued, instead, a supplemental award.16 The Supplemental Award vested the 
Supervisor in the Brcko area with powers equivalent to those conferred upon the High 
Representative by the Bonn Conference of December 1997, including the power to: a) remove 
from office any public officials deemed to be “inadequately cooperative”; b) strengthen 
democratic institutions; and c) revitalize the local economy in the Brcko area.17 
 
On 5 March 1999, the Tribunal issued the Final Award, calling for the Brcko area to be 
established as an autonomous district deriving its power by virtue of the RS and the 
Federation, holding the entire Brcko area simultaneously in “condominium”, having delegated 
all of their powers of governance to “a new institution, a new multi-ethic democratic 
government to be known as The Brcko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina” (the “District”).18   
                                                           
9  Award, Rome, 14 February 1997, para. 104. 
10 According to the DPA, the Parties agreed to the “designation of a High Representative, to be appointed 
consistent with relevant United Nations Security Council resolutions, to facilitate the Parties’ own efforts and to 
mobilize and, as appropriate, coordinate the activities of the organizations and agencies involved in the civilian 
aspects of the peace settlement by carrying out, as entrusted by U.N. Security Council resolution” the tasks set in 
Annex 10 of the DPA. The General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Annex 10, art. 
I, para. 2.  See also: Conclusions Of The Peace Implementation Conference, London, 8-9 December 1995, paras. 
17-19.   
11 Award, Rome, 14 February 1997, para. 104 (I) (A) and (B). 
12 Id. 
13 The Steering Board of the PIC, composed of representatives of Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, 
United Kingdom, United States, the Presidency of the European Union, the European Commission and the OIC, 
was established under the chairmanship of the High Representative to, among other things, “give him political 
guidance on peace implementation”. Conclusions of The Peace Implementation Conference, London, 8-9 
December 1995, para. 21.   
14 Brcko Implementation Conference, Vienna, 7 March 1997.  
15 Id. para. 1. 
16 Brcko Arbitral Tribunal for Dispute Over the Inter-Entity Boundary in the Brcko Area, Supplemental Award, 
15 March 1998.   para. 24. 
17 Id. para. 24. 
 
18 Brcko Arbitral Tribunal for Dispute Over the Inter-Entity Boundary in the Brcko Area, Final Award, 5 March 
1999, paras. 9, 11, 61. The Tribunal made it explicitly clear that the delegation of power of governance “within 
the pre-war Brcko Opstina” by the Entities is directly to the District Government, i.e., it is not a two-step process 
– a cession of power from each Entity to the Government of BiH and then another cession of power from BiH to 
the District Government.  The BiH Constitution, art. III (2) (c) contemplates that each Entity will have the 
authority to establish appropriate agencies, and art. III (3) (b) implicitly allows each Entity to delegate certain 
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The Annex to the Final Award, which was revised on 18 August 1999, set out the “features 
and characteristics” of the District, and granted the Supervisor the power to resolve, upon 
consultation with the parties, all implementation issues not addressed in the Annex.19 In 
essence, the Final Award implemented the final phase of the DPA.  It vested power and 
responsibility in the Supervisor, exclusively,20 to establish the District and to ultimately 
declare the cessation of the IEBL in the District.21 
 
The Final Award did not explicitly set forth criteria that the Supervisor should apply in 
determining the termination of the legal significance and cessation of the IEBL within the 
District. However, the establishment of a legal framework for the District is implicitly related 
to the continued legal significance of the IEBL because existing laws of the Entities are to 
continue to apply within the District “until modified by the Supervisor or the District 
Assembly”.22   
 
Having delegated responsibility for implementing the Final Award to the Supervisor, the 
Tribunal also mandated the Supervisor to establish a Law Revision Commission “with 
responsibility for proposing modifications of existing laws to produce a uniform system of 
laws throughout the District.”23  
 
Pursuant to the Supervisor’s obligations under the Final Award, the Brcko Law Revision 
Commission (“BLRC”) was established in June 1999, with its Chairman/Executive Director 
reporting directly to the Supervisor, who, as noted herein, had exclusive authority and 
discretion to dictate District policy. The BLRC was funded separately from OHR.24  As the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
powers of governance to “subdivisions” of the Entity.  Though art. III (5) (a) of the BiH Constitution “clearly” 
forbids either Entity to delegate any powers of governance to any institution other than the State of BiH, since all 
of the powers of governance delegated by the Entities will be exercised within their respective territory, the 
transfer of their respective power of governance over the Brcko area is constitutionally permissible. See para. 58.  
Given that the Parties of the DPA insisted on having relatively autonomous Entities within a State with limited 
powers, it is understandable why the Tribunal directed the Entities to delegate their powers over the Brcko area 
directly to the District, rather than to the State.       
19 See Final Award Annex, introductory paragraph. 
20 At no point in the Final Award is the High Representative given any directive power with respect to the 
governance of the District, whereas the Supervisor is in charge of all such matters.  Indeed, though the 
Supervisor also bears the title of Deputy High Representative and in that sense is operating under the High 
Representative’s authority,  the Final Award undisputedly intends for a mutually-agreed coordination between 
the two offices on matters of common interests with “consultations” being required in certain instances, but not 
giving the High Representative the authority to dictate District policy to the Supervisor.  However, given that the 
cooperation of the Entities is vital for the implementation of the Final Award, and the fact that OHR has 
authority over the Entities, whereas the Supervisor does not, it is axiomatic that the Supervisor would work in 
close coordination with OHR.  The Tribunal “strongly recommends that the High Representative and the 
Supervisor work together to eliminate” certain practices (Final Award para. 47), however, it is the Supervisor 
who is entrusted with the discretion to issue remedial orders in the event of non-compliance by the Entities 
(Final Award, paras. 13, 66).  Though Annex 10 art. V of the DPA gives the High Representative “the final 
authority” to interpret the DPA, Annex 2 art. V of the DPA gives specific powers to the Tribunal to resolve the 
status of the Brcko area. Consequently, since the Tribunal unequivocally entrusted the Supervisor with the power 
of interpretation and execution of the Final Award, there is no constructive ambiguity as to who has the final 
authority in the District.  As intended by the parties of the DPA, Annex 2 art. V trumps Annex 10 art. V.    
21 “When the Supervisor concludes that the IEBL has ceased to have any legal significance within the District, it 
will cease to exist within the District”. Final Award para. 39; see also para. 11.  
22 Id. paras. 11, 39. 
23 Final Award, Annex para. 6; Final Award, Revised Annex t, 18 August 1999, para. 5. 
24 The BLRC has been funded exclusively from a US grant totaling $1,000,000.  The grant was turned over to 
OHR, thus effectively controlling the Supervisor’s use of the grant money, and in essence interfering with the 
independence of the BLRC.  As a result, some of the work of the BLRC was often delayed, and at times 
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BLRC’s structure and funding make clear, the draftsman25 of the Final Award intended to 
provide the Supervisor with a legislative drafting commission dedicated solely to the 
Supervisor and independent of OHR, thereby ensuring that the legal reform envisioned for the 
District by the Award would be carried out free from any coercive interference or influence 
by the international community (“IC”), including OHR.26 
 
Supervisor Farrand’s overriding objective was to instill the Rule of Law as a means of 
pacifying and/or reconciling the tense Brcko community.  To accomplish this objective, the 
BLRC drafted over forty` (40) laws,27 as well as, numerous by-laws and regulations relevant 
to these laws.  During the drafting process, members of the BLRC held countless workshops, 
drafting sessions and symposiums and participated in drafting sessions held at the Entity or 
State level.  In addition, BLRC members provided in-house legal assistance to the Supervisor 
on various issues, such as the Arizona Market, privatization, taxation, customs, economic 
development and anti-corruption.28   
 
What follows is a general overview of the BLRC’s drafting process, its legal and judicial 
reform strategy, an analysis of the major laws drafted, the implementation of court   
administration reform, and other relevant matters.     
 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
obstructed, by the former Head of the OHR Finance Department, who on occasion would reject or delay 
expenditure requests authorized by the Supervisor for the BLRC. 
25 Roberts B. Owen, Presiding Arbitrator. 
26 On 31 October 2001, under pressure from OHR, and specifically the Head of OHR’s Legal Department, the 
current Supervisor chose to dismantle the BLRC.  At that point, funds were available to operate the BLRC for 
several more months. 
27 See appendix listing all laws drafted by the BLRC.   
28 It is estimated that the BLRC has spent approximately 15% to 20 % of its time on non-BLRC matters, which 
does not include the time spent on implementing the laws related to judicial and court administration reform. 
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II. ORGANIZATION AND DRAFTING PROCESS OF THE BLRC 
 
 
The BLRC was composed of four members: a Chairman, who also served as the Executive 
Director of the BLRC Secretariat, one representative from the RS and two representatives 
from the Federation.29  The Secretariat was created to provide expert and technical support for 
the Commission.  Its membership was comprised of national and international lawyers and 
interpreters/translators.30   
 
The Chairman of the BLRC reported exclusively to the Supervisor, and attempted to be 
completely independent of the various departments within OHR.  In recognition of the 
Supervisor’s obligation to consult with OHR, the BLRC established a policy  under which all 
draft laws were  submitted to all relevant OHR departments for review and comment.  
Because the Award mandated only consultation, the BLRC was under no obligation to obtain 
OHR authorization or consent before submitting draft laws to the District Assembly (the 
“Assembly”).  OHR’s Legal Department apparently believed otherwise, insisting, instead, that 
the BLRC refrain from drafting and introducing any legislation for the District until a 
consensus on legislation could be reached by the Entities, or until authorized by OHR.31 
Moreover, the OHR Legal Department, along with other OHR departments, made concerted 
efforts to either propose legislation that was inconsistent with the Final Award or to delay 
legal reform in the District.  This they did by asserting that the Statute (the District charter), as 
well as other District laws, should reflect that the District derives its powers as a result of the 
Entities having delegated their rights and powers over the Brcko area directly to the State and 
not to the District as reflected  in the Final Award.32  The Legal Department’s position 
resulted in a series of conflicts between OHR and the BLRC.  These conflicts persist, and, in a 
sense, are at the heart of the matter, i.e., the reason the Final Award provided the Supervisor 
with a Law Revision Commission independent of the OHR Legal Department.      
 
The BLRC initially developed a work plan that relied on the utilization of a series of 
“Working Groups” composed of national and international experts.  Working Groups were 
each assigned an area or areas of substantive law, and had responsibility to study the existing 
law and to determine whether it needed to be modified or changed.  The Working Groups 
were expected to work within set time frames (four weeks) and were required to submit to the 
BLRC a comprehensive assessment report and a proposed course of action.  The BLRC then 
directed the Working Group to draft the legal work product based on the BLRC’s decision.  
 
The Working Group drafting method was considered ideal in out-sourcing the drafting 
process, thereby maximizing BLRC’s limited financial resources.  In practice, this method 
proved to be highly inefficient,  yielding less-than-optimum drafting results and no innovative 
solutions.  Designed to promote consistency in the drafting process, the method resulted, 
instead, in countless discussion meetings, during which incompatible solutions to the existing 

                                                           
29 Mr. Nenad Racic, Deputy Ministry of Finance RS; Mr. Dzemaludin Mutapcic, Deputy Ministry of Justicie F 
BiH; and Mr. Mato Tadic, Member of the Human Rights Chamber BiH. 
30 Throughout its existence the BLRC had been understaffed.  With the exception of one international legal 
expert assisting for eight months in the implementation phase on the laws related to the Judiciary, the BLRC had 
only sporadic short term experts, most of whom were unable to make any significant contributions because of 
their unfamiliarity with the local legal tradition and brief tenure in Brcko.  On the average, the BLRC has 
employed three to four national lawyers and 6-7 translators/interpreters.        
31 The most prominent disputes have occurred over judicial reform, particularly with respect to the laws related 
to the criminal justice system.   In deed, the current Head of OHR’s Legal Department has been insistent on 
reversing the reforms in the District, arguing that the criminal procedure throughout BiH should remain uniform 
with all former Republics of ex-Yugoslavia.    
32  See note 17. 
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legal framework were often inflexibly proposed.  Consequently, after a six-month period of 
unproductive effort with the Working Group system, the BLRC decided to  prepare all initial 
working drafts, and, thereafter, to engage national and international experts to assist in 
reviewing and commenting on the drafts, which  were then put into final form by the BLRC 
and submitted to the Assembly to consider, amend and/or adopt.  
 
Though the Final Award tasked the BLRC with the responsibility of “harmonizing” entity 
legislation,33 it also placed an emphasis on the need to propose “modifications” to existing 
legislation.34 With the District Government having exclusive powers of governance, the 
District has the right to enact new legislation without referring to the existing laws in the 
Entities.  Accordingly, the Chairman, with the consent and encouragement of Supervisor 
Robert W. Farrand, loosely interpreted the concept of “harmonization” to mean maximum 
reform rather than choosing and adopting whole-cloth laws from the RS or the Federation and 
simply inserting “the Brcko District”.  
 
Harmonization Process 
 
The BLRC began the harmonization process by examining the existing laws of the Entities.  
For comparative purposes, the BLRC also conducted a review and analysis of current 
legislation adopted in emerging democracies in Central and Eastern Europe, as well as 
legislation from highly developed legal traditions in Western Europe and the United States. 
The goal was not only to identify existing weaknesses, but also to identify potential solutions.  
While the laws of the RS and the Federation would continue to be the predominant portion of 
the new laws, it was obvious that portions of the laws from the Entities required significant 
revisions.  The challenge posed to the BLRC was to create a relevant and consistent organic 
whole, rather than an assembly of parts.  
 
Having decided not to make mere cosmetic changes to existing laws, the BLRC adopted a 
strategy that involved the introduction of significant reforms that would ensure that all 
adopted legislations would be consistent with European Union standards.  Moreover, while 
transparency and accountability was the focal point of all three branches of government in the 
District (executive, legislative and judicial), the BLRC determined that the entire judicial and 
criminal justice system needed to be overhauled.35 
 
In designing an overall legal reform strategy for the District, the BLRC identified the 
following basic principles that it deemed essential to meaningful and sustainable reform: 
 

                                                           
33 Final Award, para. 39. 
34 Final Award, Revised Annex, 18 August 1999, para.5. 
35 The Steering Board of the Peace Implementation Council issued a Communiqué in Brussels on 20 March 
2001, stating: “The Steering Board acknowledges that criminal law reform, and in particular, criminal procedure 
reform, is a priority issue in the development of the rule of law in BiH. The Steering Board asks the High 
Representative to increase efforts in this area and to work with local authorities towards achieving this crucial 
reform in an expedited manner.”  With the reforms introduced by the BLRC, the Steering Boards’ 
recommendations have effectively been accomplished in the District.  
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− strengthen the separation of powers between the three branches; 
− increase public access to corrupt-free government institutions; 
− strengthen enforcement mechanisms in order to promote transparency, accountability and 

uniformity in public services; 
− strengthen the independence and professionalism of the Judiciary; and  
− establish mechanisms to foster multiethnic governance and services throughout the 

District. 
 
To promote these principles, the BLRC determined that rather than draft and propose one law 
at a time, all laws related to a particular sector should be reviewed as a whole.  Once areas 
that needed changes were identified, a comprehensive strategy would then be designed to 
ensure that each change fit within the overall context, as well as, being consistent and 
complementary to changes introduced in each law individually. 
 
To avoid any confusion as to how draft laws were prepared, the BLRC instituted a process 
that would clearly identify where the draft originated, what laws were considered, how 
choices were made, what objectives were identified and met, etc.  This method proved to be 
very useful since the Chairman of the BLRC, after submitting the draft laws to the Assembly, 
would review all proposed amendments to the draft laws with the Assembly’s Legislative 
Committee.36  Thus, not only did this ensure a uniform and consistent drafting process, but it 
also enabled the BLRC to identify the sources of the draft and, when necessary, allowed the 
BLRC to defend the methodology, the options available and the choices made.  This process, 
it is believed, further added to the integrity of the BLRC’s aims by demonstrating first-hand 
the benefits of having a transparent drafting process. 
    
 
Preparation of BLRC draft law for the District Assembly 
 
In identifying a uniform approach to drafting/harmonizing, the following step-by-step method 
was used: 
 
1. Review the existing laws of both Entities. The process of harmonization commenced by 

searching and obtaining the relevant laws.  An exhaustive search was conducted.  Since 
laws often interrelate, a general (wide scope) search was made. 

 
2. Thorough reading of the laws.  A thorough reading of existing laws before doing anything 

was considered absolutely essential.  It was suggested that at the very minimum, two 
readings were required.  During the second reading, the drafter was encouraged to make 
notes relating to areas identified for change or adoption. 

   
3. Conduct comprehensive legal research.  An Internet search was required to examine how 

similar laws were drafted in other countries, and when appropriate, in other legal 
traditions. The purpose was to identify areas of commonality and propose new progressive 
laws where no commonality existed, or where Entities laws were flawed or outdated.  
Emphasis was placed on recent legal reforms in emerging democracies, particularly in 
Central and Eastern Europe.  

 
4. Compare and Contrast.  The purpose was to identify which laws or parts thereof seemed 

reasonable and adaptable. Any proposed changes required articulated reasons.  
                                                           
36 The Chairman, representing the BLRC, as the proposer of the draft law, would give explanations on the draft 
law and would opine on proposed amendments submitted by Assembly councilors, the government and others, 
but had no voting or vetoing power before the Legislative Committee. 
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5. Draft a short memorandum.  A short memorandum summarizing the drafter’s thoughts 

was required. This allowed the drafter to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the 
existing law being harmonized.  Potential solutions/suggestions would be offered with 
detailed reasoning. 

 
6. Discuss internally the memorandum with BLRC colleagues.  The drafters were 

encouraged to make a short presentation of their analysis, followed by a 
brainstorming/discussion session.  It was suggested that the discussion include the vantage 
point of each party likely to be effected by the law.  For example, in discussing the Law 
on Criminal Procedure, the analysis needed to include the perspective of a) the 
suspect/accused, b) the injured party/citizen, c) the prosecutor, d) the police, e) defense 
lawyer, f) the judge, and g) the community as a whole.  By doing so, the law would be 
considered from each angle, thus allowing the drafter to find the appropriate balance and 
moderation. 

 
7. Draft an outline.   From the discussions the drafter would then draft an outline that would 

provide the skeleton for the first working draft. The outline would serve as a guide during 
the actual drafting/harmonization process.  The outline would cover each area of the law – 
section by section.  It would include which law would be used as the basis, which specific 
areas would be adopted from other jurisdictions, which areas were yet to be resolved, etc. 

 
8. Produce a working draft. Any incorporated changes, adoptions, suggestions, etc., would 

be footnoted, thus enabling the drafter to keep track of the changes from draft to draft. 
 

9. Review session with BLRC lawyers. Upon completion of the “First Working Draft” it 
would be circulated within the BLRC for review.  The draft would be scrutinized and 
polished by undergoing several drafts, until it would be ready for circulation as a “First 
Discussion Draft” outside the BLRC.    

 
10. Circulate the discussion drafts within OHR and among selected group of international 

organizations and nationally recognized experts. 
 
11. Conduct intensive working session and symposiums with national and international 

experts. 
 
12. Produce updated discussion drafts by incorporating revisions agreed upon during review 

sessions. 
 
13. Explain the Final Discussion Draft to members of the government and heads of political 

parties through presentations and roundtable discussions.  
 
14. Engage, when necessary, in a review and discussion session with the BLRC 

commissioners. 
 
15.  Produce the draft to be submitted to the Assembly, titled “BLRC Assembly’s Draft”. 

 
The review and adoption of legislation by the District Assembly 
 
The following steps were generally followed once the BLRC completed the Assembly’s Draft 
Law: 
     
1. The draft law was distributed to the Assembly. 
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2. The draft law would then be presented to the Assembly’s Legislative Committee and to 
the Mayor’s experts. 

3. The draft law would be discussed, in principle known as “the First Reading”, by the 
Assembly.  The purpose of the First Reading was for councilors to present their opinions 
about the necessity of the law, its legal basis and the required financial means to enforce 
the law in comparison to available budgetary funds. 

4. Amendments by councilors and Mayor would be proposed directly to the Legislative 
Committee.  

5. The Chairman and BLRC lawyers would attend the session of the Legislative Committee, 
where the proposed amendments were discussed. 

6. The Legislative Committee would present its opinion about the draft and amendments to 
the Assembly. 

7. The Assembly would hold a detailed discussion of the draft, known as “the Second 
Reading”, followed by a vote on any amendments.  

8. The Assembly would take a final vote on the draft, subject to any agreed amendments.37 
9. The Supervisor would give approval to the final legal text adopted by the Assembly. 
10. Upon the Supervisor’s approval, the law would be submitted for publication in the 

“Official Gazette of the Brcko District of Bosnia and Herzegovina” (Official Gazette). 
11. Eight days after publication, unless otherwise specified, the law would take effect. 

 
Prioritization of drafting  
 
The initial focus of the BLRC was to assist in the drafting of the Statute of the Brcko District 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina (“Statute”), the law of all laws for the District, which would be 
the foundation for all laws to follow. Though the BLRC was not involved in preparing the 
initial draft, it participated in all subsequent discussion and drafting sessions, and, indeed, 
played a prominent role during the reviewing, redrafting and final editing phases.   
 
With the Statute setting forth the general framework of the District, the BLRC then focused 
on a three-phased strategy of drafting and implementation of all laws to follow.  The first 
phase involved the drafting of the framework laws to allow the Government and Assembly to 
function.  Accordingly, the first laws to be drafted were the Law on Executive Authority, the 
Rules and Procedures of the Assembly, the Law on Police and the Law on Administrative 
Procedure.  The second phase involved the drafting of all laws related to the Judiciary, while 
the laws related to the Government and Assembly were in the implementation stage, with 
regulations and by-laws being drafted by the BLRC or the Government.  The third phase 
involved the drafting of laws related to the commercial, property ownership and social 
sectors, while laws related to the Judiciary entered the implementation stage  (judicial and 
court administration reform).  It stands to reason, that the next stage, to be carried out by the 
Supervisor and the Independent Judicial Commission (“IJC”)38, will entail implementation of 
all adopted legislations, continuation with the drafting of other relevant laws and regulations, 
and completion of court administration and judicial reform.  
 

                                                           
37 If the District Assembly failed to act within a reasonable time, the Supervisor retained the authority to render 
an independent decision on the BLRC’s recommendations.  See Final Award, Annex, sec. 6.  To date, the only 
law drafted by the BLRC that required the Supervisor’s intervention was the Law on Primary and Secondary 
Education.  
38 The High Representative established the IJC on 14 March 2001 in order to promote the Rule of Law and 
judicial reform throughout BiH.  On 1 November, the IJC established a field office in the District, thus 
continuing the BLRC’s implementation efforts. See chapter V herein, The Judiciary & Court Administration 
Reform.   
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III. THE STATUTE, THE RULES OF ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE AND 
LAWS RELATED TO EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY  

 
A. THE STATUTE  
 
With the Final Award calling for the creation of a District, Supervisor Robert W. Farrand 
tasked the OHR-North Legal Department with the overall responsibility of drafting the 
Statute.  Having the responsibility of drafting the legal and regulatory framework for the 
District, the BLRC focused on ensuring that certain provisions were included so as to provide 
the impetus for wide range fundamental changes.  
 
In particular, the BLRC was instrumental in ensuring that the Statute strictly adhered to the 
letter and spirit of the Final Award by insisting that direct language be incorporated from the 
Final Award into Article 1 of the Statute, which sets forth the legal establishment of the 
District.39  
 
Concrete contributions to the Statute by the BLRC: 
 
− Mandatory legal representation to indigent individuals charged with crimes in the 

District, and limited legal representation for residents in the District in civil matters;40 
− Mandatory financial disclosure for public officials, to be published in the District 

Official Gazette; 
− Limited, rather than general, immunity for councilors and members of the Judiciary; 
− Granting individuals awaiting to be sentenced the benefit of new laws or regulations, 

if deemed more favourable to the offender;  
− Granting jurisdiction to the District Basic Court to decide whether any provisions of 

District law  are either consistent or inconsistent with controlling provisions of the 
BiH Constitution and laws, and the District Statute;41 

− Establishment of a District Revenue Agency to act as a comptroller of the District 
Budget, and to ensure that no expenditures are made without Assembly approval; 

− Establishment of an independent judiciary and the creation of a Judicial Commission 
to oversee all judicial matters. 

 

In practice, the Statute has proved to be a modern and dynamic charter for the District. 
However, in retrospect, the basic laws dealing with the executive branch and the procedures 
for the legislative branch should have been drafted prior to the Statute being finalized.  
Though the Statute underwent numerous drafts before it was finalized,  and dozens of experts 
reviewed and commented on these drafts, it was, nevertheless, impossible to anticipate all the 
ways in which the Statute would impact on other laws.  Given the meticulous care with which 
the Statute was drafted, and the fanfare with which it was introduced, suggesting amending 
the Statute immediately after it came into effect would have been less than comforting to the 
District residents who waited some three (3) years after the DPA for a resolution of the Brcko 
area. It was not until the BLRC commenced drafting the Law on Executive Authority and the 
Rules of Procedure of the Assembly that it realized this error, which, of course, placed the 
                                                           
39 Art. 1(2) reads as follows:  “The District derives its powers of local self-government by virtue of each Entity 
having delegated all of its powers of governance as previously exercised by the two Entities and the three 
municipal governments within the pre-war Opstina, as defined in Article 5, of the District Government.”  To 
ensure that the intent of the Final Award is not violated by OHR, the IC or the Entities, this Article is not subject 
to amendment.  See art. 1 (5).     
40 European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, art. 6 (3) (c). 
41 The practice thus far has been that should an issue of constitutionality be raised before the lower courts, the 
proceedings are suspended and the matter is submitted to the Constitutional Court for a decision.  This procedure 
caused enormous delays.    
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drafters in a less flexible position.  As noted in the section dealing with the Judiciary, the 
lessons from this error proved to be invaluable.  
 

 
B. THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ASSEMBLY  
 
The Rules of Procedure of the Assembly (“Rules”), are based on the previous rules applied in 
the Municipal Assembly of Brcko.42 The Rules were significantly modified pursuant to the 
Statute.  The objective was to establish rules that would foster not only transparency, but that 
would also provide the necessary checks and balances between the executive and legislative 
branches.   
 
The Rules regulate the organization and functioning of the Assembly, the rights and duties of 
the Councilors, the amendment of the Statute, District Budget, District laws and decisions of 
the District Assembly, the election and/or dismissal of the President and Vice President of the 
Assembly, the Mayor, and other officials, the monitoring of the performance of the District 
Government and other administrative bodies of the Government, and the performance of any 
other functions in accordance with the Statute.  
 
Under the Rules, the Assembly is required to form Committees from among its members in 
order to prepare draft laws and to perform other responsibilities according to the Statute and 
the Rules.  Each committee is to have five members that proportionally represent the number 
of seats of the political parties and independent Councilors. The Assembly may also appoint a 
number of experts as non-voting members of the Committees to assist in their work. The 
Committees are required to give opinions, submit proposals and report to the Assembly about 
issues that, under the Statute, the Rules and the decisions of the Assembly, are under their 
competence.  
 
To add transparency, the Committees are required to keep minutes for each of their meetings. 
The minutes, which are to be produced and distributed to Councilors not later than ten (10) 
working days after the meeting, are to be available to the Assembly and the public.  
         
The Rules provide for the following standing Committees: 

 

− Legislative Committee; 
− Budget Committee;     
− Human Rights Protection Committee; 
− Economic Development and Agriculture Committee; 
− Election and Appointment Committee and Mandate-Immunity Committee; 
− Administrative and Finance Committee; 
− Public Safety and Police Oversight Committee; 
− Labor, Health and Social Protection Committee; 
− Committee for Cooperation with Religious Communities, Education, Sport and 

Culture; 
− Commission for Monitoring Work of the Government, District Institutions and 

Citizen’s Petitions; 
− Public Utilities and Environment Committee. 
 
Relevant features of the Rules: 
 

                                                           
42RS Municipal Assembly Brcko, Rules of Procedure, 3 February 1998. 
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− Limited immunity from criminal or civil liability, with an explicit time period within 
which the issue must be brought to a vote for the lifting of immunity;43 

− Detailed provisions regarding conflict of interest; 
− Transparency provisions requiring that all laws, decisions and regulations adopted by the 

Assembly be published in the Official Gazette in all three languages; 
− A three-fifths majority vote of the total number of Councilors when adopting a decision 

concerning: 
a) Adoption of the Rules of Procedure of the Assembly; 
b) The District Budget; 
c) District laws; 
d) Dismissal of all persons elected by the Assembly and; 
e) Consent for the appointment and dismissal of the Chief and Deputy Chiefs of    

District Police. 
− A three-fourths majority vote of the total number of Councilors when adopting a decision 

concerning: 
a) Adoption and amendment to the Statute 
b) Cooperative agreements with the Entities to facilitate the accomplishment of the 

District’s functions and powers;  
c) Agreements with national and international associations of cities and municipalities 

and with cities and municipalities to meet common needs under Article 71 of the 
Statute.44  

− Detailed provisions on requesting for and voting on the dismissal of the Mayor; 
− Detailed provisions on vetoing the Mayor’s decision to appoint or dismiss a head of a 

Department; 
− Provision for the appointment or dismissal of the Chief and Deputy Chiefs of Police to be 

subject to the consent of the Assembly. 
 
Perhaps the most innovative change from the previous practice, and one that continues to exist 
throughout BiH, was the elimination of the Assembly’s right to automatically interpret 
regulations passed by the Assembly.45  Effectively, this transfers such interpretive powers to 
the Judiciary, commonly referred to as “judicial review”.46  
 
C. LAW ON EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY 
 
The Statute served as the basis for drafting the Law on Executive Authority (“Law”), defining 
the organization of the Government, the competencies of the Mayor and the Heads of 
Departments, and the relation between the Mayor and the Heads of Departments.47  
 
In drafting the Law, the aim was to establish a local government where responsibility and 
accountability rests with the chief executive, i.e., the Mayor. This is very different from the 
previous system where the President of the Executive Board, who also served as Mayor, 

                                                           
43 Art. 9 para. 4 provides that “The President shall within forty eight (48) hours from the notification from the 
Prosecutor’s Office hold a meeting of the Assembly to decide by a simple majority of those Councilors present 
and voting and through an open ballot process, whether the immunity of the Councilor should be lifted”.  For the 
significance of this article, see chapter V.F herein, BLRC’s Assistance in Anti-Corruption.  
44 Provision in the Statute dealing with the District being the legal successor to the three previously existing 
municipalities in the Brcko area.  See Final Award paras. 9 and 36.  
45 Id. art. 71. 
46 Judicial review is referred to the court’s authority to review actions of other branches including the power to 
invalidate legislation and executive actions as being unconstitutional.  See Statute, art. 41, which grants the 
District courts jurisdiction to decide whether any provisions of District laws are consistent with the Constitution 
of BiH or Statute.  
47 Statute, arts. 46-57 
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governed through an Executive Board, but had no more authority than any other board 
member.48   The previous structure of local governance proved to be less than ideal, since 
critical decisions required consensus, with the result that no single public official could be 
held accountable for wrong decisions. Moreover, when it did not settle for half-measures, the 
Executive Board was enmeshed in paralyzing gridlock, particularly when dealing with 
sensitive political matters.  
 
Under the Law, the Executive Authority is composed of the Mayor and Heads of Departments 
(“Government”).49  The Mayor is elected and dismissed by the Assembly, and serves during 
the term of the Assembly that elected him. If the Mayor resigns or is removed from office 
before the end of his term, and until a new Mayor is elected, the Government and 
Administration continue to perform under the Vice-Mayor. When the Assembly dismisses the 
Mayor or when the Mayor resigns, the Heads of the Departments are dismissed automatically, 
but they must continue to perform their duties under the Vice-Mayor until a new Mayor is 
elected, an event that shall occur no later than 30 days after the resignation/dismissal of the 
Mayor.50  
 
To strengthen the role of the Mayor and to make him fully accountable, as the Head of the 
Government, he has the following competencies: 
 
− Presides over the Government and ensures co-ordination among particular Departments of 

the District Government; 
− Submits to the Assembly, at the end of each calendar year, an annual report on the 

performance of the Government and the program of its work for the next year;    
− Represents the District in all its relationships with third parties and with the public at 

large; 
− Executes legislation passed by the Assembly and by the Parliamentary Assembly of BiH;  
− Issues acts applicable to the District at large on matters not reserved to the Assembly; 
− Appoints the Appellate Commission to make decisions in the second-instance 

administrative procedure. 
− Accounts to the Assembly on the use and management of District resources through 

regular reports to the Assembly;  
− Supervises the work of the District Police, and issues instructions for the implementation 

of District policy on public safety; 
− Declares a state of emergency, in accordance with the law, in the event of natural 

disasters, such as floods, earthquakes, blizzards and outbreaks of contagious disease(s), 
and gives account on measures taken to the Assembly at the commencement of the 
emergency, or soon thereafter, but no later than 48 hours after declaration of the state of 
emergency;  

− Submits draft laws to the Assembly;  
− Submits budget proposals and financial reports of the District authorities to the Assembly 

for approval; 
− Ensures an effective and efficient tax and revenues collection in the District; 
− Informs the public and media on his work; and 
− Performs other duties allocated to him by the Statute and laws of the District. 
                                                           
48 The Executive Board passed its decisions by a majority vote of the members present, and with all members 
having “equal rights in deciding and performing the rights, duties and responsibilities”. Decision on Executive 
Board of the Brcko Municipality, RS Assembly of the Brcko Municipality, 30 December 1997, art. 16.  
49 Though the Mayor appoints the Chief and Deputy Chiefs of Police, the District Police is not a Government 
Department.  A separate law governs its functions. See Statute, art. 60.   
50 The reasoning behind the mandatory dismissal of all Heads of Departments upon the dismissal or resignation 
of the Mayor was to allow an in-coming Mayor to choose his  own Heads of Departments.  
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To ensure that the Government is continuously at work, the Law provides that sessions be 
convened and chaired by the Mayor at least once a week on an ordinary basis, and, whenever 
necessary, for non-ordinary sessions. The Mayor is required to set the Agenda for the sessions 
of the Government.  
 
The Law specifically sets out transparency provisions for the work of the government so that 
residents are properly and promptly informed.  Accordingly, decisions, organizational plans, 
and instructions of the Mayor are to be published in the Official Gazette; individual 
administrative acts-decisions are to be noticed to interested parties; and Mayoral directives are 
to be posted on the District Notice Board to ensure their dissemination among District 
employees. This is consistent with the freedom of public information provision in the 
Statute.51  
D. LAW ON POLICE 
 
In accordance with the Final Award52, the Statute mandates the establishment of a District 
Police to provide a safe and secure environment, ensure unrestricted freedom of movement of 
all persons and vehicles throughout the District, and establish cooperative law enforcement 
arrangements with the police authorities of the Entities regarding hot pursuit of criminal 
suspects.53   
 
With the UN International Police Task Force (“IPTF”) “retain[ing] its authority over the 
District Law Enforcement Agency in accordance with Annex 11 of the Dayton Peace 
Accords”,54 the BLRC was particularly mindful  that representatives of IPTF reviewed 
various drafts of the Law on Police.55  This proved to be both useful and essential, especially 
since the BLRC was later asked to review the Book of Rules for the Police, and to assist in 
establishing internal disciplinary procedures for the Police.   
 
Though the BLRC relied on laws from both Entities to provide a general framework for the 
Law, it was guided primarily by the standards set forth in the Statute, and, to some extent, by 
anticipated reforms to the Law on Criminal Procedure.   In general, this Law regulates the 
powers of the police within the District, the organization and competence of the Police, 
management of the Police, accountability by the Police, obligations and rights of authorized 
officials, Police employment relations, disciplinary matters, professional and advanced 
training of employees of the Police, as well as other issues  relating to law enforcement 
activities in the District.  
  
The Law entrusts the Police with the following responsibilities: 
 
− Protection of life and personal safety; 
− Enforcement of the BiH Constitution and laws, and the District Statute, laws and other 

acts of the District; 
− Maintenance of public peace and order; 
− Human rights and civic freedoms guaranteed by the BiH Constitution; 
− Protection of property; 
                                                           
51 Within the District, freedom of information is respected by requiring District officials to ensure free, timely 
and accurate public access to the District’s activities, public documents, decisions and official meetings. See 
Statute, art. 18 (1) (2). 
52 Final Award, Revised Annex, 18 August 1999, para. 6. 
53 Statute, arts. 58-61. 
54 Supra note 52. 
55 The BLRC is most grateful to Officer James Riemer, IPTF Brcko, for his enormous assistance in the drafting 
of this law and the Law on Criminal Procedure.  
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− Crime prevention; 
− Crime, misdemeanor and economic offense detection and investigation under the direction 

of the District Prosecutor; 
− Protection of certain persons and public facilities; 
− Control of the purchase, possession and carrying of weapons and ammunition; 
− Traffic safety and control of the roads;  
− Control and inspection of the transport, protection, use and storage of dangerous 

materials; 
− Jobs and tasks which refer to: permanent and temporary place of residence, issuing 

personal identification cards, processing applications for passports, motor vehicle 
registration, organizing driving tests, driving schools’ performance, reporting and holding 
of public gatherings.  

− Carrying out other law enforcement activities defined by the Law. 
 
Given the extra-judicial use of the police during the war, and in keeping with the requirements 
under the Final Award making the District totally demilitarized,56 the Police is strictly 
prohibited from participating in military and/paramilitary operations.  
 
To engender public trust, the Police is required to keep the public informed about its actions 
through summary reports of criminal activities and police activities.  These summary reports 
are to be publicized on a regular basis and made accessible to the public by the Police. 
 
The Chief of Police is required to carry out the District’s policy on public safety as 
determined by the Mayor and the District Assembly. Although the Chief of Police has a 
reporting responsibility to the Mayor and the District Assembly57 and is required to follow the 
policy of public safety within the District, he does not take direct orders on operational 
matters from the Mayor.  
 
In general, the Law instructs the Chief of Police to carry out the following duties: 
 

− Suggest the enactment of laws and other regulations within the competence of   the Police; 
− Issue Books of Rules, Internal Directives, orders, instructions, guidance and other acts as 

necessary; 
− Provide and ensure the cooperation between the Police and other District bodies; 
− Inform the public about the work of the Police; 
− Institute a system of internal control and inspection to supervise and coordinate all 

individual and unit activities; 
− Inform the Mayor of any serious allegations made against members of the Police after a 

preliminary investigation has been completed. Unless criminal charges are recommended 
against a Police officer, the name of the Police officer who is under investigation shall not 
be made public before a final conclusion by the Disciplinary Commission; 

− Perform other tasks required for the professional management of the Police Department.   
 
Other aspects of the Law 
 
− Provisions on available measures during emergency situations; 
− Provisions on the use of non-deadly and deadly force; 

                                                           
56 Final Award, para. 41; Statute, art. 8. 
57 Pursuant to art. 34, the Chief of Police is accountable to the Mayor, is required once a month to submit written 
reports on the Police to the District Assembly, and must appear before the Assembly when requested to provide 
further information.  
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− Provisions holding the District and authorized officials liable for illegal or irregular 
conduct, including damages resulting from deliberate and/or reckless conduct; 

− Provisions for receiving and responding to complaints by the public. 
 
Recognizing the need for greater transparency and accountability, the Assembly is required to 
oversee the work of the Police, including disciplinary investigations and actions, through the 
Assembly’s Public Safety and Police Oversight Committee, which, under the Rules58 shall: 
   
− Monitor the work of the Police related to respect for the rights of citizens granted by the 

Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the law; 
− Discuss issues related to violation of rights and freedoms of citizens by the Police; 
− Identify problems related to the work of the Police and propose measures for their 

elimination; 
− Monitor the work of the District fire department; 
− Exercise other activities stipulated by these Rules of Procedure and the decisions of the 

Assembly. 
 

To add transparency to disciplinary proceedings involving police officers, the Law provides 
for the establishment of a Police Commission to act as the second instance disciplinary body.  
In drafting the internal regulations for disciplinary matters, the BLRC concluded that the 
Assembly’s Public Safety and Police Supervision Committee should nominate three (3) 
residents of the District with high professional and moral standing who are not police officers, 
as members of the Police Commission.59     
 
 

E.  LAW ON ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 
 
The Law on Administrative Procedure for the District drafted by the BLRC is based on the 
Law on General Administrative Procedure of the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia 
(“SFRY”).60 The proposed changes were necessary to meet the new District structure of 
Government, and to streamline the process with shortened deadlines in order to provide for 
quicker resolutions of administrative proceedings and disputes.  
 
Departments of the Government and other organs are required to act in accordance with this 
Law when dealing with administrative matters, directly applying the regulations, deciding 
matters of rights, obligation or legal interests of physical and legal persons or other parties. In 
deciding on administrative matters, companies, institutions and other legal persons are also 
required to act in accordance with this Law when they perform public duties entrusted to them 
by law or by a contract.  
The Law provides that when passing a decision, a party has to be given the opportunity to 
express that party’s opinion on all significant facts and circumstances.  Decisions may be 
made without the opinion of a party only in cases as provided by Law.   
 
In keeping with the spirit of the Final Award, and as required by the Statute, Bosnian, 
Croatian and Serbian languages and the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets are to be used on equal 
terms in administrative proceedings, and individual decisions on rights and obligations of 
                                                           
58 Rules of Procedure of the Assembly, art. 39. 
59 Book of Rules on Disciplinary and Material Accountability of Employees of the Police of the Brcko District, 
art. 16.  A recent amendment to the Law on Police was proposed requiring these regulations to be forwarded to 
the Assembly for review and approval.  Though regulations are not adopted by the Assembly, it was determined 
that regulations regarding police disciplinary proceedings are of such importance that Assembly approval should 
be necessary.      
60 “Official Gazette of the SFRJ”, No. 47/86. 
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citizens are to be provided in any of those languages and alphabets in accordance with the 
party’s request. 
 
Administrative proceedings can be initiated by the competent organ automatically or when 
requested by a party.  When a proceeding is initiated and it is not necessary to conduct a 
special examination procedure before passing the decision, the competent organ has to pass 
the decision and deliver it to the party not later than 15 days from the day that the request was 
submitted, unless a shorter deadline is prescribed by a separate regulation. In other cases 
when a proceeding is initiated upon a party’s request or automatically, the competent organ 
must pass a decision and deliver it to the party within 30 days, unless a shorter deadline is 
prescribed by a separate  regulation. 
 
If the competent organ, whose decision may be appealed, does not pass and deliver the 
decision to the party within the deadline, the party has the right to file an appeal with the 
Appellate Committee, acting as if its request was denied (commonly known as “silence of the 
administration”). 
 
A party has a right to appeal a first instance decision  to the Appellate Committee and such 
appeal should be filed within 15 days of the decision. The Appellate Committee shall consist 
of five (5) members. The Head of the Department of Administrative Support shall 
automatically be the presiding member of the Appellate Committee. The Mayor shall appoint 
the other four (4) members of the Appellate Committee. 
     
The decision on an appeal must be passed and submitted to the party as soon as possible, but 
no later than 30 days from the date of delivery of the appeal, unless a shorter deadline has 
been defined by a separate regulation. 
 

For transparency purposes, the Mayor is required to submit, once a year, a written report to 
the Assembly regarding deciding in administrative matters in administrative procedure carried 
out by all District services.  
 
In order to provide court protection to residents, enterprises and other legal persons in the 
District, and in order to ensure legality, a third instance (administrative dispute) is provided.  
The Basic Court is authorized to decide in administrative disputes which the Departments and 
institutions that have public authorities decide on rights and obligations of residents and legal 
persons in administrative matters61. 
 
An administrative dispute may be initiated against a second instance administrative act and 
against a first instance administrative act if the appeal against the first instance administrative 
act is not allowed by a separate regulation. 
 
If the Appellate Committee has failed to pass a decision on the appeal of a party against first 
instance decision within 30 days or in a shorter term prescribed by special regulation, and if 
the Appellate Committee fails to pass the decision in an additional deadline of seven days 
after the party's written request, the party may start an administrative dispute as if the appeal 
were rejected. 
 
 

F. LAW ON DISTRICT REVENUE AGENCY 
 

The Law on District Revenue Agency sets up the fundamental framework through which 
transparency, accountability and supervision over the District budget are achieved, as 
                                                           
61 Law on Administrative Dispute of the Brcko District.  
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envisioned in the Statute.  Special attention was devoted to the difference between duties of 
the District Revenue Agency (“DRA”) and the Government’s Department of Budget and 
Finance, which in the District has much of the authority of a Treasury.62 
 
In essence, the DRA functions as a comptroller, with no political decision-making authority.  
The basic function is to prevent any expenditure by the Mayor, Government and institutions 
that have not explicitly been granted by the Assembly, or that are not in accordance with 
prescribed procurement procedures.  If any inappropriate or unclear expenditure requests are 
made, the DRA is required to inform the Assembly, which has the absolute authority to 
determine the validity and appropriateness of the expenditure request.  However, the DRA is 
forbidden to make an independent assessment of the decisions of the Government, i.e., 
whether the expenditure is or is not beneficial for the District.  The Assembly when adopting 
the District Budget makes that decision.  
 
In establishing the functions and characteristics of the DRA, the BLRC specifically 
envisioned a semi-autonomous agency that would be free from political influence by the 
executive branch.   However, because the Mayor is entrusted with the authority to submit the 
District Budget to the Assembly63, and the DRA submits reports to the Executive Authority, 
including its own projections on the state of anticipated revenues,64 the BLRC concluded that 
the DRA should be under the executive and not the legislative branch. To foster the 
independence of the DRA, the Director, unlike Heads of the Government Departments, is 
appointed by the Mayor with three-fifths consent of the Assembly, serves a term of five years 
and may be re-appointed, but he may only be dismissed by a three-fifth majority vote of the 
Assembly.65 
 
The basic functions of the DRA, among others, are: 
 
− Collection of revenues; 
− Reporting on the availability of revenues for the budget; 
− Investment of District funds; 
− Forecasting District revenues and the financial state of the district; 
− Controlling the expenditures of District authorities; 
− Auditing all accounts of budget users; 
− Maintaining records of those employed in District authorities; 
− Making projections of salaries; 
− Performing duties related to District debt. 
 

 
G. LAW ON TAX ADMINISTRATION AGENCY 
 

                                                           
62 In accordance with art. 14 of the Law on Executive Authority, the Department of Budget and Finance 
performs expert, administrative, and other duties related to the budget and finance, including: 
The preparation and execution of the Budget, financial reports of the District, the annual and monthly reports of 
the District finance on the execution of the Budget; 
The status of the District finance and the measures to solve budgetary shortfalls; 
The supervision over usage of budgetary means by the users of the Budget; and 
Financial and material accounting for the District bodies, as well as performing all accounting duties to meet 
their needs.   
63 The Judicial Commission is responsible for drafting the budget for the Judiciary, which is forwarded to the 
Government to be included, unaltered, to the overall District Budget that is submitted by the Mayor to the 
Assembly.  See chapter III.I herein, Law on Budget.   
64 Law on District Revenue Agency, art. 5 (3). 
65 All other managerial personnel will be public employees and will be appointed and dismissed pursuant to the 
Law on Public Employees.   
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The DRA is responsible for the collection of all revenues set forth by District regulations, 
including revenues generated by the District taxation, revenues generated by foreign trade 
transactions, fees for services, fines, loans and contributions.  Nevertheless, to foster greater 
accountability and transparency, the BLRC concluded that, in carrying out its responsibilities, 
the DRA would “be prohibited from administering, adjusting, negotiating, levying or 
determining the amount of such taxes, fines, loans, or contributions”.66  These functions were 
deliberately  delegated to a newly created agency, modeled after the DRA as a semi-
autonomous agency under the executive branch, known as the Tax Administration Agency 
(“TAA”).  
 
The creation of a separate agency to handle tax administration matters was the subject of 
debate within OHR, with some people arguing that the DRA was well-suited to carry out 
these functions, including those of the Financial Police, for the following reasons: 
 
− The DRA would work efficiently by integrating tax collection and administration, and 

general revenue collection while functioning as a pre-expenditure review unit which 
also does post expenditure audits when necessary; 

− The DRA would track revenue collections, provide revenue forecasts for the District’s 
annual Budget, and invest District funds; 

− By being directly involved in tax and revenue collection, the DRA was well suited to 
assess the District’s financial status and to provide responsible revenue estimates for 
Budget preparation; 

− By performing pre-audit of all major expenditures and selected post-audit reviews, the 
DRA was best-suited to directly monitor the District’s expenditures against realized 
income; 

− Having one director who co-ordinates tax administration and financial operations, 
pinpoints responsibility, improves access and hastens implementation of 
improvements in tax and financial operations.  

 

The BLRC found some merit in these arguments.  However, in view of past practices of 
corruption and abuse that resulted from a combination of less than transparent procedures and 
the accumulation of competing interests in one person, the BLRC   decided to create a 
separate agency.  Moreover, with the Final Award suggesting that the Supervisor consider the 
establishment of “an independent District Tax Agency”,67 the BLRC firmly recommended 
against the DRA maintaining control over tax administration matters.          
 

As a basis for this Law, the BLRC used a model draft (“draft”) prepared by U. S. Treasury 
Tax Administration Advisors for the RS and the Federation.  The draft was not intended as a 
precise blueprint, but, rather, as a model based on experiences from other countries.  The draft 
was designed for transparency and simplicity for both the taxpaying public as well as for tax 
officials.  Though the draft required extensive modifications to meet the unique structure of 
the District and accepted legal practice and traditions in BiH, it proved to be extremely useful.   
 

The Law proposed by the BLRC and adopted by the Assembly deviated from the draft in that 
it did not incorporate segments of the administrative law, but rather incorporated, by 
reference, relevant provisions of the Law on Administrative Procedure, the Law on 
Administrative Disputes, the Law on Misdemeanors and the Law on Criminal Procedure.  As 
with other laws, prior to its submission to the Assembly, the BLRC hosted several 
drafting/reviewing sessions with experts from the Government and Assembly, members of 
OHR’s Economic Department, and U. S. Treasury consultants engaged in revising tax 
administration procedures in the Federation and RS. 
                                                           
66 Law on District Revenue Agency, art. 5, para.1. 
67 Final Award, Revised Annex, 18 August 1999, para. 8.   
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The basic functions of the TAA, among others, are: 
 
− Conducting tax audits; 
− Carrying out enforced collection;  
− Collecting evidence of criminal activity related to tax evasion; 
− Conducting misdemeanour procedure;  
− Confiscating goods without proper documentation;  
− Prohibiting business activity if tax if not paid. 
 
 

I. LAW ON BUDGET 
 
With the assistance of the DRA, the BLRC initiated the drafting of a Law on Budget for the 
District.  The Law is specifically tailored for the unique structure of the District Government.  
The overall aim was to establish a high level of transparency and accountability in the drafting 
of the Budget and its execution, while also providing for a budgetary process that safeguards 
the independence of the Judiciary from Government control, influence or interference.  
 

Once the general framework of the Law was identified, the BLRC hosted numerous drafting 
sessions with District experts on budget and finance matters.  
 

In general, the Law provides for: 
 

− The Mayor to submit an itemized budget; 
 
− The Judicial Commission to have the exclusive right to prepare the budget for the District 

Judiciary (the Appellate and Basic Court, the Prosecutor’s Office, Agency for Legal Aid 
and the Judicial Commission), which would then be forwarded to the Mayor, to be 
included, unaltered, as part of the general District budget; 

 

− The Mayor to retain the right to comment on and propose amendments to the overall 
budget, including the part submitted by the Judicial Commission; 

 

− The Assembly to retain the exclusive right to adopt the budget, following discussion and 
changes deemed necessary by the Assembly; 

 

− The procedure of budget execution to be laid down, including provisions allowing the 
Mayor to propose amendments through which the budget is revised as a result of 
unplanned expenditures or shortfalls in District revenues; 

 

− The provisions on debt and debt incurrence; 
 

− The provisions on accounting and control; and 
 

− The publication of the budget, all rules and regulations passed in accordance with the Law 
to be published in the Official Gazette. 

 

It is expected that greater judicial independence will ensue, with the Judiciary being 
responsible for identifying its budgetary needs, drafting its own budget, defending its budget 
before the Assembly, and having a process of budgetary-usage in place that prevents the 
executive branch from controlling the Judiciary from making expenditures that have been 
approved by the Assembly.  To ensure accountability and fiscal responsibility, the DRA will, 
as it must with all District institutions, conduct pre-expenditure reviews and post-expenditure 
audits.   
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J. LAW ON RETURN OF ABANDONED PROPERTY 
 
Recognizing that there was little hope for peace and stability in the District (as well as 
throughout BiH) without an effective refugee and displaced persons ( together, “returns”) 
returns program that would alleviate the “unrest and discontent arising from displacement”, 
the Final Award emphasized the need of “keeping Brcko returns out of the exclusive control 
of either of the two Entities”.68  Accordingly, Supervisor Robert W. Farrand began an 
implementation process that would be gradual, orderly and peaceful.  Aside from logistical 
challenges, complicating the District’s efforts of carrying out an effective returns program 
was the fact that legislations from the Entities had markedly different procedures.  
 
In essence, the legislation from the Entities derived from a series of Decisions from the High 
Representative.  The goal, therefore, was to draft a law that would provide for a uniform and 
streamlined procedure, based on existing legislation and these Decisions.  Noting that in 
practice the existing legislation was far from ideal in promoting an effective process for 
returns, the BLRC held numerous drafting/discussion sessions with members from the OHR-
N Returns Department, OHR, OSCE and members from the Government involved in returns 
issues.   The draft Law was also presented to Assembly members and heads of political parties 
prior to its submission  to the Assembly.  The end result was a tailor-made Law based on an 
amalgam of tried and successful procedures, and suggested improvements identified by those 
involved in the area of returns.    
    
This Law supersedes and abolishes the laws of the RS and the Federation on the use and 
disposition of abandoned property, including abandoned apartments, that were in effect within 
the District on 8 March 2000,69 (the date when the District was officially declared with the 
Statute taking effect) and incorporates the provisions of the High Representative’s Decision of 
27 October 1999.70 
 
This Law applies to all real property in the District, including privately owned business 
premises, privately owned houses and apartments, and apartments with occupancy right that 
were vacated as of 30 April 1991.  It is irrelevant whether or not the real property or 
apartment was declared abandoned, provided that the owner lost possession of the real 
property or the occupancy right holder lost possession of the apartment before 19 December 
1998.  This Law also applies to the repossession of real property allocated to temporary users 
on the basis of rationalization  (excess housing space), and to abandoned real property, the 
ownership of which has been acquired after 30 April 1991 under any title of sale of real 
property (contracts on exchange, purchase, gift, etc.)  
 
The Department of Displaced Persons, Refugees and Housing Issues of the Brcko District 
(“Department”), exercises authority  and assumes responsibility over all functions pertaining 
to refugees, displaced persons and housing affairs within the District. The organization, 
staffing, procedures and working regulations of the Department are established in accordance 
with the applicable Laws of the District. 

                                                           
68 Final Award, para. 57. 
69 The Law on the Cessation of Application of the Law on the Use of Abandoned Property, “Official Gazette of 
the RS, no. 38/98, 12/99”; High Representative Decision, 27 October 1999; The Law on the Cessation of the 
Application of the Law on Temporary Abandoned Real Property Owned by Citizens, “Official Gazette of the 
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina 11/98, 29/98, 27/99, 43/99”; and The Law on the Cessation of the 
Application of the Law on Abandoned Apartments, “Official Gazette of the Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 11/98, 38/98, 12/99, 19/99, 27/99, 43/99”. 
70 Package of seven Decisions harmonizing the property legislation between the RS and the Federation, and two 
Decisions on the Reconstruction and Implementation of the CRPC Decisions in the RS and Federation, issued 27 
October 1999.   
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The Department is required to issue a decision to a claimant within the later of 30 days from 
the date of receipt of the claim for repossession of real property, or 30 days from the date the 
last decision is issued pursuant to Article 31.  In case of a dispute as to the lawfulness of a 
transferred real property right, the Department shall, according to the provisions of the Law 
on Administrative Procedure regulating preliminary issues, if it does not resolve the issue 
itself, suspend the proceedings until a competent court renders a decision on the dispute. The 
burden of proof lies with the party claiming to have acquired rights to the property under the 
transaction, who has to establish that the transaction was conducted voluntarily and in 
accordance with the Law. 
 
An occupancy right holder of an abandoned apartment (the claimant), vacated between 30 
April 1991 and 19 December 1998, is presumed to be a refugee or displaced person, and has 
the right to return to his/her apartment, regardless of whether the apartment was registered as 
abandoned, and regardless of whether the apartment was used for business purposes after 30 
April 1991, provided the claim was filed within the deadline set out in the applicable laws.   
 
An illegal user must be evicted within 15 days, at the latest, from the day a decision is issued, 
and the owner of the real property or the occupancy right holder of the apartment, and/or any 
member of his household, is entitled to repossess the real property or apartment without any 
restriction or limitation.  The responsible body shall not be obliged to provide alternative 
accommodation under this Law to an illegal user. 
 
In the case that the current user is not entitled to alternative accommodation under this Law, 
the Department shall determine whether the person is entitled to any form of assistance under 
the applicable law on displaced persons and the competent body for social protection in the 
District shall determine whether the person is entitled to any form of assistance under the 
applicable law on social protection.  
 
In no event shall failure of the competent body for social protection in the District or the 
Department to meet their obligations to provide alternative accommodation operate to delay 
or suspend the eviction or to delay the ability of the occupancy right holder to enter into 
possession of the apartment. 
 
The Government is responsible for providing alternative accommodation to all persons 
entitled to that right. The Government has an absolute duty to fulfill these obligations in 
accordance with the Law on Administrative Procedure. 
 
This Law has given the authorities the tool to take a robust approach for the implementation 
of the provisions of the DPA dealing with refugees and displaced persons.71 Three offices 
have been amalgamated into one, covering the whole of the Brcko District and, in many 
cases, the office controls both ends of the return axes. The Department has increased its 
jurisdiction to control the use of “Humanitarian Units” within the District. These units were 
built after the war by the International Community for Displaced Persons and are now being 
utilized as a stock of alternative accommodation. 
 

                                                           
71 DPA Annex 7, Agreement on Refugees and Displaced Persons.  
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IV.  JUDICIAL REFORM STRATEGY  
 
 
A. INTRODUCTION 
 
In a study conducted by OHR,72 it was determined that the judicial system did not ensure 
independence or impartiality in either Entity, that it lacked transparency, and that judges, 
prosecutors and all who are involved in the judicial process were vulnerable to political, 
ethnic and economic pressures.73  In a Pilot Study74 conducted by The Judicial Review Team 
of UN Judicial System Assessment Program (“JSAP”), a case involving an influential citizen 
revealed the following: 
 
− The case was being handled in the wrong courts; 
− The file and oral information showed that the court accepted dubious allegations;  
− Oral information from a judge showed that the judge had been under pressure from the 

court president to withdraw a warrant, and faced severe problems in his work when he 
refused to do so; 

− The judge was suspended by the Court President based on a request from the Ministry 
of Justice based on the pretext of poor performance.   

 
This case serves as a poignant example of the lack of integrity in the judicial system that 
currently exists throughout BiH.  This is not surprising given that judges are appointed by 
parliaments that have little or no interest in an independent Judiciary.  
 
During a Symposium on Judicial Reform held by the BLRC,75 several participants revealed 
that:  
 
− Lay judges were often incompetent, inattentive and ineffective;  
− Investigating judges often failed to adequately investigate cases; 
− Prosecutors were generally left out of the process;   
− Private citizen prosecutions were permitted because victims often complained that 

their rights were being neglected or ignored by the prosecutors;  
− Judges from the Supreme Courts, the BiH Constitutional Court, and lower Courts were 

unable to articulate the standard of proof for determining guilt; and  
−  A uniform or identifiable method of assessing the admissibility of evidence did not 

exist.      
 
Almost without exception, participants at the Symposium acknowledged that the current 
system was flawed, but many of them insisted that change should wait, that reform was an 
ongoing long-term process, and that the “system” would undergo a “shock” if all the 
problems were fixed at the same time.  Not surprisingly, the judges were the most vociferous 
in their opposition to effective and immediate changes to the Judiciary and criminal justice 
system.  
 
In examining the status of the Judiciary in BiH, the BLRC  identified the following basic 
principles essential to meaningful and sustainable reform: 
 
                                                           
72 Comprehensive Judicial Strategy for Bosnia and Herzegovina, OHR July 1999 
73 Id. p. 8. 
74 JSAP Report on Pilot study in anticipation of the comprehensive review of judges, by JSAP Tuzla, p. 9. The 
Federal and Cantonal Commissions for the election and appointment of judges: Manual, June 2000.  
75 Held in Brcko 25-26 May 2000.  
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- Strengthening the principle of separation of powers; 
- Improving all aspects of the criminal justice system, from the initial investigations by 

the police, through prosecution, trial and appeal, to the correctional system; 
− Instituting court administration reform at all levels to ensure efficiency and 

professionalism; 
− Eliminating the practice of private citizen prosecution; 
− Adding mechanisms to allow judges to act impartially; 
− Strengthening the role of the prosecutor; 
− Instituting a selection process for judges and prosecutors based on professional 

criteria;  
− Revising the Law on Criminal Procedure and other relevant laws; and 
− Establishing an agency to provide free legal assistance to indigent accused, and to a 

lesser extent to indigent District residents in civil matters.   
 

In order to overhaul the entire judicial and criminal justice system, all laws related to the 
Judiciary and criminal justice system were reviewed as a whole.  As noted herein with respect 
to the BLRC drafting/harmonization process, once areas for changes were identified, a 
comprehensive strategy was formulated to ensure that every change made would fit within the 
overall context, and of course, be consistent and complementary to changes introduced in 
each law individually. Specifically, the following laws were reviewed: 
 
− The Law on Courts; 
− The Law on Prosecutors; 
− The Law on Police; 
− The Law on Judicial Commission; 
− The Law on Criminal Procedure; 
− The Law on Civil Procedure; 
− The Criminal Code; 
− The Law on Pardon; 
− The Law on Misdemeanours; 
− The Law on Economic Offences; 
− The Law on Execution of Criminal Sanctions; 
− The Law on Executive Procedure (Civil Judgements); and 
− The Law on Administrative Disputes. 
 
 
B. ORGANIZATION OF THE NEW DISTRICT JUDICIARY 
 
 

1. Law On Judicial Commission  
 
As envisioned by the Final Award and the Statute,76 the BLRC drafted a law creating a 
Judicial Commission to: ensure the independence and impartiality of the entire Judiciary;  
guarantee that all judicial organs function and operate within the law free from outside 
pressures and influence; promote ethical conduct and professionalism in the performance of 
judges, prosecutors, and lawyers with the Agency for Legal Aid; ensure the establishment of a 

                                                           
76 Final Award, Revised Annex, 18 August 1999, para. 4. “…the District statute shall provide for the 
establishment of a Judicial Commission, which shall have responsibility for the appointment, tenure and 
dismissal of judges and prosecutors…”; See also Statute, art. 64(1) “ An independent Judicial Commission shall 
be established by law with responsibility for appointment and dismissal of district judges and prosecutors.” 
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professional and efficient Basic and Appellate Courts in the District; and determine the budget 
proposal for the Judiciary.   
 
The Judicial Commission is comprised of 7 members: 
  
− President of Appellate Court; 
− President of Basic Court; 
− Director of Agency for Legal Aid; 
− Prosecutor; 
− President of Constitutional Court of BiH (or a Constitutional Court Judge appointed 

by the President); and 
− Two (2) Residents of the District  
 
To engender public confidence, it was determined that two of the seven members of the 
Judicial Commission should be non-lawyer residents of the District with high professional 
and moral standing.77  The non-lawyer members are selected by the Ombudsmen of BiH 
from a list of candidates proposed by the Mayor and Assembly.  
 
The members of the Judicial Commission elect a President and a Vice President. The 
independence, impartiality and integrity of its members are essential to carrying out the duties 
and functions of the Judicial Commission.  All Commissioners must perform their duties in 
accordance with the highest ethical and professional standards, devoid of improper influence 
or bias and with unquestionable independence.  No Commissioner can be a member of a 
political party or participate in political party activities, or endorse political party candidate or 
platform. 
   
The Judicial Commission has a Secretary who is responsible for assisting the President, Vice 
President and other Commissioners.  The Secretary tends to all legal, expert and 
administrative matters within the ambit of the Commission.  The Secretary’s professional 
qualifications must meet the criteria of a judge in the Basic Court.   
 
The duties and functions of the Judicial Commission include the appointment and dismissal of 
judges, prosecutors and lawyers with the Agency for Legal Aid.  The Commission regulates 
the organizational and internal procedures of the Basic and Appellate Courts.  It enforces 
laws, regulations and measures pertaining to the organization and functions of the Courts, the 
Prosecutor’s Office and Agency for Legal Aid.  It also evaluates complaints against the 
Courts, Prosecutor’s Office, and Agency for Legal Aid, translators, experts or other 
employees of the Judiciary.   
 
Though the Judicial Commission is entrusted with the task of drafting the ethical codes for 
judges and prosecutors, the BLRC deemed it necessary to include all ethical requirements in 
the Law on Courts, the Law on Prosecutor’s Office and the Law on the Agency for Legal Aid.  
By placing these requirements into the body of the Law, the Judicial Commission is 
compelled to incorporate them into the respective codes, thus preventing any alterations 
without the express approval of the Assembly. 

                                                           
77 The BLRC was of the opinion that in order to instill confidence in the judiciary, the Judicial Commission 
should either hold public disciplinary hearings, or in the alternative, include members of community to add 
transparency into the process and act as watchdogs to ensure accountability.  Given that many of the complaints 
often prove to be frivolous or false, holding public hearings could result in an unintended negative impact on 
those against whom complaints were filed, the BLRC opted for having District residents being members of the 
Judicial Commission with disciplinary hearings to be held in-camera.   
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The Law provides for the following disciplinary offenses: 
 
− An obvious violation of an obligation of proper behavior towards parties in a 

proceeding, their legal representatives, witnesses and colleagues; 
− The disclosure of judicial secrets; 
− A failure to fulfill official obligations in terms of the quality and quantity of work, or 

negligent attitude towards work; 
− Ineffective and uneconomical performance of judicial duties that result in the 

extension of and unnecessary increase in the costs of proceedings; 
− Publicly expressing a disagreement with the decisions of other members of the 

Judiciary in order to demean them; 
− Failure to participate in obligatory professional advanced training; 
− Involvement in activities that are incompatible with the duties of a member of the 

Judiciary; 
− Compromising behavior, both in official and personal life;  
− The misuse of office or position in order to receive an unjustified benefit; 
− Behavior that violates the Code of Ethics; and 
− Any other behavior that may create the appearance of impropriety. 
 
Disciplinary proceedings consist of two levels: 
 
− The First Instance Disciplinary Panel composed of three (3) Commissioners; and 
− The Second Instance Disciplinary Panel composed of four (4) Commissioners.   
 
The disciplinary sanctions are: 
 
− A reprimand; 
− A fine that decreases the offender’s compensation by up to thirty percent (30%), not to 

exceed six (6) months; 
− A recommendation for dismissal and, if the alleged conduct constitutes a criminal 

offense, a referral of the matter to the Prosecutor’s Office to initiate criminal 
proceedings.  
 

All disciplinary sanctions must be published in the Official Gazette and in at least one daily 
newspaper in both the RS and the Federation.  
 
Recognizing that the funding of the Judiciary is interrelated with the independence of the 
Judiciary, the Judicial Commission was deliberately entrusted with the responsibility of 
determining the budget proposal for the Judiciary.  Thus, the Law on Budget was designed to 
allow the Assembly to be fully and directly apprised of the budgetary needs of the Judiciary 
as identified by the Judicial Commission and not by the Government.78   
 
 

                                                           
78 Through the Law on Judicial Commission, the Law on Budget and the Law on the District Revenue Agency, 
the District is in full compliance with a recent opinion by the Consultative Council of European Judges 
(“CCJE”).  See Opinion No, 2 (2001) of the CCJE FOR THE ATTENTION OF THE COMMITTEE OF 
MINISTERS OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE ON THE FUNDING AND MANAGEMENT OF COURTS 
WITH REFERENCE TO THE EFFICIENCY OF THE JUDICIARY AND TO ARTICLE 6 OF THE 
EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS, Strasbourg, 23 November 2001.  
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2. Law On Courts 
 
This Law regulates the organization and jurisdiction of the Basic Court and Appellate Court 
(together, “the courts”) of the District, the internal organization of the courts, court 
administration, the requirements for appointment of judges and their rights and obligations, 
the procedure for appointment of court interpreters and experts, employment conditions, 
preservation of official secrets, provision of funds for the functioning of the courts and other 
issues connected with the activities of the courts. 
 
The Basic Court is competent to decide, in the first instance, all criminal, misdemeanor, 
juvenile, commercial, bankruptcy, civil and other cases.  The Appellate Court is competent to 
decide on regular legal remedies against the decisions of the Basic Court; and extraordinary 
legal remedies (third instance) against the final decisions of the court. 

 
The President of each court is elected from among the appointed judges. The candidate who 
receives a three-fifth’s of the total number of votes cast by the judges becomes the President.  
A court President is elected for a term of four (4) years.  Upon the expiration of his term, a 
President may stand for reelection for an additional term, but may not exceed eight (8) 
consecutive years as President. 
 
Requirements for appointment as a judge: 
 
To be elected, a candidate must: 
− Be a citizen of Bosnia and Herzegovina and of one of the Entities; 
− Have a Bachelor’s degree in Law; 
− Have passed the Bar exam;  
− Be an individual of high moral character and ability with appropriate training and 

qualifications in law;  
− Have prior legal work experience after passing the Bar exam, specifically: 

a) Seven (7) years for a judge at the Basic Court, including a minimum of three (3) 
years in a judicial, prosecutorial, or attorney’s practice, or ten years of other legal 
practice; 

b) Ten (10) years for a judge at the Appellate Court, including a minimum of five 
(5) years in judicial, prosecutorial, or attorney’s practice, or fifteen years of other 
legal practice. 

 
A Court Secretary position has been established with similar functions and authority as is 
normally vested in court administrators in the US and in some European countries. The Court 
Secretary is responsible for the administration and servicing of both the Basic and Appellate 
Courts, and serves under the direction of the President of the Appellate Court.  The Court 
Secretary is appointed and dismissed by the Judicial Commission.  The qualifications for the 
Court Secretary are a minimum of five (5) years of working experience in law. 
 
Provisions regarding confidentiality, currently lacking in BiH though commonly found in 
progressive judicial systems, were inserted to instill greater public confidence.  Such 
provisions provide for: 
  
− Court employees to keep confidential all information acquired while performing their 

official duties, except for information recorded or released during a public court 
hearing, and for employee’s obligation of confidentiality to last after the cessation of 
his/her employment at the court; 
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− Only the President of the Court or an authorized judge may make public 
announcements concerning court activities to the media in accordance with the 
Internal Rules of the Court.  A judge who makes a public disclosure about an ongoing 
case is subject to disciplinary action; 

− A judge or court employee shall not disclose any information obtained during the 
performance of their official duties concerning personal, family, or financial 
information to unauthorized persons; 

− A judge shall approve the review of the court files only to persons that have the right 
to it by law or Internal Rules of the court. 

 
In order for judges to uphold the integrity and independence of the Judiciary, the Law 
contains an entire section, not found anywhere in BiH or the region, on judicial obligations.79  
In essence, the Law incorporated the ethical and judicial standards that are expected to be 
included in the Code of Ethics to be drafted by the Judicial Commission.  For example, a 
judge can be removed from office for soliciting or accepting a bribe or otherwise acting 
dishonestly in reaching a judicial or administrative decision.  Except for specific 
circumstances as provided by Law, a judge may not accept gifts, bequest, favors, or loans 
from anyone.  To ensure the total de-politicization of the Judiciary, its members are strictly 
prohibited from engaging in any political activity.  In dispensing judicial duties, judges are 
required to be impartial and to work diligently to resolve matters pending before them in a 
diligent and expeditious manner. Judges are  not, under any circumstances, to act towards 
those subject to their authority with words or conduct that indicate a bias or prejudice based 
upon race, color, sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, marital status, changes in 
martial status, pregnancy, parenthood, sexual orientation, or social or economic status.   
 
In all activities, members of the Judiciary are required to avoid impropriety, as well as, the 
appearance of impropriety.  In fact, they have an affirmative duty to act in a manner to 
promote public confidence in the integrity of the Judiciary.  The test for appearance of 
impropriety is whether the conduct would create, in reasonable minds, a perception that, as a 
member of the Judiciary, the person is impaired from carrying out his responsibilities 
independently, impartially, and confidentially. 
 
The inspiration for these standards comes from codes of judicial conduct found in the US and 
Europe, where maintaining and enforcing high standards of judicial behavior is a time-
honored tradition.    
 

3. Law on the Prosecutor’s Office 
 
This Law was drafted to meet the challenges resulting from the Law on Criminal Procedure, 
and specifically the elimination of the role of the investigating judge.  As with the Law on 
Courts, the Law on the Prosecutor’s Office contains high ethical standards and transparency 
provisions.   
 
The Prosecutor’s Office is an independent body whose sole function is to impartially 
prosecute criminal offenders, economic crimes and specific misdemeanors.  It directs the 
Police of the District in the investigation of criminal offenses, including the questioning of 
suspects and witnesses, searches, temporary seizure of objects, detentions and arrests, and, if 
necessary, performs investigations as authorized by Law.  The Prosecutor’s Office also 
accepts, reviews, and acts on complaints submitted by District agencies and enterprises, legal 

                                                           
79 Similar provisions have been included for prosecutors and lawyers with the Agency for Legal Aid.  
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persons, and physical persons. Pursuant to the Law, no one has the right to instruct, direct, or 
influence the Prosecutor’s Office in performing its function.  
 
To ensure that the public is fully aware of the activity of the Prosecutor’s Office, the Law 
requires the Prosecutor’s Office to submit an annual written and oral report to the Assembly, 
and to annually inform the public, through the publication of a publicly accessible written 
notice, on the crime rate, other criminal issues, and issues of general public significance.   
 
In order to provide a voice in the drafting of Laws related to the performance of the 
Prosecutor’s function, the law allows for the Prosecutor’s Office to state its opinions to the 
Assembly, propose changes, and to appear, if requested, to clarify its position.  
 
To avoid the appearance of impropriety, a prosecutor is forbidden from communicating with 
an accused, in the absence of counsel for the accused, about matters relating to the charge or 
charges.  In keeping with the rights afforded to the accused under the Law on Criminal 
Procedure, a prosecutor has an affirmative duty to ensure that, in all communications with the 
accused, the accused is aware of the right to counsel. 
 

4. Law On Agency For Legal Aid 
 

The Agency for Legal Aid (“Agency”) is the first such institution in BiH, established in order 
to provide free legal representation to indigent individuals in criminal matters, and in certain 
civil matters, such as: alimony lawsuits (children and spouses); determinations of fatherhood; 
disturbance of possession of property; labor lawsuits related to the employment procedure; 
disputes in connection with property acquired in marriage; and other civil matters as 
determined by the Judicial Commission.     
 
An indigent person is defined as a person who does not have sufficient assets, credit, or other 
means to provide for payment of an attorney and all other necessary expenses of legal 
representation without depriving such person or his/her dependents of food, clothing, and/or 
shelter and who has not disposed of any assets for the purpose of establishing eligibility for 
free legal representation.      
 
Persons seeking representation by the Agency must provide financial disclosure affirming that 
they do not have sufficient assets, credit or other means to provide payment for a private 
attorney.  Based on the information submitted, the President of the Basic Court determines 
whether the person is indigent and entitled to representation by the Agency.   
 
The Agency is independent from the Courts and Prosecutor’s Office.  The Agency is headed 
by a Director and assisted by 5 lawyers.  The Agency’s Director and lawyers are required to 
act professionally, independently impartially, diligently and with the utmost respect for the 
Rule of Law.  The Director and lawyers are held to the very high standards expected of judges 
and prosecutors.  It is anticipated that the lawyers of the Agency for Legal Aid will set the 
professional and ethical standards for the private practitioners, thus raising the quality of legal 
services to District residents.   
 
 
C. REFORMING THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 
 
Following the creation of the RS and the Federation, both Entities adopted versions of the 
former Yugoslavian Law on Criminal Procedure. In these codes the role of the public 
prosecutor is secondary to both the role of the investigating judge and the police.  Though the 
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police believe that the judges, especially the investigating judge, is the most dominant 
institution in the criminal justice system, the common perception among judges and 
prosecutors throughout BiH is that the police is clearly more dominant with few practical 
controls on its power.  In practice, the prosecutor is indeed the weak link, often relegated to 
the role of acting as a conduit for transmitting criminal charges to the investigating judge. As 
a result, the prosecutors in BiH have played a negligible role as a check and balance on the 
powers of the police, and have virtually no role in the pre-trial preparation of the case.80 
 
This may stem from the fact that: 
 
− The “preliminary investigation” is conducted solely by police, except in cases where 

the presence of the investigative judge is necessary; 
− Statements taken by the police are given no weight in court procedure; 
− The prosecutor is generally left out completely from the “preliminary investigation”; 
− The “investigation” is perceived to commence once the investigating judge renders a 

“Decision on Conducting the Investigation”, based on the request of the prosecutor; 
and 

− For criminal acts for which the Law prescribes a prison sentence of up to 3 years, the 
prosecutor is not even obligated to be present during the trial. 

 
In practice, these factors have encouraged complacency among many BiH prosecutors while 
they wait for the investigative judge to gather all the evidence.  Indeed, the existing procedure 
in the Entities has resulted in prosecutors becoming very passive during the pre-trial period 
when they should be most active.  Moreover, because of the late involvement of the 
investigative judge in the procedure and the lack of cooperation between the prosecutor and 
the police, the police often perform unnecessary tasks, while neglecting to perform essential 
duties.  Additionally, the parties and witnesses often feel that the investigative process is a 
form of harassment, the result of repeated questioning by the police, the investigative judge, 
and, at trial, by the judge.  Lastly, the investigation is closed when the investigative judge 
determines that the facts have been sufficiently clarified so that an indictment can be brought. 
Since the investigative judge also evaluates whether the prosecutor’s proposal for 
supplementation of the evidence should be admitted, little, if any, discretion is afforded to the 
prosecutor who, in theory, is responsible for proving the charges at trial. 
 
In reality, the investigation should commence once a crime is reported.  Everything that 
follows, whether it be performed by the police or the prosecutor is critical, if not 
indispensable, for the just resolution of the case.  Accordingly, the relationship between the 
police and prosecutor is of the utmost importance.  From extensive interviews of judges, 
prosecutors, lawyers, police and judicial monitors throughout BiH, the BLRC learned that the 
common perception seemed to be that the role of the investigating judge in both Entities was 
deemed controversial at best and ineffective at worst.  While prosecutors complained that the 
level of case preparation was often inadequate, defense lawyers and monitors were quick to 
point out that investigative judges were often less than objective.  
 

Against this backdrop, and after extensive consultation with national and international 
experts, the BLRC felt it necessary to devise a criminal procedure that would: 
− enable investigations to be conducted efficiently;  
− strengthen the role of the prosecutor; and  
− protect the rights of citizens as required by the BiH Constitution and the Statute. 
 

                                                           
80 During the Symposium, one prosecutor asserted that he is often cut off completely from the pre-trial process, 
and that at trial the Judge often instructed him to refrain from asking any questions since all relevant information 
had been ascertained by the court.  
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To accomplish these goals, the BLRC determined that the role of the investigative judge 
needed to be abolished, the criminal proceedings needed to be more party-driven, thereby 
allowing the judge to play a less active role and, alternatively, to maintain neutrality in the 
capacity of a referee.81  The BLRC also determined that the Appellate Court should: a) 
resolve cases on appeal rather than revoking the first instance judgment and directing the case 
to the Basic Court for re-opening; and b) act as a third instance (five-judge panel composed of 
appellate judges not involved at the second instance), until such time as the establishment of 
the BiH State Court which would have a separate division as a third instance for the District.82   
 

It was also determined that, to accomplish these goals, the criminal procedure would need to 
undergo extensive changes.  In drafting the Law on Criminal Procedure, the BLRC used, as a 
basis, the Law on Criminal Procedure of the RS and the Federation.83 This can be seen in the 
number of articles that have been taken verbatim from those laws. The major changes were 
the removal of the investigative judge and an emphasis during the trial on a more adversarial 
procedure. Though several European countries have dispensed with the role of the investigate 
judge, the primary inspiration for a replacement for the investigative judge came from the 
Swedish system, and, to a lesser extent, the German system. The inspiration for the court/trial 
procedure is from the criminal procedure used in the International Criminal Tribunal for the 
former Yugoslavia (“ICTY”).84   
 
D. MAJOR ASPECTS OF THE LAW ON CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 
 
The European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
(“Convention”) lays down certain principles that must be ingrained in laws related to criminal 
justice of member Countries.85   
 
The Text of Article 6 of the Convention, as construed by the European Court of Human 
Rights, prescribes that the administration of criminal justice must guarantee that any person 
accused of having committed a crime: a) be judged by an impartial judge; b) be presumed 
innocent until a contrary final decision; c) be in a position to exercise his defense in the best 
possible way; and d) have his case decided in a reasonable time. 
 

                                                           
81 Similar reforms are being suggested for the French Criminal Procedure.  Advocating for the elimination of the 
investigating judge who are perceived to be too powerful while often lacking objectivity and balance, 
particularly in cases involving political or influential individuals, Jean-Francois Burgelin, the Prosecutor General 
of the French Supreme Court recently stated: 
 “The investigating judge may have fulfilled his functions well for two centuries,  
 but now his day is over.  Rather than having judges who purport to be righters  
 of wrong, let there simply be a unified prosecution service that investigates,   
            brings charges and prosecutes; let there be a defense; and let there be a judge  
            acting as referee.”  
See Changes afoot?, The Economist, November 24, 2001. 
82 The major reforms incorporated in the Law on Criminal Procedure resulting from the weaknesses identified in 
the criminal justice system in BiH, are consistent with the conclusions and recommendations proposed by JSAP.  
See JSAP THEMATIC REPORT VIII, PROSECUTING CORRUPTION: A study of the Weaknesses of the 
Criminal Justice System in Bosnia and Herzegovina, November 2000.   
83 The BLRC also relied on a 1999 draft RS Law on Criminal Procedure. This draft had eliminated the role of the 
investigative judge.  
84 The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia was established in 1993.  The Rules of 
Procedure were drafted by 11 international jurists from a variety of legal traditions appointed by the UN, and 
with the assistance of the Office of Legal Affairs of the UN Secretariat. Proposals made by various governments 
and non-governmental organizations were also considered. ICTY First Annual Report, A/49/342;S 1994/1007.29 
August 1994, para. 33. 
85 Under the BiH Constitution, the Convention and its protocols, “have priority over all other laws” in BiH.  See 
DPA Annex 4, Constitution of BiH art. II. 2.  
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In reforming the criminal justice system in the District to best respond to the undeniable 
principles of the Convention, the BLRC attempted to reconcile the guarantees that must be 
afforded with the requirement of providing an efficient system. In searching for the most 
appropriate solution the BLRC took into account not only the socio-cultural character of the 
District, and BiH as a whole, but also the need for equity and practicability. 
 

1. Investigation of a Crime 
 
As a general rule, the prosecutor is responsible for all criminal investigations. However, the 
Law gives certain leeway for the police to begin investigations. 

 
There is an obligation to conduct a thorough investigation.  Indeed, the courts, prosecutor and 
police must truthfully and completely establish the facts, and must establish, with equal 
attention, facts that are exculpatory as well as inculpatory. 
 
There is an emphasis in the Law on the suspect’s and accused’s right to counsel.  At certain 
points in an investigation, the suspect or the accused must be advised of this right.  For certain 
crimes, defense counsel is mandatory, i.e., this right cannot be waived.  
 
A police officer is given express authorization by Law to begin an investigation of the crime 
scene upon notification of the prosecutor.  However, all directions from the prosecutor must 
be followed.  
 
The use of wiretapping and intercepting of communications is permitted only by explicit 
direction of the prosecutor and with proper judicial authorization. 
 

2. Interviewing Witnesses 
 
The use of witness statements in court is severely limited under the Law.  In general, 
witnesses must be brought before a court and must testify in the presence of a judge.  A 
deposition procedure is provided for witnesses who may be unavailable for the trial.  
 
Witnesses are not required to give information to the police.  Prior to an official request for a 
statement, the witness must be advised of this right. Depending on the circumstances, certain 
persons also enjoy the privilege not to be a witness.  
 
At the request of the prosecutor under certain circumstances, a Judge may require a witness to 
give a statement.  
 

3. Interviewing Suspects 
 
A suspect is a person for whom there is “grounded suspicion” that he may have committed a 
crime. When a person is a suspect, then certain rights attach prior to questioning:  
 

a) The suspect must be questioned in the presence of a prosecutor; 
b) The suspect must be advised of his rights before questioning;   
c) The suspect may waive his rights under certain circumstances (in writing), but he may 

not waive the right to counsel if it is a case of mandatory defense; 
d) The suspect may invoke at any time during questioning his rights, and the questioning 

must cease.  
 
When a suspect is questioned, the questioning must be recorded. 
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4. Indictment and Arraignment 

              
Once the prosecutor establishes sufficient grounds to believe that the suspect has committed a 
crime, the prosecutor is required to submit the evidence to a judge who will evaluate the 
evidence to determine if it is sufficient to support the indictment.  At the Preliminary Hearing 
(indictment confirmation hearing), the suspect and his counsel are entitled to review all 
evidence presented.  Upon receipt of the indictment, a judge confirms or dismisses charges in 
the indictment within 24 hours if the suspect is in custody or within seven (7) days if not in 
custody.  
 
The judge who confirms the indictment is prohibited from presiding at the trial. This allows 
an objective evaluation of the evidence at the Preliminary Hearing, and it restricts the trial 
judge to making his findings of facts and conclusions of Law based solely on the in-court 
testimony and evidence presented during the trial. 
 

5. Evidence 
 
The existing criminal procedures of the Entities have no guidelines regarding the admissibility 
and weight to be given to evidence. Therefore, in order to promote uniformity and 
consistency, certain basic rules of evidence were introduced in the Law. 86   Consistent with 
the existing legal tradition, the judge remains free to independently evaluate the evidence. 
 
In order to promote the fundamental dignity and human rights of a suspect or an accused, and 
to protect citizens against overzealous police actions, an “exclusionary rule” was also added.  
Specifically, evidence may not be considered, however inculpatory, if a confession is found 
by the court to have been obtained by force, extortion, or coercion.  Moreover the court may 
not base its decision on evidence obtained either in violation of human rights or of law.  This 
is essentially the same rule that is used in the Federation87. 
 

6. Main Trial 
 
Given that the trial judge will no longer review the witnesses’ statements prepared by the 
investigative judge, and because of the complete independence of the prosecutor, the trial 
judge will hear all of the evidence through live witnesses during the trial.  The judge retains 
the same functions and rights as they exist under the current system in the Entities, i.e., to 
question witnesses and request for further evidence, if deemed necessary.  Under this 
procedure, the trial judge is protected from reaching preconceived notions of guilt or 
innocence prior to hearing the evidence, since he will not have the benefit of reading the 
investigative judge’s file in advance of the trial. 
 
Consistent with the existing legal tradition, the judge is compelled to seek the truth and not to 
merely rule on the available evidence – as in the Anglo-Saxon Common Law tradition. 
However, there are certain changes which provide for a more equitable process by placing the 
sole burden of proving the charges on the prosecutor.  
 
During the trial, the prosecutor is on equal footing with defense counsel.  The accused enjoys 
the following fundamental rights: the presumption of innocence; the right to free legal 

                                                           
86 Similar rules are found in the Rules of Procedure for the ICTY, as well as in criminal procedures with an 
adversarial trial process.   
87 Law on Criminal Procedure of the F BiH, art. 8, (“Official Gazette of the F BiH”, No. 43/98). 
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representation, if indigent; the right to be present at trial (no trials in absentia), the right of 
confrontation (cross-examination of witnesses), and the right of presentation of evidence.  
 
To enable an accused to sufficiently prepare a defense, the Law permits the accused, through 
his defense counsel, to investigate/collect evidence.  Both prosecutor and accused/defense 
counsels are reciprocally bound to disclose to each other all documents and witnesses. Thus, 
the principle of “equality of arms” is assured.88 
 
During a trial, the parties question the witnesses first, followed by the judge. The same order 
of questioning is followed in Croatia.89 
 

7. Miscellaneous Additions 
 
a) Standards of Proof 

 
The current criminal procedure for RS and the Federation does not provide sufficient 
specificity regarding the standards of proof required at the various stages of a criminal 
proceeding. Most startling was the fact that, during the Symposium and work-group sessions, 
none of the participating national judges, prosecutors and lawyers could adequately articulate 
the standard required to establish guilt for crime(s) for which an accused was being tried.   
 
In order to provide uniformity, transparency and accountability, the BLRC decided to 
introduce clear and concise standards based on the existing legal tradition.  As can be seen 
from the standards below, the level and quality of proof required progressively increases as a 
person progresses from being a “suspect”, to being indicted and having the status of 
“accused”, to being found “guilty”.    
 
− Basis for establishing someone as a suspect: “grounded suspicion” - evidence and 

information of such quality and reliability that tend to show that a person may have 
committed a crime.  When a person becomes a suspect the prosecutor may invite him 
to obtain a statement, or the judge, at the request of the prosecutor or authorized 
official, shall issue an arrest warrant under conditions provided in the Law. 

− Basis for confirming an indictment: “sufficient grounds to believe” - if there is 
evidence to establish sufficient grounds to believe that the suspect has committed a 
crime, the prosecutor shall prepare and forward to the court an indictment for 
confirmation.  The suspect shall have the status of an accused upon the confirmation 
of the indictment.  

− Basis for establishing guilt: “court must be certain” – the evidence presented 
establishes that the accused committed the act(s) for which he is charged, that no other 
conclusion can be reached from the presented evidence, and that there is reasonable 
belief, based on the investigation of the case, that no other evidence is available that 
would lead to a different conclusion. 
    

                                                           
88 The rights accorded to the suspect and accused in the Law on Criminal Procedure are adopted from the 
principles and aspirations of the International Bill of Human Rights set in the 1948 Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, the 1966 International Convention on Human Rights – International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights, and the European Convention on Human Rights – Convention for the Protection of Human 
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (as amended by Protocol No. 11.)  
89 Law on Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Croatia, arts. 320-321, 334, (“Official Gazette of RH”, 
No.110/97). 
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b) Negotiating & Plea Bargaining  
 

To promote court efficiency, the Law provides the accused with the possibility of entering a 
plea of guilty without a full trial.  The court is required to conduct a thorough examination of 
the accused to establish a factual predicate of guilt.  In some instances (crimes that carry a 
sentence of ten years or less), the prosecutor may negotiate with the accused for a reduced 
sentence in exchange for a guilty plea without a trial.  The court retains the discretion to 
accept or reject the negotiated plea.  This procedure should eliminate the need to try every 
criminal case, and, more importantly, will be a potent mechanism for prosecutors to get the 
accused to cooperate in providing evidence or assisting in the resolution of other cases.   
 
c) Warrant for Pronouncement of the Sentence  
 
The “warrant for the pronouncement of the sentence” is another mechanism for quick and 
efficient resolution of cases.  The Law incorporates a slightly modified version of a Croatian 
model.90  
 
For criminal offenses for which the Law prescribes a prison sentence of up to three years or a 
fine as the main sentence, and where there is enough evidence that the suspect committed the 
criminal offense, the prosecutor may request the Basic Court to issue a warrant for 
pronouncement of the sentence.  The prosecutor must suggest a specific sentence or measure.  
The Basic Court judge shall set a preliminary hearing and, at the preliminary hearing, the 
judge shall: 
 
− Satisfy himself that the  suspect’s right to counsel has been respected; 
− Read or have the indictment read to the suspect, and satisfy himself that the suspect 

understands the indictment and the prosecutor’s request for certain sentence or 
measures to be pronounced; 

− Present the suspect with the evidence gathered by the prosecutor and call upon the 
suspect to make a statement upon the presented evidence; 

− Call upon the suspect to enter a plea of guilty or not guilty; 
− Call upon the suspect to make a statement regarding the sentence or measure. 
 
If the suspect pleads “not guilty” or raises any objections against the indictment, the judge 
shall schedule the main trial and forward the indictment for further proceedings.  If the 
suspect pleads guilty and accepts the sentence or measure proposed in the indictment, the 
judge shall first establish the guilt of the suspect and, thereafter, shall issue judgment in 
accordance with the indictment.  Within eight days of reception of the judgment, the accused 
may raise an objection, in writing, against the judgment.  
 
When less serious criminal acts are involved, this procedure promotes court efficiency while 
fully protecting the fundamental rights of the suspect/accused.         
 
d) Elimination of Lay Judges 
 
To foster independence, impartiality and professionalism, the BLRC eliminated the role of lay 
judges.  Given that they are not trained in the Law, their ability to sufficiently determine 
whether evidence is relevant and reliable is marginal at best.  Moreover, because lay judges 

                                                           
90 Law on Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Croatia, arts. 446-450, (“Official Gazette of the RH”, No. 
110/97). 
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are political appointees and are not subject to any rigorous code of judicial ethics, their 
elimination ensures a higher quality of justice and the de-politicization of the Judiciary. 
 
With the elimination of lay judges, the Law provides for a single judge to sit in cases where 
the maximum sentence is up to ten (10) years.  If properly trained, a single judge should be 
able to judge any case irrespective of the severity of the crime and potential sentence.  
However, during the symposium and discussion sessions, several judges raised concerns on 
this issue.  To partly assuage these concerns, the BLRC decided  to provide the accused with 
the option of choosing a three-judge panel where the sentence is 10 years or more but less 
than a “long term sentence”(20-40 years).  If the crime charged carries a long term sentence, a 
three-judge panel is mandatory.  This arrangement provides the accused greater protection 
than that afforded in the Entities. 
 
e) Elimination of Private Prosecutions 

    
The Law does not give a private person in the District the right to prosecute. Private claims of 
restitution arising out of a criminal act(s) may be adjudicated at the criminal trial, but the 
evidence is only presented after an accused has been found guilty.    
 
It is the prosecutor’s duty to objectively evaluate evidence to determine whether a crime has 
occurred.  Only a legally-trained prosecutor, with specific training in evaluating forensic 
evidence and knowledge of the law, should have the power to decide whether a person should 
be prosecuted, especially  where there is a possibility that a citizen will be deprived of his 
fundamental right to liberty. An injured person (victim) is the least trained and least objective 
person in the criminal justice system and should, therefore, not be entrusted with that 
decision.   
 
The prosecutor should only prosecute cases when there is a good faith basis to conclude that a 
crime has occurred.  If the prosecutor fails to carry out his duties, an injured person can seek 
redress through the Judicial Commission. Conversely, the prosecutor should not be obliged to 
prosecute every complaint simply to appease an injured person.   
 
Moreover, not every wrongful act rises to the level of a crime, which should be distinguished 
from a civil wrong (tort).  The differences turns on differing societal  objectives – punishment 
versus redress -- which the law seeks to promote.  The main objectives of criminal law is to 
punish the wrongdoer, deter others from similar conduct, and to reaffirm societal norms.  In 
contrast, civil law seeks to redress wrongs by compelling compensation or restitution.  The 
wrongdoer in a civil case is not incarcerated, but suffers a financial loss equal to or greater 
than the harm he has caused, i.e., he suffers as much harm as is necessary to make good the 
wrong he has committed.  Accordingly, while the Law does not provide for private 
prosecutions, complainants or injured persons can seek civil redress where the prosecutor, in 
exercising his discretion, determines that the acts in question do not rise to the level of a crime 
or that the evidence is insufficient to warrant prosecution.   
 
f)   Right to a Speedy Trial/Time Limitations  
 
Under the current laws of both Entities, no deadlines are provided to ensure a fair, just and 
timely resolution of a criminal case.  The absence of required time limitations for the various 
stages of the proceeding negatively impacts on the accused, particularly when in custody 
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pending trial91.  Often, an accused is not afforded a trial within a reasonable time, which, of 
course, is a right prescribed by the Convention.92  
 
To ensure the efficient resolution of cases within a reasonable time, the BLRC placed in the 
law specific time limitations.  Specifically: 
 
− 24 hours - from arrest until the Preliminary Hearing; 
− 7 days - (when suspect is not in the custody) from the submission of the indictment 

until a Preliminary Hearing; 
− 120 days - from indictment until commencement of the trial; 
− trial set within 90 days from confirmation of the indictment;  
− first pre-trial status hearing within 30 days from the confirmation of the indictment; 

and 
− second status hearing to be held 15 days before trial.   
 
A violation of the 120-day speedy trial provision shall result in the dismissal of the charges 
against the accused, the charges may not be reinstated and the accused cannot be tried for any 
acts arising from the dismissed indictment.   

 
8. Appeal Process 

 
The Appellate Court is required to revoke the first instance judgment and to hold the main 
trial if: a) major violations of the criminal procedure provisions exist; or b) it is necessary to 
present new evidence or repeat the evidence already presented in the initial proceeding.  There 
is no provision for the Appellate Court to send the case back to the Basic Court for retrial 
after it has revoked the first instance judgment. 
 
 
E. CRIMINAL CODE 
 
The Criminal Code of the District, drafted by the BLRC, is based on the Criminal Code of the 
Federation enacted in 199893 and Draft Criminal Code of the RS.94 These Laws introduced 
significant novelties that did not exist in the former Criminal Code of Socialist Federative 
Republic of Yugoslavia.95  
 
Though both codes are relatively progressive, with novelties resulting from numerous 
symposiums and drafting sessions by national and international experts over a period of 3 
years, the BLRC went further in reforming the Criminal Code for the District 
 
Punishment for offenses committed within the District includes fines ranging from 500 KM to 
100,000 KM.  Prison sentences range from 30 days to 15 years and long-term imprisonment 
                                                           
91 A recent case from the District Court in Bijeljina serves as a poignant example. A suspect was arrested and 
placed in custody in May 1996. In October 1996 the Bijeljina Basic Court judgment was overruled by the 
District Court Bijeljina and the case was remanded to the Basic Court in Bijeljina for retrial. On May 2000 the 
accused was released from custody by the District Court Bijeljina. As of the time when accused was released by 
the District Court in Bijeljina in May 2000, the Basic Court in Bijeljina had yet to render a new judgment from 
the 1996 remand for retrial.  The accused remained in custody for four (4) years while the court took no action. 
92 European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, art. 5.3. 
93 “Official Gazette of FbiH”, No. 43/98. 
94 In the meantime the RS has adopted a new Criminal Code (“Official Gazette of the RS”, No. 22/00) 
which entered into force on 1 October 2000, which stipulates a large number of new criminal offenses as in the 
Criminal Code of the Brcko District. 
95 “Official Gazette of SFRY”, No. 44/76, 36/77, 56/77, 34/84, 37/84, 74/87, 57/89, 3/90 and 45/90. 
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from 20 to 40 years, with the possibility of parole.  The following are examples of new 
offenses/crimes in Brcko District: 
 
− Criminal Offenses against Finance, including counterfeiting and using securities, 

credits cards, making and obtaining counterfeiting device, money laundering, deceit in 
obtaining loans and other benefits, unlawful banking, issuing securities without 
coverage, unlawful disposition with cash, smuggling and customs fraud.  

− Criminal Offenses against Liberty and Rights of Citizens, including violation of 
freedom of expressing one’s national background, violation of freedom to express an 
opinion, and violating the right to associate and politically organize. 

− Criminal Offenses against Election Rights, including preventing elections, voting 
and bribery at the elections. 

− Criminal Offenses Against Health, including knowingly transmitting HIV infection, 
unlawful medical experimentation on humans and failing to conscientiously prepare 
and distribute medications. 

− Criminal Offenses Against the Economy, Industry and Commerce, including 
abuse of bankruptcy procedure, filing false bankruptcy; fraud in economic 
transactions, counterfeiting and destroying of business or trade books or documents. 

− Criminal Offenses against Public Order and Legal Transaction, including 
unauthorized ownership and use of radio and television, unauthorized exercise of a 
profession and making, obtaining, possessing, selling or giving for use of the means of 
counterfeiting documents.   

− Criminal Offenses against Official or other Responsible Duty, including giving 
bribe to local public officials, accepting bribe by local public officials, bribery of 
members of local assemblies, giving and accepting bribe in the private sector, 
peddling influence and laundry of money obtained through criminally punishable 
offense of corruption.  

 
 
 
F. LAW ON MISDEMEANORS 

 
The BLRC drafted the Law on Misdemeanors for the District based on the Law on 
Misdemeanors of the RS,96 the Law on Misdemeanors of the Tuzla Canton,97 the Law on 
Economic Offenses of the Federation,98 and the Law on Economic Offenses of the RS. 99 
 
In the RS, economic offenses have been treated as misdemeanors, with the Misdemeanor 
Courts having jurisdiction as first instance courts to try economic offense cases. In the 
Federation, the Cantonal Courts have jurisdiction to try economic offense as first instance 
courts.  Economic offenses in the Entities are tried under the procedure set forth in their 
respective Law on Economic Offenses.   
 
For efficiency and simplicity, the BLRC decided to eliminate the Misdemeanor Court and 
transferred its jurisdiction to the Basic Court of the District. The BLRC proposed that 
economic offenses be considered as misdemeanors and that the Law on Misdemeanors and 

                                                           
96 “Official Gazette of the RS”, No. 12/94, 16/95 and 21/96. 
97 “Official Gazette of the Tuzla Canton”, No. 4/98. 
98 “Official Gazette of the F BiH”, No. 6/95 and 14/97. 
99 “Official Gazette of the RS”, No. 12/94. 
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Law on Economic Offenses be merged into one law.  Accordingly, the proposed Law contains 
the following revisions:100   
 
− Misdemeanors may be prescribed by Law and regulations of the Assembly exclusively 

and not by the District Government; 
 
− Only a fine may be imposed for misdemeanors; no prison sentence may be imposed as 

required by the current Law; 
 
− A suspended sentence cannot be imposed as a sanction; 
 
− A prison sentence cannot be served in lieu of a fine in cases where fines cannot be 

collected; 
 
− The minimum and maximum of fines that might be imposed for a misdemeanor have 

been increased; 
 
− The provisions concerning the shortened procedure have been eliminated so that a 

decision cannot be rendered on a misdemeanor without holding the preliminary 
hearing of the accused; 

 
− If the submitter of a request fails to appear at the hearing, it shall be taken that (s)he 

has withdrawn the request for the initiation of misdemeanor proceeding and, in such a 
case, the misdemeanor proceedings shall be dismissed; 

 
− The Law does not contain provisions on self-defense, final resort, force and threat, 

accountability, premeditation and negligence, accountability for severe consequence, 
real and legal delusion, attempt, accomplices, manner and time of committing the 
misdemeanor. Therefore, it has been prescribed that the provisions of the Law on 
Criminal Procedure related to these institutions shall accordingly apply; 

 
− Aiming to harmonize the procedure with the Law on Criminal Procedure, it has been 

decided that the following provisions of this Law shall apply in misdemeanor 
proceedings: basic provisions, questioning of the accused, search of dwelling and 
person and temporary confiscation of an article, conducting the main trial, main trial, 
joining and separating of the proceedings, defense counsel, court records, deadlines, 
proceeding costs, claims under property law, reaching and announcing the decision, 
serving the court writs and reviewing the files, postponement and recess of the main 
trial, summoning and securing the presence of the accused, main trial record, 
evidentiary proceedings, rules of evidence, hearing the witnesses, crime scene 
investigation and reconstruction of event, expert evaluation and appeal procedure. 

 
 
G. LAW ON CIVIL PROCEDURE     
 
As with criminal procedure, following the creation of the RS and the Federation, both Entities 
adopted the former Yugoslavian Law on Civil Procedure,101 subject to revisions necessary to 

                                                           
100 The BLRC in conjunction with the Judicial Commission has proposed to the Assembly an amendment to the 
Law on Misdemeanors to permit a fast track method for adjudicating simple misdemeanors that will dramatically 
decrease the cost to the court and increase the resolution of number of misdemeanors on an expedited and an 
efficient manner.  
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adjust to the altered political and social-economic relations. The BLRC chose the 
Federation’s102 version as the basis for the Law on Civil Procedure for the District, given that 
positive novelties had been incorporated, though later assessed as insufficient, to meet the 
requisite reforms identified by the BLRC.  
 
In the course of drafting the Law on Civil Procedure, the BLRC participated in several 
seminars organized by various foreign organizations, where judges from both Entities 
discussed the shortcomings and proposed methods for changing the civil procedure in order to 
achieve increased efficiency. 
 
The most important solutions proposed by many of the experts in this field, and which have 
been incorporated in the Law on Civil Procedure are as follows: 
 
− A single judge tries the first-instance proceedings, regardless of the type and value of 

the dispute; 
 
− The preparatory hearing and main trial are tape-recorded; 
 
− No provisions for stay of the proceedings; 
 
− The preparatory hearing, a pre-trial precondition to ensure the efficiency of the 

proceedings, must be held unless the claim is related to a mature financial debt proved 
by an original document. At the end of the preparatory hearing, the judge decides what 
evidence will be presented at the main trial, and sets a deadline within which the 
parties may propose the presentation of any additional evidence not proposed at the 
preparatory hearing. Unless good cause is shown, no new evidence may be proposed 
by the parties subsequent to the deadline imposed by the judge.103 

 
− The Law prescribes that if the plaintiff fails to appear at the first hearing, it shall be 

considered that the plaintiff has withdrawn the complaint. If both parties fail to appear 
at a later hearing, it shall be considered that the plaintiff withdrew the complaint. This 
provision will ensure increased discipline of the parties in responding to court 
summons for the main trial and the consistent implementation of the principle of 
disposition; 

 
− Prescribed method of presentation of evidence at trial in order to achieve greater 

objectivity in the determination of the facts and application of the Law by a party-
driven, rather than a judge-driven, trial process.  Though the parties examine the 
witnesses, this provision has no effect to the principal aim of the court, i.e., the 
establishment of material truth. The judge may, at any phase of the examination, ask 
questions of the witness if further clarification or information is deemed necessary. 
Additionally, the judge will control the mode and order of witness’ interrogation and 
evidence presentation, so as to determine the truth, avoid an unnecessary waste of time 
and to protect the witnesses from harassment and confusion; 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
101 Law on Civil Procedure of the SFRY (“Official gazette of the SFRY”, No. 58/84, 74/97, 57/89, 
20/9027/9035/91). 
102 Law on Civil Procedure of the F BiH (“Official gazette of the F BiH”, No. 42/98) 
103 The BLRC in conjunction with the Judicial Commission has introduced before the Assembly an amendment 
to the Law on Civil Procedure requiring mandatory mediation within two weeks subsequent to the preparatory 
hearing before an independent judge, i.e., other than the assigned trial judge, in order encourage settlements and 
reduce the overall number of civil cases, as well as the backlog cases inherited from the previous judiciary. 
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− The Appellate Court shall examine the first-instance judgement only to the extent 
stated in the appeal, i.e., there is no obligation to sua sponte resolve misapplications of 
the civil procedure provisions and to the correct application of the substantive law if 
not raised on appeal; 

 
− The Appellate Court may not revoke the first-instance judgement and direct the case to 

the Basic Court for reopening. If the Appellate Court determines a major violation of 
the procedure raised on appeal, or if it deems necessary to hold a hearing in order to 
properly establish the facts, or if it determines that new facts need to be found or new 
evidence presented in order to establish the facts, the Appellate Court shall revoke the 
Basic Court judgement and hold the main trail itself;  
 

− The Appellate Court shall revoke the first instance judgement, if it determines that the 
Basic Court based its decision exclusively on documents or circumstantial evidence 
which have been improperly evaluated, if the Basic Court has drawn an incorrect 
conclusion from properly established facts, or if the Basic Court has ill-applied the 
substantive law;  

 
− The extraordinary legal remedy (third instance) known as the “petition for protection 

for legality” has been eliminated.  Having in mind the role of the Prosecutor in the 
District, as an institution that exclusively deals with the prosecution of criminal 
offenders,104 provisions were not made in the Law to enable the Prosecutor to appear 
as a party in civil proceedings;  

 
− The provision on issuance of payment orders has been eliminated.  Considering that 

the Law on Executive Procedure of the Brcko District (law dealing with enforcement 
of civil judgements) provides for an option of issuing the decisions on permission of 
execution based on all the authentic documents on the basis of which a payment order 
may be issued, provisions on issuance of payment order have been left out of this 
Law. 

 
 
H. LAW ON EXECUTIVE PROCEDURE 
 
The Law on Executive Procedure governs the procedure according to which the courts of the 
District execute coercive judgments of claims on the basis of enforceable and authentic 
documents (executive procedure), and provide security for claims (security procedure), unless 
otherwise provided by other laws.   
 
Before the war in BiH, the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (“SFRY”) Law on 
Executive Procedure was implemented105.  The aim of the BLRC was to increase the 
efficiency of the procedure and strengthen the role of judgment creditor. The most significant 
changes introduced in this Law are: 
 
− All deadlines on performance of procedural actions were reduced, e.g., 8 day-

deadlines were reduced to 3 days, 15-day deadlines were reduced to 8 days; 
 

                                                           
104 Statute, art. 63. 
105 “Official Gazette of the SFRJ”, No. 20/78, 6/82, 74/87, 57/89, 20/90 and 35/91  
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− The first instance executive procedure and procedure for providing security are 
conducted by a judge of the Basic Court; the Appellate Court decides on objections to 
decisions from the Basic Court; 

 
− When security is prescribed by the law, it must be in cash, unless the court approves 

security in the form of bank guaranty, or valuables whose value can easily be 
estimated on the market and which can be cashed with ease;  

 
− If, on the basis of an enforceable document, a judgment debtor has the right to choose 

among several objects of his obligation and fails to make a choice among such objects 
within the deadline for voluntary fulfillment, the object by which the obligation is to 
be fulfilled shall be determined by the judgment creditor in a motion for execution; 

 
− In a motion for execution, the judgment creditor may request that, prior to the passing 

of a decision on execution, the court obtain data on the judgment debtor’s property;  
 
− Sanctions will be imposed on legal persons and other bodies if they fail to act within 

eight days from receipt of the court’s request to act; 
 
− A decision on execution need not contain an explanation and it may be issued by 

affixing the motion for execution by seal; 
 
− If the enforcement of execution has not commenced, the court shall, fully or partially, 

postpone the execution only upon a motion of the judgment creditor; 
 
− At the request of the judgment creditor, the court may: 
 

a) Order that the judgment debtor and other persons be temporarily or 
permanently removed from the real property; 

b) Entrust the real property for keeping to the judgment creditor or to a third 
person; 

c) Order other measures necessary for the protection of property or for the 
undisturbed enforcement of the execution. 
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V.      THE JUDICIARY & COURT ADMINISTRATION REFORM 
 
 

In my opinion Brcko is reforming the judicial system at a pace that the IC actually 
always demanded because it restructured judicial administration on many levels in a 
coordinated, strategic approach.  I am skeptical that OHR through the IJC can assume 
the level of expertise to carry forth the very demanding level of implementation of 
reform initiatives down to the details that are now going on under your leadership and 
logically must continue into next year.  

                                                                                          Judge Rakel Surlien, Director of IJC.106 
 
 
In less than a year, the BLRC drafted all relevant laws pertaining to the Judiciary in the 
District.107  Unfortunately, after the Assembly adopted the laws, unanimously, no 
implementation took place for several months.  The primary cause for this delay was the fact 
that no one in OHR-N was tasked with pushing the process forward.    
 
When these laws were presented to the Assembly for adoption, the Chairman specifically 
provided that the laws would take effect on 1 January 2001.  It was envisioned that 4-5 
months would be available for the complete overhaul of the Judiciary, training on the new 
criminal procedure, and the commencement of court administration reform.  Though it was 
recognized that it would take at a minimum a year to conduct sufficient training and reform 
the internal organization of the court system to meet the radical changes resulting from the 
elimination of the investigative judge, 4 months were deemed adequate given the size of the 
District Judiciary.   
 
With 31 December 2000 rapidly approaching, then Supervisor Gary Matthews, tasked the 
BLRC to commence the implementation of the laws, and provided maximum discretion to the 
Chairman to design and carry out the necessary reforms.108  Given that valuable time had been 
lost, the BLRC requested that the laws be amended to take effect 1 April 2001.  Thus, the 
BLRC would have approximately 3 months to identify and carry out the implementation 
strategy that was to follow.                  
 
Prior to the establishment of the Basic Court and Appellate Court, the contributing factors to 
the poor performance of courts in the District were: low salaries, insufficient judges, poor 
working habits, lack of experience, untrained and insufficient administrative staff, lack of 
funding and physical resources, lack of legal texts, poor case management and administration, 
failure of parties and witnesses to attend court, misuse and shortage of competent court 
experts, an extraordinarily high proportion of summonses and notices that were either not 
served, or for which no returns of service were on file, and the need for legislative reform. 109  
 
                                                           
106 Quote from letter to the BLRC Chairman, e-mail 21 August 2001.   
107 The Law on Courts, The Law on Prosecutors, The Law on Judicial Commission, 
The Law on Criminal Procedure, The Law on Civil Procedure, The Criminal Code, 
The Law on Pardon, The Law on Misdemeanours, The Law on Execution of Criminal Sanctions, The Law on 
Executive Procedure (Civil Judgements); and The Law on Administrative Disputes.  
108 Though the implementation phase was carried out intensively, and without hindrance to the drafting tasks of 
the BLRC, the Chairman was repeatedly criticized by donor representatives and the current Supervisor, for 
implementing the laws and conducting training necessary for the establishment of an independent Judiciary in 
the District.  Regrettably, many in the IC are under the impression that the implementation phase of legal reform 
is self-executing and does not require practical assistance in the execution or application of the laws.   Moreover, 
who better to oversee the implementation phase than the drafters of the laws.    
109 For a general overview of the existing state of the courts thought BiH, see JSAP, Thematic Report V, Serving 
the Public, Enforcement: Enforcement of Judicial Decisions in Civil Matters, September 2000, re-edited. 
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Given its mandate, the BLRC concluded that if there were to be any meaningful reform, the 
entire Judiciary would need to undergo massive restructuring, salaries would need to be raised 
to better than competitive levels in order to attract qualified  judicial candidates, everyone in 
the Judiciary would need to re-apply for a position, court administration reform would require 
all court staff to re-apply, and intensive training would be necessary for the Judiciary, the 
private practitioners and the police.  Moreover, in order to raise the salaries of everyone 
within the Judiciary, a smaller, leaner, more efficient and multi-tasked judicial and court staff 
would be needed. 
 
The BLRC identified the following implementation challenges that needed to be resolved by 
1 April 2001: 
 
− The courts operating in the District territory (five in total) needed to be unified into the 

new Basic Court,110  
− The Appellate Court,111 the Agency for Legal Agency and the Judicial Commission 

needed to be established;  
− All judicial and court staff positions needed to be advertised, but only after identifying 

the optimum number for all judicial institutions;  
− Adequate spacing needed to be located to house all new institutions;  
− The Prosecutor’s Office needed specific training not only to absorb the new functions 

under the Law on Criminal Procedure, but also on how to interact with the police (and 
vice versa);  

− Recording systems needed to be located and purchased to meet the new requirements 
under the Law;  

− Designing a simplified method of case management and case flow was necessary to 
deal with the new Law on Criminal Procedure;  

− Designing a budget for the Judiciary pursuant to the newly adopted methods of the 
Government was necessary, but only after an acceptable salary structure could be 
approved by the Supervisor;  

− A method of review and selection was needed to ensure a transparent and fair process;  
− Designing an intensive but manageable training program was essential;  
− Designing, at a minimum, the most essential of regulations and forms necessary for 

the implementation of the various new procedures would need to be in place even if 
the new Judiciary would be starting off with a zero case load under the new system, 
while still handling the District’s existing caseload under the previous system; and  

− Designing the interior of new courthouse and judicial complex112 was essential to 
ensure that all details were included (holding facility, separate library for judges, 
attorney/client conference room etc.) and a service-oriented environment that would 
also shield judges from the public and protect them from ex-parte communications by 
the parties.  

 

                                                           
110 Essential to the judicial restructuring of the District was the unification and merger of courts previously under 
the jurisdiction of the RS and the Federation.  In accordance with this unification scheme, the Basic Court of 
Brcko, Maoca Basic Court, Brcko Misdemeanor Court, Brka Misdemeanor Court and Seonjaci Misdemeanor 
Court were all merged into one court.  
111 Prior to 1 April 2001, appeals in the RS sector were submitted to District Court in Bijeljina, and for the 
Federation sector in Cantonal Court in Tuzla. 
112 The US government is financing the restoration of two buildings in the former Military barracks in the Brcko 
town for the new Brcko District Judiciary. When this project is finished around April 2002, the District will have 
a fully computerized, modern courthouse and judicial complex.   
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Rather than tackle one area at a time, the BLRC put into motion a coordinated strategic 
approach, requiring implementation to be carried out at every level simultaneously.113 The 
review and selection process of judges, prosecutors and legal aid lawyers was given the 
highest priority.  Consequently, the first imperative was to identify their salary structure.  The 
BLRC concluded that judicial salaries, not only has to be relatively high, but also that they 
should not fit into the salary grid set out for Government employees; thus recognizing their 
status as members of the judicial branch.      
 
A. IDENTIFYING THE COMPOSITION OF THE NEW JUDICIARY  
 
The goals identified for establishing a reformed Judiciary for the District that would uphold 
the Rule of Law was based on three guiding principles: 
− Independence; 
− Fair and Accessible Justice; and  
− Transparency, Accountability and Efficiency 
 
To achieve these goals, it was essential to introduce modern policies and case management 
methods to enable fewer staff to perform more efficiently and with a higher quality and 
quantity of output.  Having identified the weakness of the existing system, and with the 
legislative reform removing some of the procedural impediments that contributed to an 
inefficient judicial system, it was determined that a leaner and more responsible Judiciary 
could be realized by: 
 
− Having a multi-skilled staff that shared services,  
− Judges carrying a mixed caseload of misdemeanour, criminal and civil; 
− Establishing a commercial/bankruptcy division within the Basic Court with highly 

trained judges dedicated exclusively to commercial matters;    
− Introducing a fast-track method to eliminate many of the misdemeanours;114  
− Introducing mandatory mediation prior to trial for all civil and commercial cases;  
− Strengthening the role of the Court Secretary by tasking him with the authority to 

oversee the management of the court clerks, thus enabling the Presidents of the courts 
to supervise the work of the judges;  

− The Presidents of both courts to maintain a reduced caseload, rather than perform 
managerial functions only, as is the case in all courts throughout BiH; 

− Expanding court hours to allow the public greater accessibility to court services; 
− Introducing individual performance management and review criteria not based solely 

on statistics or on a quota system; 
− Introducing court-imposed deadlines for matters not regulated in the Law; 
− Requiring operational performance reports to be submitted by the Judicial 

Commission to the Assembly on a quarterly basis; and  
− Recommending regular meetings with other institutions relevant to the Judiciary in 

order to identify solutions to areas that require greater efficiency.    
 

                                                           
113 Jennifer Echman, the Brcko Court Reform Project Director of the European Public Law Center, assisted the 
BLRC in court administration reform.  Her contributions were invaluable, particularly in assisting in the 
designing of an efficient case management method, training of the court staff, and identifying the budgetary 
needs of the Judiciary.   
114 The BLRC has recommended that the majority of misdemeanors be handled at a particular day of the week, 
thus allowing the police officer issuing the citation to set the court appearance date automatically.  This will 
eliminate the added step of service and notice, at a significant savings both in time and expenses to the District.  
It is estimated that this fast–track method could cover 60% or more of the misdemeanors.      
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Though it was recognized that for the first year and beyond the courts would be operating 
under two distinct procedures, based on the case statistics received, the size of the inherited 
Judiciary was reduced from 26 Basic and Misdemeanor Courts judges, to a total of 16 judges 
(5 of whom are with the Appellate Court).115   Indeed, with a more streamlined process, the 
new District judiciary in the first three months (1 April, 2001 to 1 July, 2001) was able to 
dispose of more matters with fewer judges than the courts in the Brcko area had in the two 
previous years. 
  
B. SELECTION PROCESS 
 
Borrowing from the German experience in their efforts to unify their Judiciary after 
unification with East Germany, the BLRC determined that all judicial members and court 
staff would need to re-apply and compete for positions in the new Judiciary.  The process 
began with a BiH-wide advertisement of the posts.  Every potential candidate was required to 
submit all relevant documents establishing their qualifications, along with a financial 
disclosure form.  Candidates were also required to have their supervisors complete a detailed 
evaluation form and submit it directly to the BLRC. A minimum of two sets of interviews was 
conducted with each candidate.  Background checks were made on all candidates given a 
second interview. 
 
Though candidates were informed to state their desired position in the Judiciary, i.e., 
Appellate Court, Basic Court, Prosecutor’s Office, or Agency for Legal Aid, the final decision 
was made by the review panel.116  The objective was to first identify a sufficient number of 
candidates; the next step was to identify where each candidate would best be suited, keeping 
in mind that certain goals had been pre-targeted by the BLRC.  Specifically: 
 
− The Appellate Court would have to be staffed by the most qualified candidates; 
− Gender balance (50-50 if possible) for each judicial institution, including leadership 

positions; 
− Proportionate mixture of experience and less experience for the Basic Court, 

Prosecutor’s Office, and Agency for Legal Aid; 
− Promote qualified young candidates with more flexible thinking; 
− Achieve a certain ethnic balance at every institution, if possible, to reflect in general 

the composition of the District population.117           
 
The second interviews were more extensive, lasting one hour, at a minimum, for each 
candidate.  Some candidates were requested to return for a third and even a fourth interview. 
The panelists asked not only probing questions into the background of each candidate, but 
also hypothetical scenarios to test the candidate’s legal reasoning and ability to reason through 
common ethical dilemmas.  Little importance was given to the statistical records of judges 
and prosecutors, recognizing that numbers alone are not reliable indicators of ones’ 
performance or work ethic.  A slight preference was given to District residents, particularly if 
                                                           
115 In order to determine the actual state and number of inherited unresolved cases in the District Basic Court as 
of 1 April 2001, an extensive list of the files and registers of the court was conducted.  From the statistical results 
it was obvious that the courts in the District were dysfunctional prior to 1 April 2001. For example, 947 
misdemeanor petitions were found in a box and never registered or processed, adding to the inordinately high 
number of registered misdemeanor cases totaling over 16,000.   
116 Michael G. Karnavas, Chairman of the BLRC; Radomir Aleksic, President of the District Court in Bijeljina, 
RS; Izo Tankic, Prosecutor of Canton Tuzla, Federation; Zivan Majtorovic, Legal Counsel OHR-North Legal 
Department.   
117 In drafting the Statute, the requirement of an  “ethnic quota” or “ethnic formula” was deliberately left out.  
Instead, a less rigid standard was inserted, namely “reflect the composition of the population”.  See Statute, art. 
48 (1)   
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the candidate had left the Brcko area as a result of the war.  However, this criterion was only 
relevant when evaluating two or more equally qualified candidates.  The overall emphasis was 
on competence, irrespective of ones’ ethnic background, gender, or place of origin. 
 
On 8 March 2001, the Supervisor issued a Supervisory Order appointing, for a one-year 
probationary period, members of the judiciary recommended by the selection panel organized 
by the BLRC.118   The Judicial Commission, with the assistance of the IJC, will conduct the 
evaluation for the permanent appointment of these members of the Judiciary by April 1, 2002.  
 
 
C. TRAINING CONDUCTED BY BLRC AND EPLC 
 
The Chairman conducted all initial training, given the unavailability of resources and the fact 
that outside trainers, who had expressed an interest, could not come up to speed before 1 April 
2001.  In order to meet the initial needs of judges, prosecutors, legal aid lawyers, private 
practitioners and police, a 3-week (approximately 60 hours) intensive training program was 
designed and conducted from 2pm – 6pm.  The newly appointed members of the Judiciary 
were required to undergo this training prior to the commencement of their official duties; i.e., 
on their own time and with no compensation.   
 
The training incorporated 5 components: 
 
− Lecture on the overall procedure; 
− Demonstration on new techniques, methods and procedures; 
− Interactive participation (mock hearings and trial);   
− Concrete, step-by-step training material; and 
− Review of Trial Skills Manual drafted by the Chairman based on the Law on Criminal 

Procedure.    
 
General training was also given on the Law on Criminal Procedure to all law enforcement 
members, and a more specialized training was given on training of trainers.  Under the 
supervision of the BLRC, the trainers (a judge, prosecutor, legal aid lawyer and police 
inspector) provided a 4-hour in-depth training session to all police officers on the Law on 
Criminal Procedure and other related laws. 
 
In addition to the training, periodic question-and-answer (Q&A) sessions were held to discuss 
day-to-day challenges related to the implementation of the Law on Criminal Procedure, and 
in-depth mentoring was provided to the prosecutors and legal aid lawyers.  Specialized 
training of all court staff was also provided.      
 
Recognizing that it would take some time for the Judicial Commission to become fully 
operational, the BLRC drafted an Interim Code of Conduct and Corruption Prevention to be 
instituted by the President of the Appellate Court, President of the Basic court, the Prosecutor 
and the Director of the Agency for Legal Aid, for all the staff working within the judiciary. 
The objectives of the Interim Code were to: 
 
− Uphold the rights of natural and legal persons of the District and their right to have a 

judicial system that conducts its business efficiently, fairly, impartially and with 
integrity; 

                                                           
118 These powers were vested in the Supervisor pursuant to the Final Award paras. 10 and 36; Final Award, 
Revised Annex, 18 August 1999, para. 4. 
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− Provide the staff within a judicial system with standards and guidelines of expected 
behavior; 

− Eradicate and prevent corruption within the Judiciary.  
 
Detailed training material and training were also provided to everyone employed within the 
Judiciary and the private legal practitioners on the distinction between providing legal 
information, which is appropriate, and giving legal advice or engaging in ex parte 
communications, which is clearly inappropriate.119  In addition, a detailed Manual on Court 
Room Procedure and Conduct was also provided to meet the innovative changes introduced 
through the new criminal and civil procedures.   
 
 
D. INNOVATIVE CASE MANAGEMENT PROPOSAL 
 
As an integral part of court administration reform, a model Case Management and Backlog 
Reduction methodology was designed to serve as a basis for amending the existing 
regulations on the internal organization of the courts.120  Rather than impose regulations for 
the courts to follow, the BLRC was of the opinion that, through practice and with a model 
methodology, the Judicial Commission should draft its own Book of Rules on the Internal 
Organization of the District Courts.    

A complete methodology was presented for the introduction of a case management and 
mediation process designed to incorporate timely and cost-effective disposal of cases into the 
everyday practices of the court. The major new concept of mandatory mediation provides a 
forum for an efficient and informal resolution of disputes in civil and commercial matters to 
the benefit of the litigants and courts. 
  

The recommendations addressed the cumulative effects of judges being pre-occupied with 
case preparation and administrative matters, and not spending the majority of time making 
judicial decisions. The proposal incorporates comprehensive mechanisms of case preparation, 
sets time goals and schedules for the disposal of cases.  It is suggested that legally qualified 
Professional Legal Assistants function as “case managers” to manage this system.  It is 
envisioned that case managers, dedicated to one of the divisions in the court, will provide 
professional attention to some of the more complex matters, especially in the civil and civil-
commercial divisions.  
 

 
E. PROPOSED RE-EVALUATION AND PERMANENT APPOINTMENT PROCESS  
 
Recognizing that it is a privilege not a right to serve as a permanent member of the District 
Judiciary, it was decided that a one-year probationary term was necessary to give each 
appointed member the opportunity to demonstrate to the Judicial Commission that s(he) merit 
a permanent position. 
 
In keeping with the expected selection and evaluation standards that must follow, the BLRC 
proposed to the Supervisor and the IJC that the evaluation and reappointment process be 
conducted in a transparent manner based on fair and consistent standards.   
 

                                                           
119 Based on interviews of the court staff and admissions of private practitioners in the District, it was not 
unusual for clerks to provide legal advice, steer litigants to certain lawyers, or even assist lawyers in “judge 
shopping”.  
120 These regulations, commonly known as “The Book of Rules” determine the method of internal operations of 
the courts. See “Official Gazette of SRBiH”, No: 3/76, 23 February 1976.  
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The Judicial Commission is mandated by Law to award permanent appointments to the 
Judiciary.  By way of office, the Presidents of Basic and Appellate Courts, Chief Deputy 
Prosecutor, and the Director of the Agency for Legal Aid are all members of the Judicial 
Commission.121.  
Proposed two-tier procedure:  
 
Step 1. Evaluation of the top four members of the Judiciary conducted by a 
panel composed of: a) the original members of the selection panel, b) the serving 
Judicial Commission member representing the Constitutional Court of BiH and c) an IJC  
Representative.  The Evaluation process recommended was as follows: 
 
- Submission of detailed financial disclosure form by a candidate;  
- Submission of self-evaluation form by a candidate (to be submitted to the panel); 
- Evaluation based on reports submitted to the Assembly representing the work 

performed by the specific institution of which a candidate is the highest authority; 
- Evaluation of a candidate based on his/her performance as a member of the Judicial 

Commission. 
 
Step 2.  Evaluation of the remaining members of the Judiciary, (judges, deputy prosecutors 
and lawyers with the Agency for Legal Aid). The evaluation process recommended was as 
follows:  
 
− Submission of detailed financial disclosure form by a candidate; 
− Submission of self-evaluation form by a candidate (to be submitted to the panel); 
− Evaluation of a candidate by highest authority to whom the individual reports 

(President of the Basic or Appellate Court, Prosecutor and Director of the Agency for 
Legal Aid); 

− The candidate will be shown the evaluation and be given the opportunity to submit to 
the Judicial Commission a response to the evaluation; 

− Interview of a candidate by a panel comprised of members of the Judicial Commission 
and a representative of IJC.  A Judicial Commission member who evaluated a 
candidate in his or her capacity as a supervisor will not participate in the panel 
interview of that candidate; 

− The interview will include inquiries into information submitted by a candidate and the 
evaluating supervisor; 

− The panel will discuss and make recommendations regarding each candidate for the 
Judicial Commission to consider; 

− Upon completion of the interviews of all members of the judiciary, the Judicial 
Commission will convene a plenary session to review and vote on the permanent 
appointment of each candidate; 

− Any member of the Judicial Commission may request that a candidate who is at risk 
of not receiving a permanent appointment meet with the Judicial Commission.  The 
purpose of this meeting is to clarify any negative factors that may impact on the 
Judicial Commission’s final decision; 

                                                           
121 These members needed to receive their permanent appointment before evaluating and awarding permanent 
appointments to the rest of the Judiciary.  On 8 December 2001, JoAnne Richardson, the District Field Office 
Director of the IJC, held panel interviews for the reevaluation of the top four members of the Judiciary.  The 
panel included Michael G. Karnavas, the Chairman of the BLRC; Radomir Aleksic, the President of the District 
Court of Bijeljina, RS; Izo Tankic, Prosecutor of Canton Tuzla, FBiH; and Prof. Vitomir Popovic, Judge of the 
Constitutional Court of BiH and member of the District Judicial Commission.  
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− The Judicial Commission will meet with any candidate deemed unsuitable for a 
permanent appointment to the Judiciary.  The purpose of this meeting is to 
communicate to the candidate the reasons for the Judicial Commission’s decision. 

 
 
F. BLRC’S ASSISTANCE IN ANTI-CORRUPTION   
 
Since 1 April 2001, several cases involving corrupt practices by past and current Brcko 
government officials surfaced, requiring special skills and knowledge in prosecuting 
corruption cases. While the BLRC was not specifically tasked with anti-corruption matters, 
the OHR Anti-Fraud Division seemed unable to devote its attention or resources to the 
District.  Given that the BLRC was involved in the implementation of all legislations related 
to the Judiciary, it was only appropriate that it provide assistance when requested by any of 
the District’s judicial institutions.122  Refusing a request to assist the Prosecutor’s Office in 
corruption cases involving powerful political figures would have been hypocritical, 
particularly in light of the High Representative’s official position that OHR was committed to 
combating fraud and corrupt practices. 123 
 
The first case, commonly referred to as  “the Brcko Case”, began by the Canton Tuzla 
Prosecutor’s Office sometime in 2000.  With the establishment of the unified District courts, 
the case was transferred to the District because the alleged crimes were alleged to have been 
committed in the former Rahic-Brcko Municipality. In essence, the allegation was that former 
members of the Rahic-Brcko Municipality and others, misappropriated funds in excess of two 
million DM, donated by international organizations for housing reconstruction.  More than a 
dozen individuals, including District Councilors currently in the Assembly and member of the 
RS and the BiH Parliaments are under investigation.  
 
The second case involves a high level official in the government of the Federation, who is 
alleged to have abused his official authority by misappropriating public funds when he was an 
official in the Ravne-Brcko Municipality.   
 
Before an official can be prosecuted, political immunity must be lifted.  This is done by filing 
a request with or without supporting documents.  The threshold is rather low, though the 
process can be lengthy.  Once a request is sought, no further action can be taken in the case,  
not even investigation.  After immunity is lifted, the prosecutor can resume investigation of 
the case.  In the past, it took more than a year to lift immunity.  
 
Recognizing that it can take months, and sometimes years, to lift immunity, the Prosecutor 
requested assistance from the BLRC in mobilizing support from the IC to pressure the 
relevant institutions to place on their agenda the Prosecutor’s Request to lift immunity in the 
two cases described above.   The BLRC was satisfied that, in both cases, the Prosecutor had 
sufficient evidence to establish “grounded suspicion” (a threshold requirement for launching 
an investigation). The BLRC, therefore, recommended that copies of the Request to lift 
immunity, together with supporting information, be forwarded to the Supervisor, the High 
Representative, the Head of the Anti-Fraud Department of OHR, the UN Special 
Representative to BiH, the Ombudsmen of BiH and the Director of the IJC.  The objective 

                                                           
122 The BLRC was also called upon to assist the Prosecutor’s Office and Police Department in the investigation 
of a rather complex murder case. 
123 See 18th Report by High Representative for Implementation of Peace Agreement to the Secretary-General of 
the UN 12 March 2001, sec. III, paras. 31-34. 
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was to solicit assistance from these bodies.  Unfortunately, though anti-corruption rhetoric is a 
constant theme for OHR and the IC, they have been reluctant to act on the Request.124   
 

The lack of support from the IC and the resulting lack of progress have greatly impacted on 
the credibility of the Prosecutor’s Office. It must be emphasized that the IC’s failure to exert 
pressure on the relevant government institutions to respond appropriately, sends a message 
that certain individuals are protected and are above the Rule of Law.   
 

Given the importance of combating corruption and fraud, supporting economic reform and 
strengthening government institutions, OHR and the IC are urged to be more responsive to 
requests by the Prosecutor’s Office.  OHR must send a strong and unequivocal message that it 
supports the Prosecutor’s efforts in carrying out his/her responsibilities as prescribed by Law.  
 

To meet the challenges posed by these critically important and other upcoming cases 
involving corruption, it is urged that an Anti-Corruption Unit be established within the 
Prosecutor’s Office that would include a small team of financial police assigned to the 
Prosecutor’s Office.  This would provide the requisite maximum concentration on corruption 
cases, while improving and ensuring the ability to control the flow of information.  However, 
the Prosecutor’s Office will need technical and material assistance, and to that end, the OHR 
Anti-Fraud Department must fully engage itself in anti-corruption cases in the District by 
coordinating with and providing guidance to investigations initiated by the Prosecutor’s 
Office.  
 
G. ORGANIZED PROSTITUTION / SLAVERY CASES  
 
Since the formation of the New Prosecutor’s Office, several high profile organized 
prostitution/slavery cases have emerged.  Given the sensitivity of these cases and the IC’s 
interest in such cases, the BLRC took on a monitoring role to ensure that the rights of all 
involved were protected. 
 
The Prosecutor’s Office has made elimination of prostitution in the District a high priority.  
On 24 August 2001, the Prosecutor, with the encouragement of the BLRC, convened a 
meeting of all relevant law enforcement and administrative agencies to map out a strategy for 
creating a strike force that would move in a coordinated fashion when targeting 
establishments that engage in prostitution.  
 
The Prosecutor’s Office should be commended for taking the initiative.  Unfortunately, the IC 
has tended to be highly intrusive, to the point of interfering not only with the Prosecutor’s and 
Court’s independence, but also with the rights of the accused. The IC must exercise greater 
sensitivity.  It is essential that the Prosecutor’s Office remain free to exercise its discretion, 
that the judges are not subjected to outside pressure and that accused persons are afforded 
their full rights, irrespective of the charges or assumed level of evidence against them.    
 

                                                           
124 After repeated requests, the High Representative submitted a letter for the Brcko case to the BiH House of 
Peoples five (5) months after the Prosecutor’s initial request. Regrettably, no concrete efforts have been made to 
assist in the lifting of immunity of the high ranking official in the Federation Government in the matter related to 
the Ravne-Brcko Municipality.    
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VI      SOCIAL SECTOR REFORM 
 
 
A. LABOR LAW 
 
In a region with such dire economic problems as BiH, and especially in the District where 
unemployment has been estimated to be as high as 70%, the body of law governing labor 
relations and other labor issues needs to attract potential investors.  Recognizing the fact that 
the 1991-1995 war placed additional concerns in the minds of potential investors considering 
BiH, the BLRC was mindful not to draft a labor law with onerous provisions, as in the 
Entities, that would further inhibit investment in the District.  While workers rights are 
important, creating an atmosphere that generates employment opportunities was the primary 
objective of the BLRC.  
 
In drafting this Law, the BLRC attempted to make the Law as investment-friendly as possible 
while staying within the constraints of the standards set forth by the International Labor 
Organization (“ILO”) and European Union (“EU”).  In certain areas, the BLRC was prevented 
by OHR and the IC from proposing necessary changes in the Law so as to avoid making the 
District substantially more attractive to potential investors than the RS and the Federation.125  
Nonetheless, given that the District is competing for private investment capital with other 
eastern European countries, such as Poland, the Czech Republic, and its progressive neighbor 
Slovenia, the BLRC drafted a labor law that minimized, where possible, the amount of 
workers rights in order to induce foreign investors to consider investing in the District. 
 
Rationale for Specific Changes in the Labor Law 
 
In drafting a labor law for the District, the BLRC used as a basis the Federation Labor Law126 
that was in the process of being amended.  A proposed draft Law for the RS was also 
reviewed, though it was deemed far too restrictive in attracting serious investors.  The BLRC 
altered the Labor Law in an effort to limit the financial burden on employers.  The most 
significant changes made were as follows: 
 
− A definition section was created to clarify for investors the precise meaning of certain 

terms and phrases.  While a new concept for BiH laws, a definition section removes 
ambiguity from the Law and allows investors, employers, and employees to more 
precisely understand what is required or expected of them under the Law; 

 
− Employees are protected by requiring that (1) all employees must have an employment 

contract, and (2) the employment contract must stipulate the terms and conditions of 
employment and must be presented to the employee in writing no later than the day 
the employee commences work;   

 
− Requiring employment contracts to be in writing makes it easier for a court or an 

arbitration panel to resolve employer-employee contractual disputes;   
                                                           
125 OHR, the World Bank, International Monetary Fund and others in the IC have been promoting the concept of 
a “single economic space” for BiH.  While in theory it seems ideal, its practical application would inevitably 
bankrupt the District, particularly since the District is deliberately and intentionally excluded from World Bank 
loans to the State that are for the benefit of the RS and the Federation.  Indeed, the exclusion of the District from 
such financial assistance is contrary to the recommendations made in the Final Award. See Final Award, para. 
49, where “Financial support from international donors such as … the World Bank  ….are respectively urged to 
provide the Supervisor with all necessary support in his economic revitalization efforts.” (Emphasis added.)  
126 Labor Law of the F BiH (“Official Gazette of the F BiH”, No.43/99). 
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− Employers have the option of hiring someone for a probationary period, thus 

providing the employer with additional flexibility in hiring employees.  A provision 
for temporary employment also provides flexibility for employers who have 
temporary work but may not be able to afford the burden of hiring someone part-time.  
The safeguard for employees is that a temporary contract cannot exceed sixty (60) 
days; 

 
− Flexibility is provided for both the employer and an industrious employee interested in 

working overtime hours.  While the full-time working hours are forty (40) hours a 
week, an employer may require an employee to work an additional twelve (12) hours 
of overtime a week under certain circumstances, and an employee may volunteer to 
work an additional ten (10) hours of overtime a week.  Thus, if an employer has an 
increased need, he can require overtime, which saves the employer money because he 
does not have to hire a new employee and pay the benefits that come along with hiring 
a new employee.  At the same time, an industrious employee interested in earning 
extra money has the flexibility to work a maximum of twenty-two (22) hours of 
overtime a week;   

 
− Though the BLRC has limited the amount of protection for female employees, 

specifically regarding maternity leave, the standards are well beyond the minimum 
requirements in the EU and are actually designed to protect female employees from 
being discriminated against when obtaining work. A pregnant woman is entitled to six 
(6) months of maternity leave, but only the first three (3) months are paid leave.  This 
six months includes both pre-natal and post-natal leave.  After much debate, other 
provisions relating to women workers remain essentially in line with the RS127 and the 
Federation,128 though the BLRC voiced its concerns that these provisions are a 
disincentive to employers to hire female employees; 

 
− Modifications have been made to the provisions relating to inventions and technical 

Improvements by employees to give greater protection to employers; 
 
− The notification period for cancelling an employment contract has been changed to 

fourteen (14) days for both employers and employees; 
 
− General provisions concerning collective bargaining agreements are provided, noting 

that a future law governing collective bargaining agreements will be adopted in the 
District.  This enabled the District to enact a flexible labor law, while the complexities 
of collective bargaining agreements will be dealt with at a later date. 

 
− The “waiting list”129 dilemma was resolved by rejecting the proposed solution offered 

in the Federation Labour Law130 on the basis that a) it would bankrupt the District; b) 

                                                           
127  Labor Law of the RS (“Official Gazette of the RS”, No. 25/93, 4/94, 15/96, 3/97, 10/97). 
128  Supra note 126.  
129 The manager may direct an employee to be laid off due to economic difficulties of a company, or because of 
technological or organizational changes implemented so as to adjust the production to market terms. While laid 
off, an employee is entitled to salary compensation in the amount of 70% of the salary earned by the employee in 
the month preceding the month in which the employee was placed on the waiting list.    
130 Supra note 126, Labor Law of the F BiH, art. 143: 

An employee who has the status of a laid off employee on the effective date of this Law shall retain that 
status no longer than six months from the effective date of this Law, unless the employer invites the 
employee to work before the expire of this deadline. 
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prevent previous local enterprises from ever reopening their doors for business, and c) 
it would be inherently wrong to incorporate a provision of false or unachievable 
promises in the Law.  The BLRC offered the following solution:  

 
a) Within thirty (30) days from the effective date of the Law, employers would be 

obligated to offer employees employment contracts or to cancel their existing 
contracts.  An employee who failed to accept the offered employment contract 
within thirty (30) days from the delivery of the employment contract would have 
his employment terminated without severance pay;  

b) If an employer does not offer a new contract to an employee and does not cancel 
his contract within thirty (30) days, the employee would retain his status of 
employee under the conditions set forth in the previous contract;  

c) Persons on the waiting lists and anyone not offered a new employment contract 
would not be entitled to severance pay, but would be entitled to rehiring preference 
within a period of two (2) years with either their former employer or an employer 
who is employing persons with like skill and qualifications.     

 
 
B. LAW ON HEALTH CARE & LAW ON HEALTH INSURANCE 
 
 
The BLRC developed a strategy to create a legal framework for the establishment of a 
modern, efficient and affordable health care system in the District.  In drafting the Law on 
Health Care, the framework of the Law on Health Insurance was carefully considered. The 
aim was to establish a health care system for District residents that would be self-financed 
through funds collected from health insurance contributions, health care users, and services 
rendered to non-residents.   
 
Given the importance, complexity and sensitive nature of health care issues, the BLRC 
proceeded cautiously in drafting the two laws. Numerous domestic and foreign experts 
                                                                                                                                                                                     

An employee who was employed on 31 December 1991 and who, within three months from the 
effective date of this Law, addressed in written form or directly the employer for the purpose of 
establishing the legal and working status - and had not accepted employment from another employer 
during this period, shall also be considered a laid off employee. 
  
While laid off, the employee shall be entitled to compensation in the amount specified by the employer.  
 
If a laid off employee referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article is not invited to work within the 
deadline referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article, his or her employment shall be terminated with a 
right to a severance pay which shall not be lower than three average salaries paid at the level of the F 
BiH within the three previous months, for up to five years of service and for each additional year of 
service at least another half of the average salary. 
 
Exceptionally, instead of the severance pay the employer and employee may agree on another form of 
compensation.  
 
The way, conditions and deadlines for the severance payment referred to in paragraphs 4 and 5 of this 
Article shall be determined in a written contract between the employer and employee.  
 
If the employee’s employment is terminated in terms of paragraph 4 of this Article, the employer may 
not employ another employee with the same qualifications or educational background within one year 
except the person referred to in Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article if that person is unemployed. 
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participated in workshops and drafting sessions, primarily spearheaded by EU PHARE 
(PHARE).131  Indeed, the BLRC acted more as a facilitator, and allowed PHARE to take the 
lead in outlining the framework of the health care system by engaging Distinct and BiH health 
care experts in finding solutions ideal for the District.  Only after the framework was worked 
out, did the BLRC begin the actual drafting of the laws, which, of course, went through 
numerous editing/amendment sessions by all participants. Throughout all phases of the 
drafting process, the BLRC, along with PHARE, consulted with representatives of health 
insurance funds from other areas of BiH. 
  
Finally, before finalizing the Assembly’s Draft Law on Health Insurance, the BLRC held a 
comprehensive round table discussion with national and international experts, representatives 
of the political parties within the Assembly, independent councilors and members of the 
competent bodies of the Assembly and the Government.  The purpose was to go over the 
draft, article by article, and to examine the self-financing feasibility of the health insurance 
system proposed by the draft Law.  
 
 

1. Law on Health Care 
 
The BLRC used the Federation Law on Health Care132 as a basis for drafting a on health care 
for the District.  The Law includes virtually all recommendations made by PHARE 
representatives and the Head of the Department of Health, Public Safety and Community 
Services.  
 
The Law deals with the issues that are generally regulated by health care laws in both Entities 
and elsewhere, and provides solutions for the transitional period.  
 
An important innovation in the new law is the complete openness and liberalization of the 
plan of private initiative.  All physical and legal persons, may, without any limitations except 
as provided by Law, establish medical institutions in the District.  Previously, private persons 
were limited to establishing private practices, counseling practices and pharmacies. 
 
No health employee of the District may establish a private practice or work in a private health 
institution.  Though a common practice throughout BiH, the Law strictly prohibits intentional 
failing to record paying contributions, the use of the public health institutions equipment for 
private purposes, and other practices normally deemed inappropriate elsewhere. 
 

Another important innovation is the introduction of very high professional standards for 
health workers, particularly for managing personnel and physicians. The aim of the stated 
measures is to ensure maximum quality services and respect for ethical principles, eliminate 
any kind of discrimination, increase residents’ trust and eradicate of corruption. The Law 
explicitly bans solicitation or acceptance of bribes, money, gifts, benefits or privileges for 
rendering services or future services.  There is also the added obligation for all managing 
workers and physicians, including their spouses and family members, to submit annual 
financial disclosure reports on all possible incomes and expenditures. These financial 
disclosure reports are to be published as public documents in the Official Gazette.  
 

                                                           
131 The BLRC is grateful to Dr. Monika Gabanyi for her enormous contributions in the drafting of the Law on 
Health Care, and the Law on Health Insurance.  From the District, it is noteworthy to mention the contributions 
made by members of the Department of Health and its Sub-departments for Primary and Secondary Health Care, 
as well as the financing, managers of the General Hospital and other health institutions.  
132 “Official Gazette of the F BiH”, No. 29/97”. 
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2. Law on Health Insurance  

 
As a basis for this Law, the BLRC, harmonized various provisions from both Entities’ laws 
on health insurance, and relied extensively on the experiences and practice of western 
European countries and countries in transition.  
 
In particular, the Law sets forth: 
 
− The relationships among the service user and service provider and the Health 

Insurance Fund (Fund); 
− The foundation, principles and instruments for successful management of the system;   
− The sources and the construction that will finance the exercise of rights in health 

insurance; 
− Entirely realistic preconditions for the self-sustainability of that system; 
− Certain mechanisms and instruments available to the competent bodies of the District 

and the Fund, including the mechanisms of control, compensation for damages and 
proportionate sanctions for the omissions made and the violations of the provisions of 
the Law. 

 
As in the Entities, the District will possess three types of insurance: compulsory, voluntary 
and extended.  However, unlike the Entities, the extended insurance will be kept within the 
system and will not be given over to the private insurance companies, which mainly choose 
low-risk clients and do not cover expensive health care services. The rights pertaining to all 
three types of insurance in the District will be exercised through separate health insurance 
funds that are to be formed for that purpose. The fund for each type of insurance will, 
nevertheless, be kept on separate accounts and be spent strictly as apportioned; there will be 
no option for account transfers. 
 
In addition to the principle of equality of all insured in exercising their health insurance rights, 
the key principles, which are the foundation of the compulsory and voluntary insurance, are 
principles of mutuality and solidarity of all insured, regardless of age, income amount, health, 
etc. The possibility of solidarity with the Entities’ health insurance funds in BiH is also 
provided. 
 
The Law envisages the possibility of introducing other forms of health insurance, such as, 
work accident or professional diseases insurance ; insurance for salary compensation, which is 
especially suitable for protecting small and medium enterprises from bankruptcy; and other 
forms of insurance, all of which are available in EU countries and Slovenia. 
 
The contents of the basic package will be defined by the health Insurance Fund. The 
Assembly will approve the proposal, after obtaining an opinion from the Department of 
Health.  The Law leaves an option of additional services, which are not included in the basic 
package. 
 
The Law differs from the laws of both Entities in its definition of “family members”. The 
scope of persons considered family members is greatly reduced in the Law. Therefore, the 
number of insureds covered under one employee’s paid contribution will be fewer than 
before.133  
 

                                                           
133 In the past, this ratio was often 1:10. 
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Health care provided to the insured in State and private health institutions will be paid by the 
Fund, where there is an agreement between the Fund and said institutions.   
 
The salary compensation is set at 80% of the compensation base rate. The employer is not 
permitted to change this percentage; neither can the employer manipulate the base rate. The 
salary compensation amounts to 100% of the compensation base rate in cases of injuries at 
work and professional diseases.  
 
Recognizing that many of the enterprises do not regularly pay salaries to their employees, the 
Law stipulates that the compensation base rate shall be calculated on the basis of the average 
of the last three paid salaries. Thus the danger of manipulation of the base rate, i.e. last salary, 
is greatly reduced.  
 
The Law is also different from the Entities’ laws in the length of the period in which the 
employer pays compensation. An insured is entitled to salary compensation that shall be paid 
to him/her by the employer up to the 42nd day of temporary incapability, and further payment 
shall be made by the Fund of up to a period not to exceed longer 12 months. In case of 
maternity leave, compensation shall be determined, and, during the first three months, paid by 
the employer; during the next three months, compensation will be paid from the District 
Budget.  
 
With regard to compensation for work-related injury or professional illness, an employer or a 
self-employed person is provided with the possibility of a special insurance for salary 
compensation at 80% of the employee’s salary. This is similar to the system being 
implemented very successfully in Germany.  This provision should encourage employers to 
register their employees.  
 
 
C. LAW ON PRIMARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION  
 
− The aim of the law 
 
A by-product of the war was the establishment of a separate educational system in the Brcko 
area for each of the three constituent peoples, i.e. the Bosniacs, Croats and Serbs.134  
Moreover, in the center of Brcko town, the schools were, in essence, segregated and 
ethnically pure.  Recognizing the importance of education in the development of a 
democratic, multi-ethnic society, the Tribunal instructed the Supervisor to “integrate the 
District’s educational system, harmonize curricula within the District, and ensure the removal 
of teaching material” considered inconsistent with efforts to achieve the objectives for the 
District as set out in the Final Award.135     
 
In drafting this Law, the BLRC set out to create a uniform educational system for integrated, 
multiethnic primary and secondary schools in the District.  Such system would need to be in 
accordance with the Constitution and laws of BiH and the Statute.  
 
The challenge was to draft a law that would provide for complete integration of the three 
separate educational systems into one that would be unified, yet still be multiethnic in terms 
of composition, curriculum and content.  The BLRC was mindful that members of a single 
ethnic group inhabited some parts of the District.  With residents having the right to choose 
                                                           
134 For the sake of simplicity, the term “ethnic” is used herein to refer not only to the three recognized constituent 
peoples, but it also includes the Roma, Hungarian and Jewish people that reside in the District.  
135 Final Award, Revised Annex, 18 August 1999, para. 10. 
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their place of residence, the Law could not provide for “bussing” children for the sake of 
forcing the student body to be ethnically mixed.   
The issue of language would prove to be the most difficult to resolve.136   The primary 
concerns voiced by many patents were: 
 

a) First, which language would be used in classes where the students were from 
different ethnic backgrounds;   

 
b) Second, how qualified would the teachers be in teaching in a language other then 

their own; and 
 
c) Third, would the children be learning their respective language properly, or would 

it be a mixture of all three languages. 
 
− Process in drafting the law 
 
The BLRC tried to be as inclusive as possible during the discussion sessions held during the 
drafting phase.  In particular, the BLRC invited national and international experts in the field 
of education, members of the commissions for cooperation with religious communities, 
education, sport and culture, representatives of the Department for Education, representatives 
of all political parties with councilors in the Assembly, and teachers from schools within the 
District to participate.      
 
After the initial draft was submitted to the Assembly, between the first and second readings, 
the Chairman participated in over 30 public discussions,137 and was involved in numerous 
negotiation sessions with members of the Assembly and representatives of the Bosniac, 
Croatian and Serbian communities in the District, the RS and the Federation.   
 
The most contentious issues during the public discussion were provisions on establishing 
unified multiethnic integrated educational institutions,138 banning national and religious 
symbols in schools founded in part or in whole by the District,139 curricula140 and the use of 
all three languages in the teaching process, particularly in the Brcko Grad (center) schools 
where the pupils in classes would most likely be multiethnic.141 
While the BLRC was in the process of drafting, discussing and negotiating the Draft Law, the 
OHR-North Human Rights Department was overseeing the drafting of the curricula and the 
harmonization of textbooks by national and international experts, including teachers from the 
District’s primary and secondary schools.  

                                                           
136 From the public discussions, it was widely held that with the elimination of the Serbo-Croatian language, 
Bosnian (spoken by the Bosniacs), Croatian and Serbian languages were between 95% – 97% similar, but with 
the passing of each year, the languages are becoming more and more distinct.      
137 Approximately 18 discussions were held for teachers and parents at various elementary and secondary 
schools throughout the District, 7 intense discussions for all interested parties at the Dom Kultura, 1 hearing for 
students and teachers, one lengthy radio interview with Q & A from listeners, and 4 television debates with 
members of the Assembly and residents of the District.    
138 Art. 2 (1) “Primary and secondary education, as an activity of special social interest for the District, shall be 
uniform, and the institutions established by the District, providing such education, shall reflect the multiethnic 
composition of the District and its multiethnicity in the program and contents of its work.  
139 Art. 4 (4)  “Posting of any national, religious or other symbols are prohibited in any school founded in whole 
or in part by the District, except symbols determined by the District Statute”.  
140 Art. 5 (4) “The curriculum shall be based on the principles of contemporary science and practice, democratic 
multiethnic society and experiences of the highly developed and modern educational systems in the world.” 
Article 33, and others. 
141 Art. 9 “ The Bosnian, Croatian and Serbian languages, and the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets shall be used in 
equal terms in realization of curricula and facultative activities in primary and secondary schools in the District.” 
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− Contents of the law and the major articles 
 
This Law is based on the laws on primary education and laws on secondary education from 
the Entities.142  The Law provides the framework for all issues related to the establishment 
and efficient operation of primary and secondary schools; organization and realization of 
teaching process, including curricula, enrollment of pupils, their rights, obligations and 
responsibility; employment, status and work of teachers and associates; management and 
organization of schools; supervision over their work, records, financing, and other issues 
significant for efficient and complete functioning of the system of primary and secondary 
education. 
 
− Prohibition of political activities, discrimination and favouritism 
 
The Law explicitly prohibits any kind of political activities in schools.  It further prohibits 
discrimination or favoritism based on nationality, religion, sex, political belief, social 
background or on any other grounds. Consistent application of these provisions is a 
prerequisite for achieving full equality of all residents and protection of their rights. 
 
− The use of symbols 
 
Recognizing the often completely diametrically opposed views of particular ethnic groups on 
the significance and the role of particular symbols or figures from recent and distant past, the 
Law prohibits the displaying of any national, religious or other symbols in schools established 
or co-established by the District, except for symbols determined by the Statute.  
 
− Curricula 
 
The governmental body competent for education, i.e., the Department of Education, will pass 
the curricula. The curricula will be proposed by the Pedagogical Counsel elected by the 
Assembly, while the Government and the Assembly shall be informed of its content.  The 
preliminary phase of creating the curricula has involved a number of national and 
international experts.   
 
− Use of Language  
 
The Statute prescribes the equality in usage of Bosnian, Croatian and Serbian languages and 
both alphabets – Latin and Cyrillic.143  Given the logistical challenges in implementing this 
provision of the Statute, the language in the Law was adopted virtually verbatim from the 
Statute.  In practice, in order to accommodate all children in an ethnically mixed classroom, 
the children will speak and do their own homework in whatever language they (their parents) 
choose, and the teacher will be required to respond to the child in the language chosen.  
Additionally, the teacher must explain any linguistic differences to the other students.144   
                                                           
142 Law on Elementary Schools RS and Law on Secondary Schools RS (“Official Gazette of the RS”, No. 4/83); 
Law on Elementary Schools F BiH and Law on Secondary Schools F BiH (“Official Gazette of the BiH”, No. 
39/90, 3/93, 24/93, 13/94); Law on Elementary Schools of the Tuzla Canton and Law on Secondary Schools of 
the Tuzla Canton (“Official Gazette of the Tuzla Canton”, No. 4.97); Law on Elementary Schools of the 
Posavina Canton (“Official Gazette of the Posavina Canton”, No. 3/97); and Law on Secondary Schools of the 
Posavina Canton  (“Official Gazette of the Posavina Canton”, No. 1/98). 
143  Statute, art. 7.  
144 As a result of the public hearings, and in an attempt to provide clarity to the usage of all three languages in the 
classroom, the BLRC proposed, to the dissatisfaction of some Councilors, the following additional text as 
paragraph 2 to art. 9: 
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− Other provisions 
 
The Law contains some innovative provisions not available in the past, such as: the possibility 
of forming private and schools from abroad, solutions in regard of management and 
administration, forming of departments for gifted children, requirements for evaluations of 
teachers’ performance, and many others.  
 
LESSONS LEARNED 
  
In retrospect, it was premature to draft the Law prior to the drafting of the curricula and 
attendant by-laws and regulations.  Concerned District residents repeatedly asked how the 
Law would be implemented, what the process would be in teaching all three languages at the 
same time, what the children would learn, etc.  Being unable to give concrete answers to these 
questions only increased the suspicions of many parents who were of the opinion that OHR 
was engaged in a social experiment with their children.  Though such was decidedly not the 
case, providing vague, conceptual answers proved to be totally unsatisfactory to these parents.        
 
If any lessons can be drawn from this experience, it is that much of the undeniable anxiety of 
the parents and educators could have been alleviated had there been a strategy to implement 
gradual changes through the impositions of a series of Supervisory Directives or Orders, 
leading to full integration and the use of all three languages.  Though Directives and Orders 
have the full force of a Law, adjustments can be made as needed without going through the 
legislative process. And, since the Supervisor has been entrusted with this authority, a step-
by-step process should have been considered.  By incorporating, readjusting and 
amalgamating time-tested confidence-building Directives and Orders, the Law would have 
emerged with all the regulations and curricula in place, and with greater appreciation and 
acceptance by parents.145   
 
Ultimately, the public discussions organized by the Assembly and the BLRC, and the public 
awareness campaign organized by the Educational and Media Relations Departments of 
OHR-North and the Government, helped calm the fears of the parents and educators.  And if 
any lessons can be drawn from this exercise, it is the importance of engaging the residents of 
the District, early and often, in discussions pertaining to matters that relate to their socio-
economic welfare.146           
 
Thus far, the Law of Education, being the only Law drafted by the BLRC that was imposed 
by the Supervisor, is being implemented with little or no resistance from concerned parents.  
However, it is too soon to conclude that its implementation will not lead to the formation of 
private schools with a segregated/ethnically pure student body, particularly if any District 
funds or resources are made available to private schools.147  

                                                                                                                                                                                     
In accordance with paragraph 1 of this article, teachers of all subjects in primary and secondary schools 
shall be conducted in at least one of the three languages: Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian, with equal use 
of Cyrillic and Latin alphabets, in accordance with the national composition of the classroom and the 
teachers shall be required to explain the linguistic differences in the other two languages, if so required. 

145 This method proved highly successful in drafting the law for refugees and displaced persons to reclaim their 
property lost during the war.  See chapter III. J herein, Law on Return of Abandoned Properties.   
146 Recognizing that the issue of elections in the District is one of critical importance to its residents, the 
Supervisor should, without haste, commence public discussions.  Inevitably, elections must be held, and it would 
be unwise for OHR or the Supervisor to assume that the District residents will passively acquiesce to whatever is 
imposed upon them.     
147 The Assembly recently passed a decision that allows for District resources to be allocated to privately 
established schools in the District.  See Decision on Acceptance of Initiative No: 0-02-022-375/01 passed by 
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VII.   PROPERTY OWNERSHIP AND ECONOMIC LEGAL REFORM 
 
 
A. LAW ON REGISTERED PLEDGES ON MOVABLES AND RIGHTS 
 
Expanding the power of credit is a vital aspect for creating a basis for economic growth.  
Unfortunately, up until now, the legal instrument of the registered pledge has not been 
introduced in BiH. Pledges on movable assets are therefore currently limited to the possessory 
pledge, thus requiring the possession of the collateral to be relinquished by the pledgor. 
 
The concept of the registered pledge allows the pledgor – depending on the pledge agreement 
- not only to continue using the pledged asset, but also to refine it, sell it or otherwise give up 
the possession.  A pledge may also be created on groups of movable assets that are generic in 
nature.  
 
The registered pledge is an instrument created for generating economic growth.  A basic idea 
is the use of the movable assets as securities for credit at the same time or in parallel with 
their utilization in e.g. the production, thus expanding the credit base of legal entities and 
natural persons.  
 
The fundamental reasons for establishing a registered pledge in the District are: 
 
− Expand the credit base for the business community; 
− Generate economic growth; 
− Secure legal protection and prevent abuse; 
− Introduce an additional risk management instrument for credit suppliers; and 
− Secure that non-possessory pledges are used in a lawful way. 
 
Recognizing that the District as a whole as well as the business community will benefit 
considerably from an open and safe environment for executing contracts and economic 
activities, the BLRC drafted this Law so as to connect assets into the financial and investment 
circuits.  It is harmonized with similar legislation adopted in the RS.148  It is expected that the 
quality and efficiency of the register for pledges on movable assets will benefit considerably 
from interacting with other registers and institutions in its verification of identities of parties, 
“auxiliary registers”.  Other institutions and registers within the public sector will also benefit 
from having information either automatically transferred from the register or to receive such 
information in individual cases, “associated registers”. 
 
− Overview of the Law 
 
The BLRC concluded that the following assets would initially be considered for registration 
as pledges on movable assets: 
 

a) Inventories; 
b) Motor vehicles, engineering equipment, etc.; 
c) Stock of goods; 
d) Accounts receivable; and 
e) Future crops. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
District Assembly on 25 August 2001.  It is the Chairman’s opinion that any District funding of private schools 
contrary to the letter and spirit of the Statute and the Law on Primary and Secondary Education.  
148  Law on Pledges on Movable Assets (“Official Gazette of the RS”, No. 38/00). 
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Given that economic growth is the main objective, these assets seem to be among the most 
appropriate for registered pledges.  The natural person who owns them cannot use assets that, 
according to an incorporation agreement, are used as part of the capital of an enterprise as 
pledge security.  After the incorporation, however, they may be pledged by the new enterprise 
if that is in accordance with the pledge law and/or incorporation agreement. 
 
− Considerations deemed essential by the BLRC for the registering procedure: 
 

a) The register shall be computerised; 
b) The judiciary shall maintain the pledge register; 
c) The registration of a pledge on a movable asset shall be of a constitutive nature; 
d) The registration shall protect the pledge right against claims of third persons/parties, 

including other creditors in the event of bankruptcy of the pledgor; 
e) Foreclosure shall be dependent upon registration; 
f) Standardised forms for applications for registration, certificates of registration and 

certificates of information shall be applied; 
g) The register shall be public. However, fees will apply to the use of its services. 
h) The register shall be considered complete and true; 
i) Interaction with other registers, e.g. the register of motor vehicles, Land Book, etc 

shall be the ultimate goal.  
 
− The Registration Procedure 
 
a) Registration Authority  
 
The BLRC determined that the Basic Court should be responsible for the registration. The 
registration procedure would be parallel with that of the register of legal entities.  
Applications and attached documents could be submitted in person or by mail.  
 
b) The journal of the Register Court 
 
Upon the receipt of an application by the Basic Court, the application immediately will be 
entered into the journal of the Basic Court. This is significant in determining the priority of a 
pledge right, provided, of course, that there are no agreements between the parties to the 
contrary.  Simultaneously, the central data base (“CDB”) will be notified by the register court, 
initiating an early warning about an application in process. 
 
In practice, the journal will be filled-in as part of the operation when the clerk of the court 
enters information from the application form into the computerized register. The clerk will 
also scan the submitted documents, whose images eventually will be archived in the central 
database. 
 
c) Early Warning 
 
Once an application has been received and its information entered into the system, an 
automatic message will be recorded into the CDB, warning that an application to register a 
pledge has been filed and is in process.  All information requested on the debtor, collateral, 
etc. will be included in the early warning, which will remain as part of the registration until a 
decision on the application has been made. 
 
d) Approval = Registration/Legal Effect 
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Once the judge has completed the legal control and determined that the application meets the 
requirements of the Law, the application is approved and the information already entered into 
the system will be transferred to the CDB.  A written decision shall be issued along with the 
certificate of registration.  
The pledge right becomes effective the moment the information is recorded into the CDB. 
Until the recording of the pledge, the pledge agreement is valid only between the parties. 
Since the registration is of a constitutive nature, the pledge right is protected against third 
parties/persons upon registration. 
 
Hence, when the Law refers to “registration”, it is understood to be the moment when the 
pledge right becomes effective, i.e., the moment the information is recorded into the CDB.  
 

e) Decisions on Registration/Certificate of Registration 
 

The court decision on registration will conclude the registration procedure with the issuance 
of a written court decision and a certificate of registration.  Specifically, the court shall issue 
the following as proof: a) the court decision to register the pledge, b) the registration, i.e. 
approval of application actually having been performed, and c) detailed description of objects 
that have been registered. 
 
The certificate of registration will be an out-print from the CDB. This means that the 
information will be collected from the CDB, printed out at the Basic Court that has approved 
the application and registered the pledge, and signed by the judge and sealed by the Basic 
Court.  The content of the certificate of registration will be identical to the registered 
information.  
 

f) Appeals 
 
Appeals may be filed against a decision of the Basic Court on dismissal, rejection, or 
approval, of an application for registration. The Appellate Court shall have jurisdiction over 
appeals.  Appeals will be recorded into the CDB.  The time for appeal is 8 (eight) days.  
 

− Disclosure of information 
 
a) Publicity of Information 
 
Information on pledges on movable assets shall be open to the public.  Anyone may request 
information.  No reasons need be stated for the request.  The scope of information available to 
the public shall be the same as information that has been registered on the pledge. In practice, 
this is the information contained in the application form. The information will be disclosed in 
its current form, i.e. after amendments having been registered.  Previous information 
(information that has been amended) will be transferred to a historical archive, and upon 
special request may be disclosed from that register. 
 
b) Certified Information from the Register 
 
Certified information is deemed to be register information given out in a form that makes the 
information acceptable as proof of the pledge, pledgor, pledgee, amount secured, etc., before 
the Basic Court and also by credit providers etc.  
This information shall be given in the form of a certificate of information signed and sealed 
by the judge. It shall consist of the currently registered information on the pledge as collected 
from the central data base at a stated date and time, printed out at and issued by the court 
where the pledge was registered.   
 
c) Non-Certified Information from the Register 
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Non-certified information is deemed to be information from the register given out in a form 
(not officially confirmed) that will not be accepted as proof about the pledge, its parties, 
amount secured etc.  It may, however, be useful in the preparation of the financing of a 
project, as an additional risk management instrument, etc.  
 

The BLRC envisions that by-laws will be drafted to include the various forms for obtaining 
unofficial information, such as: 
 

− Personal – requested by an individual at the office of the court or CDB.  No outside 
individual will be allowed to operate the working stations and the information will be 
oral. 

− Telephone service – requested and given via telephone. 
− Telefax service – requested orally or in a written form, given out via fax.  As a fax will 

never be original, this is considered oral information. 
− On-line service – only according to special agreement between the Judicial 

Commission and e.g. a bank, only on specific conditions and normally directly to the 
CDB. 

 

d) Information on a General Basis 
 
There will be cases when public bodies will need or should be submitted certain information 
from the pledge register. Typical is statistical information and information to the register of 
motor vehicles.  Other cases will mean the utilization of the register information for 
commercial purposes, e.g. credit information companies.  All such information disclosure will 
need the basis of a Law provision and in addition an agreement with the Judicial Commission, 
in which conditions for the use and utilization will be possible.  An important condition will 
be the protection of personal data, which should never be the subject of general disclosure to 
companies.   
 
e) Legal validity of register information 
 
Given that the only information accessible will come from the CDB, it follows that this 
information shall be the only information that has legal validity. 
 
f) True and complete register/Liability  
 
It is necessary to build upon the presumption that the Register of Pledges on Movables and 
Rights shall be relied upon.  The person to whom the information relates may not object to 
information recorded in the register.  Whoever, in good faith, acts upon the information shall 
not have to suffer harmful legal consequences from relying on that information.  These 
presumptions are necessary to uphold an efficient protection of the pledge rights against third 
parties.  However, those who know about incorrect or incomplete information are not be 
protected by the presumption.  
 
 
B. LAW ON OWNERSHIP AND OTHER PROPERTY RIGHTS AND THE LAW 

ON REGISTER OF LAND AND RIGHTS TO LAND 
 
As a consequence of the war, BiH is still in the process of transition from a socialist to a 
market-oriented legal system.  The preconditions for changing over into the new system are 
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privatization of the so-called social capital and establishing of updated public property 
registers (both private and state-owned).149 
 
Recognizing that the revitalization of the war-ravaged economy in the District depended on 
the ability of residents and investors to exercise their legal and economic rights, the BLRC 
embarked on a strategy, as early as October 1999, to develop the legal framework for the 
protection of these rights, along with the protection of third parties’ interests.  Ownership of 
real property and rights derived therefrom, pledges of movable assets, and the right to perform 
economic activities in the capacity of legal persons were instruments that needed to be 
perfected in order for the District to make the transition into a market-oriented economy 
sufficiently attractive for investors.  Accordingly, the BLRC developed a parallel two-prong 
strategy: 
 

- First, commence the drafting of all relevant legislation for a central computerized 
registry to be kept under the jurisdiction of the Basic Court of the District for real 
property, legal persons and annual accounts, pledges on movable assets; and  

 
− Second, locate the means for the District to establish the computerized registry in 

order to implement the legislation.150 
 
In drafting the legal framework for the register of real property, the BLRC faced the following 
situation: 
 
− For 80% of the District territory two separate records of real property existed: 

a) Technologically outdated cadaster records containing data on size, location and 
shape of land plots and structures thereon; these records also contain information 
on real property possessors; 

b) Land book records containing data on real property owners that, according to some 
estimates, was approximately 20% correct. 

− On 20% of the District territory a real property cadaster existed – records created in 
the last attempt of the former Republic of BiH to establish updated records on real 
property that would comprise cadaster and land book data; 

− Two laws governing cadasters were in force; 

                                                           
149 For a brilliant illustration on the importance of registration of land and property ownership rights as a 
prerequisite for economic development, See generally Hernando De Soto, The Mystery of Capital: why 
capitalism triumphs in the west and fails everywhere else. (London: Bantam Press, 2000) 
150 In October 1999, the BLRC contacted the Norway Registry Development [hereinafter NRD], requesting that 
a pre-study be carried out for the register development in the District.  A similar pre-study had been carried out 
in the RS and the Federation financed by the Norwegian trust fund in the World Bank.  NRD completed its study 
for the District in week 49, 1999, and after the execution of a letter of intent on 10 March 2000 between NRD 
and Supervisor Farrand, an agreement was signed on 29 September 2000 between the District Government and 
NRD worth 12,500,000 DM on the development and implementation of the Register of real property, Register of 
legal persons and annual accounts and Register of pledges an movable assets.  While the financial structure for 
the cost of this investment would be provided by NRD, the BLRC, on behalf of the District and pursuant to its 
obligation and authority under the Final Award, committed itself to drafting the legal framework required for this 
project and the operation of the registers.  The District, through the legislation drafted by the BLRC and adopted 
by the Assembly, has met its obligations.  Conversely, NRD has been unable to secure donor funding, though a 
fee – licensing agreement has been proposed as an alternative, with NRD bearing all the costs for the 
development, instillation and implementation of the registry, and with the District having an 8-10 year period to 
finance the registry through generated fees therefrom.  By all accounts, the financial structure proposed by NRD 
is feasible, and has been recommended to the District by the Chairman of the BLRC, the Judicial Commission 
and the Director of the District Revenue Agency.   
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− The procedure for registering social-owned property into land books was regulated in 
approximately 20 different laws, while the procedure for register private property into 
land books was governed by legal rules dating back to the 1930 law on land books; 

− The protection of social-owned property and private property was regulated by 
different laws 

 
The greatest problem posed was the outdated real property records.  In the past 40 years, real 
property owners had seldom, if at all, registered transfer of ownership and other rights on real 
property, for the following reasons: 
 
− Registering into land books was not mandatory and was contingent on prior payment 

of sales tax, which was enormously high (16%); 
− The procedure of registration was of a much longer duration than necessary; 
− Fees payable for registration were exceptionally high and were proportionate to the 

value of the real property, which was unjustifiable; 
− The Law recognized acquiring of property through prescription, that is, a possessor in 

good faith was deemed owner of such property after 20 years of lawful possession; 
 
To put such a situation in order, the BLRC set the following goals: 
 
− To adopt a method for determining the actual real property owner, to register such 

person automatically (without payment of fees) into the real property register; 
− To establish a single register of real property accessible to the public, to include all 

data on real property (legal and factual); 
− To simplify and speed-up the procedure for registration of real property and to reduce 

the registration fees; 
− To introduce the same rules for registering real property regardless of form of 

ownership (private or District property); 
− To facilitate equal protection under the Law of the rights to real property regardless of 

form of ownership (private or District property); 
− To transform social-owned property and all rights derived therefrom into a form 

conforming to a market oriented economy, and being mindful not to reduce the 
existing rights to real property and not to resolve the issue of restitution in this 
manner, which has to be resolved at BiH-state level. 

 
The overall strategy of the BLRC was to draft legislation that would motivate the real 
property owners to register their property so that it could be used as security for obtaining 
bank loans and hence have the effect of creating capital and faster economic growth.  For the 
above reasons, the BLRC worked simultaneously on two laws: the Law on Ownership and 
Other Real Property Rights and the Law on Register of Land and Rights to Land. 
 

1. Law On Ownership And Other Property Rights 
 
The major novelties introduced by the BLRC in the Law on Ownership and Other Property 
Rights are: 

− The Law does not discriminate between District ownership and private ownership, and 
the same protection of law is accorded to both forms of ownership; 

 
− Social ownership is transformed into the right of ownership and all forms of 

ownership derived from social ownership are transformed into either the right of 
ownership or into the “construction right”, depending on the form of social ownership 
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in question.  For example, social ownership on town construction land shall be 
transformed in the following manner: the District shall be the owner of the town 
construction land and the already existing rights on town construction land deriving 
from social ownership (temporary right to use of land, priority right to use the land for 
the construction purposes, and permanent right to use of land) are transformed into the 
“construction right”.  It is important to note that the Basic Court is required to, ex 
officio, enter the transformation of social ownership into the land register, without any 
separate request by the party and, of course, without charging of fees; 

 
− Registering of ownership over individual parts of a building is made possible, which 

has not been possible up to now.  Thus, the value of business premises and apartments 
can be used as security for obtaining loans and creating capital; 

 
− Provisions that a possessor in good faith was deemed owner of such property after 20 

years of lawful possession has been abolished; 
 
− Other real rights that have not enjoyed appropriate legal protection in the past have 

been regulated, such as: right of personal easements, rights of neighbours and rights of 
foreigners. 

 
The features of the new form of the real right, “construction right”, that replaces the 
“permanent right to use land” on city construction land and other ownership forms derived 
from social ownership, justify its introduction. The most important difference lies in the fact 
that “permanent right to use land” occurs only with the construction of the building and lasts 
as long as the building itself, while the “construction right” exists regardless of whether there 
is a building or not.  
 
To put this into perspective, it must be understood that the “construction right” from a legal 
standpoint is equated with real property, and the building constructed on that “construction 
right” represents an indivisible whole with the “construction right”.  Thus, if a creditor giving 
a loan for construction of a building enters a mortgage on the “construction right” prior to 
commencement of construction as security for the loan, he will enjoy full legal security as the 
mortgage will expand (extend) to the building under construction, starting with the ground-
breaking.  Consequently, the value of the “construction right” which is encumbered with a 
mortgage will increase with the progress in construction of the building.  This will enable 
individuals with relatively small initial capital to obtain a construction loan and at the same 
time provide adequate surety for the creditor. 
 

2. Law On Register Of Land And Rights To Land 
 

The drafting of the Law on Register of Land and Rights to Land raised two significant 
problems: 

− Which method to apply to obtain information on the actual real property owners; 
− How to motivate owners to register their rights on a regular basis. 

 
In addition, the BLRC faced the problem of legally regulating the current situation 
completely, and legally regulating the transitional period until transferring to the new 
computerized system of real property registration, estimated to last 3 – 5 years.  Accordingly, 
the Law on Register of Land and Rights to Land is comprised of four parts: 
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− The first part regulates land books (composition of the land book, entry procedure 
etc.); 

− The second part deals with the cadaster (cadaster survey, territorial units, 
classification, maintenance and updating of survey); 

− The third part sets out the method for determining the current state, i.e., who are the 
actual owners of the real property, and gives the legal framework for register 
computerization; and 

− The fourth part, the transitional and final provisions, regulates the transition from the 
old to the new system. 

 
Under the Law, the method for determining the actual real property owner is the Public 
Presentation of Details on Real Property and Establishment of Rights on Real Property 
(Public Presentation).  The Public Presentation will be performed by the panel appointed by 
the President of the Basic Court of the Brcko District.  The panel will consist of a judge, 
geodetic expert, and, as the third member, a citizen proposed by the local community.  In the 
procedure, the panel uses copies of cadastrial plans and project analyses of the new survey, as 
well as information on persons presumed to have certain rights on real property.  Along with 
this, the panel is obliged to use land books, old cadastrial plans and documentation where they 
exist, as well as court rulings and decisions of other administrative bodies related to the rights 
on real property, contracts and all other evidence and documentation that could be used for 
entry of the right into a public registry. 
 
The Public Presentation must be announced in the media at least sixty (60) days before the 
beginning of the work, and all persons claiming the right on real property should be requested 
to join the Public Presentation and express themselves on data and rights on real property.  
Beside the public announcement, the panel is particularly obligated to deliver a written notice 
to each person who, based on the panel’s information, is claiming a right to real property to 
attend the Public Presentation. If during the Public Presentation the panel establishes that 
ownership or some other right on real property is contested, the parties shall be advised to 
initiate a lawsuit.  In that case, a note on existence of the dispute shall be recorded into the 
register. 
 
Upon conclusion of the Public Presentation, the register, containing data of the land cadaster, 
buildings and the real property rights, shall be established. The register shall consist of 
geodetic plans, cadastrial documentation and collection of documents. 
 
The computerized register of real property shall be formed gradually, following the 
determination of the real owner of the property through the Public Presentation, and shall 
form an integral part of the central database (“CDB”).  Only the information reflecting the 
actual state shall be entered into the central database.  All changes in the register shall be 
entered immediately and shall also be immediately recorded in the CDB and thus be 
accessible to the public.  This will ensure updating and public confidence in the register. 
 
Recording into the land books/register is not contingent on prior payment of sales tax for 
transfer of land.  Moreover, the Assembly has reduced the sales tax for transfer of land to 3%, 
and has also adopted the new Law on Court Fees that envisions a fixed fee for entry into the 
land books/register amounting to 30 KM.  These changes were introduced to encourage real 
property owners to record their ownership and other rights.  
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C. LAW ON ENTERPRISES; LAW ON REGISTER OF ENTERPRISES AND 
ENTREPRENEURS; AND LAW ON BANKRUPTCY, COMPUSLORY 
SETTLEMENT AND LIQUIDATION          

 
In preparing to draft the laws related to corporations and commercial matters, the BLRC 
conducted an extensive review of comparable laws in the region and elsewhere.  Particular 
attention was paid to the existing laws of the RS and the Federation. Surrounded by the 
Entities and countries with a similar legal tradition, and recognizing that Slovenia has the 
most developed economy and business relations among commercial entities (corporations), 
domestic and foreign, the BLRC determined that the most ideal laws to serve as models for 
the District were the Slovenian laws.  With the Law on Enterprises and the Law on Register 
of Enterprises and Entrepreneurs being based on Slovenian laws, it would only be logical that 
the Law on Bankruptcy, Compulsory Settlement and Liquidation also be based on the 
Slovenian law, particularly given the mutual referral between the provisions of these three 
laws.   
    

1. Law On Enterprises 
 
− Sources of Law 
  
As noted above, the BLRC concluded that the best model from which to begin the drafting 
process was the Law on Commercial Companies of the Republic of Slovenia151 (the 
Slovenian Law), because of its detailed coverage of most of the issues likely to arise in the 
formation and life of a business organization in a market economy.152  The BLRC also drew 
on some typical provisions of US corporate laws based on the insight and experience of 
practicing lawyers from the United States.153  

− Scope and Application of Law  
 

The Law, as drafted, is intended to be a comprehensive guide to the organization, governance, 
internal and external relationships, accounting reports, combination and termination of 
business organizations formed under the laws of the District.  In this respect, it addresses both 
legal persons (“Companies”) and natural persons (“Entrepreneurs”) domiciled in the District.  
The Law also contains registration requirements for branch offices of Companies and 
Entrepreneurs domiciled in an Entity or a foreign country that transact business within the 
District.   

The Law is intended to work in tandem with the Law on the Register of Enterprises and 
Entrepreneurs of the District.  Both laws refer to the Law on Court Fees of the District, also 
drafted by the BLRC.  It should be noted that it will be necessary, in the future, to draft laws 
on the issuance and registration of securities, on stock markets and market participants and 
related topics, particularly as the District (and the Entities) move forward with privatization.   

The BLRC determined that the District lacks the resources to staff an effective securities 
regulatory commission, and initially considered incorporating some limited disclosure and 
registration requirements, without ongoing regulation and enforcement, into the Law. On 
reflection, the BLRC concluded that a preferable approach would be an agreement with the 

                                                           
151 “Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia”, No. 30/93, 29/94, 45/94, 82/94. 
152 Considerable assistance in the drafting of this Law, along with other laws related to the commercial sector, 
was provided by Igor Antauer, a Slovenian consultant from the European Union Regional Development Brcko 
District.  
153 In particular, the BLRC is most grateful to Daniel Fitzgibbon and Anne Peskoe of ABA/CEELI.   
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RS or the Federation to perform this function for the District, as provided by securities laws to 
be drafted at some later date. 
 

− Organization of the Law on Enterprises   
 
The Law begins with an introduction explaining its scope, application and general contents, 
along with a statement of the jurisdiction of the Basic Court to adjudicate issues arising under 
the Law.  Part 2 contains provisions common to all forms of Enterprises, some of which apply 
as well to those domiciled in the RS, the Federation or in foreign countries.  A typical US 
provision defining “transacting business” in the District was included, adding an extensive list 
of activities that do not rise to a level necessitating registration.  Basic definitions and rules on 
liability, Enterprise names, registration, representation, business secrets and non-competition, 
accounting statements and annual reports, and manager standards of conduct common to all 
forms of doing business, were also included.  Part 3 contains specific rules for the 
organization and operation of Companies domiciled in the District, while Part 4 consists of a 
brief penalty provision and Part 5 has the effective date and transition rules.  The transition 
rules parallel those provided in the Law on the Register of Enterprises.   

  
− Substantive Provisions  
  
While the Law is modeled on the Slovenian Law, it has been significantly altered in both form 
and substance.  Parts of the Slovenian Law have been reorganized, other parts have been 
deleted, and virtually every article has been edited and rewritten if for no other reason than to 
make the English-language version read more smoothly and intelligibly to prospective foreign 
investors.  The Law incorporates many of the substantive provisions and concepts of the 
Slovenian Law and will be readily recognizable to and usable by investors from the region. 
There are also many parallels to the company laws of the Entities that will facilitate 
interaction among businesses and governments in BiH.   

 
− Companies   
 

In addition to Entrepreneurs, the Law provides for four categories of Companies, to be 
domiciled in the District.  They are general partnerships, limited partnerships, joint stock 
companies and limited liability companies. The Law introduces a particular category of 
“disabled persons enterprises”, which may be organized in any of the existing forms if 40% of 
the employees are disabled persons.  Thus, by employing disabled persons, Companies may 
take advantage of certain tax relief to be regulated by the Law on the Profit Tax.  

The Slovenian Law includes these categories, but also provides for silent partnerships, limited 
partnerships with shares, and commercial associations of interest.  The BLRC concluded that 
these additional categories will not be needed in the District for the foreseeable future and can 
be adequately accommodated in the forms covered by the Law.  These additional categories 
are not provided in either Entities.  The RS does provide for public enterprises, but the BLRC 
concluded that the District can use joint stock companies for both privatized businesses and 
those enterprises that will continue as District-owned.   

 
− Personal Liability   
 
The Law contains some express grounds for holding owners of a Company personally liable 
for obligations of the Company.  These grounds are virtually identical to those provided by 
the laws of both Entities. 
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− Business Books and Annual Report   
 
Detailed provisions, again modeled on the Slovenian Law, are included for business books, 
accounting statements, audits and annual reports of Enterprises domiciled in the District.  
These provisions have preserved the Slovenian distinctions among small, medium-sized and 
large enterprises, using somewhat arbitrary amounts of KM to establish income and asset 
levels for this purpose in the District.  All Enterprises, including Entrepreneurs in the District, 
are expected to follow the basic book keeping and accounting system set forth in the Law, but 
only certain categories of large and medium-sized companies are required to have their 
accounting statements audited.  Small and medium-sized Entrepreneurs and small companies, 
other than joint stock companies, need not even prepare accounting statements or annual 
reports.  Those Enterprises that must prepare accounting statements must also file annual 
reports with the Register of Enterprises and Entrepreneurs, where the public will have access 
to them. 
 

− Manager Standards of Conduct and Investor Remedies   
 
The Law provides, in one place, the standards of conduct for Company managers, including 
members of supervisory boards, general partners and others having similar roles.  The Law 
also incorporates, with certain simplifications, “state of the art” standards typically found in 
US corporate laws, including basic standards of care and loyalty, circumstances in which one 
may rely on expert advice or documents, exemptions from liability to stockholders and other 
company owners, ban on transactions in which the manager has a conflict of interest with the 
Company, ban on loans to members of the management and supervisory board, and liability 
for improperly approving certain dividends and other distributions.  Also included is a 
provision obligating a manager to give the company the first right to undertake a business 
possibility within its scope of activity and financial abilities.   

The Law also contains typical US corporate law provisions on indemnification of managers 
for expenses incurred in lawsuits arising out of the performance of their duties for the 
Company, where the managers have met the standards and reasonably believed their conduct 
was in the best interests of the Company.  Indemnification is generally optional on the part of 
the Company, subject to the terms of its governing instrument.  Similarly, the Law 
contemplates the possibility that a Company might obtain manager liability insurance to cover 
not only its indemnification responsibilities but also other circumstances where liability might 
arise.  As a corollary to the above provisions, the Law provides a shortened version of the 
usual US provision on derivative actions, expressly authorizing stockholders and other 
company owners (investors) to sue on behalf of the Company when they have reasonable 
cause to believe a manager failed to meet the standards.  Noticeably absent from the Law is 
the customary US provision for a litigation committee, consisting of directors, who are not 
named in the derivative action, to investigate and dispose of the claim on behalf of the 
Company.  The BLRC concluded that a litigation committee has too great a potential in a 
transitional economy to deprive investors of their legitimate rights to hold managers 
accountable for their actions.  

The Law provides, in general terms, for direct actions by one or more investors seeking to 
recover damages suffered directly and not merely through a reduction in the value of their 
shares in the Company.  This Article incorporates the District’s newly adopted Law on Civil 
Procedure, and contains an express authorization for concerted action by investors seeking to 
protect their rights.  This authorization is intended to prevent a repetition of a case in Russia 
where minority stockholders seeking to pool their votes and assert their rights jointly, were 
stopped by a court that held that they were acting in violation of the country’s antitrust laws.  
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The BLRC believes that this section of the Law will improve, clarify and properly balance the 
rights and obligations of both managers and investors in the District.  In this way, it is hoped 
that Companies in the District will be able to attract both capable leadership and capital 
investment to create jobs and develop the economy. 

   
− Partnerships   
 
The Law largely follows the Slovenian Law on both general and limited partnerships, except 
for greatly curtailing the rights of heirs of a general partner to succeed to the status of general 
partners themselves.  The Law does permit the partnership agreement to contain such a 
provision and addresses the buy-out of a deceased partner’s interest, but the BLRC concluded 
that the nature and shared liabilities of a general partner relationship make automatic 
inheritance undesirable. 

   
− Minimum Capital   
 
The Law provides for minimum capital to commence business of 15,000 KM for joint stock 
companies, 5,000 KM for limited liability companies and (because of general partner personal 
liability) no minimum for general or limited partnerships.  By comparison, RS joint stock 
companies must have capital of 10,000 KM for simultaneous establishment and 20,000 KM 
for successive establishment, and for limited liability companies the founding share is 5, 000 
KM.  Federation joint stock companies must meet a 50,000 KM capital threshold however 
established, while, for limited liability companies, the amount of the founding share depends 
on the number of founders such that, in the case of one founder, the amount is 2,000 KM, 
while the minimum amount is 10,000 KM. in the case of several founders. The BLRC took 
notice of the fact that most US laws have either no or nominal minimum capital requirements 
even for businesses having limited liability, and, therefore, concluded that minimum capital 
laws provide little or no realistic protection for creditors.  The lower capital levels provided in 
the Law should encourage the start-up and registration of these Companies in the District. 

− Joint Stock Companies  
 
The largest single component of the Law is that governing joint stock companies.  While the 
BLRC made some efforts to shorten this chapter, it remains far more detailed and 
cumbersome than the streamlined corporate laws found in the United States and a number of 
other countries.  It retains, for example, the requirements for bank certificates of minimum 
capital deposits and founding audits before a joint stock company may be registered in the 
court register, and the painfully detailed rules for increasing and decreasing capital stock and 
for holding meetings of the supervisory board and the assembly of stockholders.  While the 
BLRC was disinclined to include such specificity and complexity in an ideal law, it 
recognized the need to preserve certain features that have become traditional and expected in 
this region. 

The Law does provide only for registered shares, and not bearer shares as contemplated in the 
Slovenian Law and, for that matter, in the RS.  A number of provisions relevant only to bearer 
shares were therefore deleted.  The Law also eliminates the alternative of “successive 
establishment” when founding a joint stock company, relying solely on “simultaneous 
establishment” in a nod toward simplification.  Successive establishment is typically used 
when the Company from the outset intends to sell shares to the public, but there appears to be 
no compelling reason why it could not be founded and registered by its organizers and then 
proceed with an offering of shares.  Some of the detailed provisions of the Slovenian Law 
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governing “tangible property shares” and “tangible property takeovers” have either been taken 
out as unnecessary or have been greatly edited.   

 
− Other Matters  
 
The Slovenian Law has an extensive chapter on associated companies, which the BLRC 
found unnecessary for the District.  The Law does provide for consolidated accounting 
statements in the accounting chapter, where it defines associated enterprises for that purpose.  

The Law retains the Slovenian Law’s chapter and terminology on amalgamations and 
transformations of companies, dropping where appropriate transformation provisions that 
involve categories of business organizations not provided for in the District. 

The penalty provisions in this Law contain the same list of violations as in the Slovenian Law, 
but the fines are different, ranging from 500 KM to 30,000 KM for enterprises and from 200 
KM to 5,000 KM for responsible persons.  At first sight, the fines seem too high, but, for the 
sake of protecting business transactions and establishing legal order in the economic life of 
the District, it was taken into account that the fines have a preventive purpose. 
 
 

2. Law On Register Of Enterprises And Entrepreneurs  
 
As noted herein, awaiting the Award of the Tribunal, both Entities exercised legal authority in 
the Brcko area, and, consequently, as stipulated by the Award,154 existing Entity laws 
continue to apply until a legal framework has been established for the District.  To date, a 
manually kept register for the District is maintained in the District Court in Bijeljina and in 
the Canton Court in Tuzla for the RS and the Federation areas, respectively, within the 
District. 
 
As with land rights, the BLRC determined the need for the establishment of a computerized 
register for enterprises and entrepreneurs as essential for the following reasons: 
 
− To improve the quality of the register. 
− To increase efficiency in the registration procedures. 
− To establish a data distribution infrastructure covering the needs of modern business 

environment. 
 
Given the absence of a reliable and trustworthy register of legal persons in the District, and to 
ensure the conclusion of contracts and co-operation with foreigner enterprises and the two 
Entities, the BLRC proposed that the registration authority remain in the court, i.e., the Basic 
Court.  As with the Law on Enterprises, the BLRC concluded that, to achieve the desired 
results, the law regulating the registration of enterprises and entrepreneurs, should be based on 
existing practices and legislation in the Republic of Slovenia. 155   
 
The major novelties introduced by the BLRC in the registration procedures are: 
 
− A note of “application in process” will be entered into the database when the register 

authority has received an application for registration.  This gives an early warning in 
the register that something is about to happen, even if the application has not yet been 
legally approved; 

                                                           
154  Final Award, para. 39. 
155 “Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia”, No. 19/94. 
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− The information shall be open to the public and shall be delivered as a certificate that 

contains the needed information, signed and sealed by an authorized person; 
 
− It is assumed that electronic files (not the documentation on paper) kept in the central 

databases (“CDB”) shall contain the legally valid register information, and that the 
information from the registers is presumed true and complete; 

   
− The use of unique ID codes for identifying natural and legal persons as well as 

immovable and movable assets in other public registers; 
  
− The registers should deliver standardized information regularly to those state 

institutions, District bodies, as well as officials that require such information.  Such 
deliveries (downloading) are to be agreed upon with each body; 

  
− All register information shall be delivered for a fee. 
  
 

3. Law On Bankruptcy, Compulsory Settlement And Liquidation 
 
The basic principles that every Law on Bankruptcy should meet are: a) an excessively 
indebted enterprise with no chance of survival ceases to exist in the most efficient way to 
avoid further losses; and b) an enterprise with at least a chance for survival receives as much 
financial relief as possible.   
 
− Absence of bankruptcy council 
 
One thing that makes this Law more efficient than the laws of the Entities and even more 
efficient than the Slovenian Law,156 is the absence of a bankruptcy council and, analogously, 
the absence of the councils of compulsory settlement and liquidation.  Instead of three bodies 
that make decisions (bankruptcy council, bankruptcy judge and trustee in bankruptcy), there 
are two, the bankruptcy judge and the trustee in bankruptcy.  
 
It appeared that, in the past, the bankruptcy judge was reduced to performing a perfunctory 
function of giving an opinion and preparing decisions for the bankruptcy council.  Under the 
Law, the bankruptcy judge has all the powers that previously belonged to the bankruptcy 
council (makes decisions on the opening of bankruptcy proceedings, appoints the trustee in 
bankruptcy, passes a decision on the main partition, passes a decision on the conclusion of 
bankruptcy procedure, etc.), but alla appeals on a bankruptcy judge’s decisions are resolved 
by the Appellate Court.  
 
− Reduction of payments in compulsory settlement  
 
The Second advantage of this Law, in comparison with the laws of the Entities, is illustrated 
by wider and more favorable possibilities for rehabilitation of enterprises in the procedure of 
compulsory settlement. 

According to the RS law, if a claim is being paid in the reduced amount, the percentage 
offered by a debtor may not be less than 50% if the payment is made within one year,  or less 
than 60% if the payment is made in two years, or less than 100% where payment is stretched 

                                                           
156 Law on Bankruptcy, Compulsory Settlement and Liquidation (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia”, 
No. 67/93, 39/97, 52/99). 
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over three years. In the Federation, the equivalent percentages are 35% and, 50%, for 
payments within one and two years, respectively, and 100% for payments made within three 
years. 

According to this Law, if a claim is paid in the reduced amount – the minimum is 20% if the 
payment is made within one year, 40% if made within two years, 60% if made within three 
years, 80% if made within four years, and the payment must be made in the entire amount 
during a period of five years.  It is in the interest of some creditors to receive even only 20% 
in one year and that way try to turn over the capital, whereas creditors with long-term 
investments will sometimes choose to wait five years in order to get 100% of their claims. 
The practice in Slovenia indicated that in most compulsory settlement cases, creditors 
accepted 20% of the entire claim paid within a one-year period, and right after that are cases 
where they accepted 100% payment during a period of five years.   

These two opposite interests may be balanced through different classes of claims for which a 
debtor may propose a different reduction percentage and payment period. However, within 
the same class of claims, they are all treated equally (percentage and payment period), unless 
a creditor of that class explicitly agrees to less favorable payment conditions. 

 
The bankruptcy procedure and procedure of compulsory settlement applies to an entrepreneur.  
The main reason for introduction of an entrepreneur in the bankruptcy procedure is that there 
are some cases where the entrepreneur’s activities significantly go beyond the activities of an 
enterprise, and without a bankruptcy procedure, the executive procedure and principle “prior 
tempore potior iure” (first in time, stronger in right) would be applied, which would put all 
succeeding creditors in less favorable position, while the bankruptcy enables all creditors who 
have reported a claim to receive payments proportionate to the claim amounts.  Furthermore, 
the trustee in bankruptcy represents an entrepreneur’s debtor, governs his business activities 
and is in the position to estimate the entire debtor’s financial potential, while at the same time 
providing better protection to the creditor.  This principle has been adopted in most European 
countries and in the US. 
 
− Other relevant novelties in this Law: 
 
a) Opening of the bankruptcy procedure in case of imminent payment incapacity 
 
This innovation has come from German Law on Bankruptcy with the purpose to protect the 
creditors in a situation where it is probable that a currently solvent debtor will not be able in 
the near future to fulfill his obligations. These provisions will, until the moment his liabilities 
which he is not be able to pay fall due, prevent the debtor in reducing his assets, thereby 
causing greater damage to the creditor. The debtor is entitled to prove the anticipated income 
flow and capability for settlement of the liabilities due. 
 
b) Absence of preliminary proceeding  
 
Instead of a preliminary procedure in bankruptcy, right after the filing of the motion for 
opening of the bankruptcy procedure, the bankruptcy judge collects the information in order 
to assess whether there are conditions for opening of the bankruptcy procedure (by requesting 
reports from banks or deciding on expert evaluation). Thereafter, the bankruptcy judge sets a 
hearing, and at the hearing, or no later than three days after the hearing, decides on the motion 
for opening of the bankruptcy procedure. 

c) Ban for certain persons to purchase a debtor as a legal person or to purchase a bankruptcy 
mass 
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Restricting certain persons, such as leading persons of the debtor or family members, from 
being purchasers of the debtor as a legal person or bankruptcy mass is designed to prevent the 
intentional causing of bankruptcy in order to unjustly benefit from their position. 
 
d) Shortened bankruptcy procedure 
 
The Law introduces an innovative shortened bankruptcy procedure, if the bankruptcy mass 
does not exceed 50000 KM.  An executive body makes an inventory of the bankruptcy mass, 
a board of creditors is not established, a hearing may be set even for the next day after the 
expiration of deadline for reporting a claim, and partition of the bankruptcy mass may be 
decided at this hearing. 
 
e) Financial plan and classes of claims  
 
Compulsory settlement contains provisions on the plan of financial organization, which in 
detail regulate debtors’ obligations in the sense of providing the information related to his 
financial state and perspective (financial statements, projections of future revenues and 
expenditures, measures of rationalization of business activities, etc.). 
 
f) Transformation of claims into shares and capital stock  
 
Compulsory settlement contains very methodical provisions on transformation of claims into 
founding shares, which is a direction present in developed market relations where creditor 
enterprises take over the shares from their debtors, since it is less unfavorable than to wait the 
outcome of the bankruptcy procedure, or reduced payment in the compulsory settlement, in 
which case they receive only one part of the claim.  For the approval of compulsory 
settlement, it is necessary to have 60% of votes of all creditors’ claims, which is another 
difference to the Entity laws that require simple majority.  
 
 
D. LAW ON BANKS  
 
Recognizing the need in the District for reliable Banks, a prerequisite for economic 
revitalization for serious foreign investors, the BLRC sough a method by which solid banks 
could operate in the District, without the prohibitive costs of establishing a banking regulatory 
agency.   
 
The solution was to draft a framework that would provide for two options: 
 
− Domestic bank organized under and operating pursuant to the laws of the RS or the 

Federation which are licensed with a Medium or High Risk operating license from 
their respective banking agencies; and 

 
− Foreign bank organized under and operating pursuant to the laws of a member State of 

the European Community, as it is now or may be, and the nations of Japan, Australia, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong, the US or a State thereof, Switzerland, Saudi 
Arabia, Turkey and Canada wherein they are permitted to conduct the business of 
Banking, as defined by their respective Statutes. 

 
In the event of a conflict of law arising out of District laws and regulations, or a conflict 
between District law and any law or regulation applicable to the RS, the Federation, Member 
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State of the European Community, Nation or Dominion, the District Law on Banking would 
only apply to the extent that the Law imposes the obligation to file certain papers, pay fees 
and taxes to the District, and those laws in and for the District concerning Public Safety, its 
languages, customs administration, police services, urban development and zoning, and 
workers rights.   
 
Any domestic bank or foreign bank may establish an office in the District for the purpose of 
conducting banking business for which they have been legally empowered to so perform in 
the entity or the country pursuant to whose authority they were created and/or authorized to 
conduct the same.  A foreign bank may apply for a license only if it is certified by the 
jurisdiction issuing the license upon which it has relied in its application to the District that it 
has assets of not less than two (2) billion Deutsch Marks (2,000,000,000 DM).  It must also 
certify with the District Office for Banking at the Department of Urbanism, Real Estate 
Affairs and Economic Development (Office), that its assets continue to conform to this 
standard on an annual basis upon such forms and in such manner as directed by the Office and 
by submitting proof that its competency to act as a Bank as set forth by this Law is still in 
effect.  
 
Any District Bank shall be subject to the supervision of and examination by the regulatory 
authority that governs the operation of such Domestic or Foreign Bank.  
 
A Domestic Bank or a Foreign Bank that desires to establish and commence banking 
activities in the District must apply for a license as determined by the Office.  
 
Both Domestic and Foreign Banks shall be obliged to maintain separate accounting for the 
business they transact through their banking offices in the District, in accordance with 
Banking Regulations of the Entities, or, in lieu thereof, according to GAAP (generally 
accepted accounting procedures).  Such Banks shall be obliged to pay a rate of 1% of net 
income from their District operations for their first full five (5) years of operation and, 
thereafter, at the rate of 10%.  In the event that the first five (5) years of operation do not end 
on the 31st day of December, then the first year following the aforementioned five-year period 
will be pro-rated so that the tax due will be computed by applying the lower tax rate on the 
remaining months of the first five years and the higher rate for the balance. 
 
Due to the special requirements of Banking Institutions to act as fiduciaries, Banks authorized 
to conduct business in the District may separately contract with their management and 
employees and are not subject to the Labor Law of the District.  The contract shall 
affirmatively provide that the Bank will not discriminate against any employee in its hiring 
and advancement practices.  It shall not prevent non-management employees from organizing, 
but may require a no-strike clause, if the contract also includes a provision for mandatory 
arbitration of any dispute arising under said contract.  
 
Any bank which is authorized to do business in the District may, in its sole discretion, close 
such office provided it gives at least sixty (60) days notice of such proposed action as follows: 
by mail to each depositor maintaining an account at such office; and by posting, in a 
conspicuous manner, a copy of the notice in each language of the Brcko District on the 
exterior and interior of the office to be closed.  A copy of such notice shall be filed as an 
amendment to the registration file.  
 
If, after closing such office, the bank will continue to maintain one or more offices in the 
Brcko District, such notice shall include the address(es) of the office or offices to be 
maintained in the Brcko District.  Any business that could have been transacted by a depositor 
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or other member of the public at the office to be closed may be transacted at one or more of 
the remaining offices as designated in the notice.  
 
 
 
VIII. OTHER DRAFT LEGISLATION  
 
The BLRC was involved in drafting several draft laws that were either not presented to the 
Assembly, or that were withdrawn after being submitted to the Assembly.  The most 
noteworthy of these drafts deal with privatization of strategic enterprises, privatization 
(purchasing) of socially owned apartments, and concessions. 
 
 
A. DRAFT LAW ON PRIVATIZATION OF STRATEGIC ENTERPRISES   

 
The Supplemental Award of the Brcko Arbitral Tribunal of 15 March 1998 specifically 
authorized the Supervisor to establish a privatization program with regard to economic 
revitalization of the Brcko area.157  The Award determined that all public properties within the 
District shall be administered by the District, with the District Government having the 
authority, with the approval of the Supervisor, to privatize public property in accordance with 
applicable BiH law.158  Consequently, it is irrefutable that the District has the right to 
privatize public property within the District.     

 
The BLRC became involved in the issue of privatization as early as October 1999.  The initial 
concept was to privatize approximately 35 enterprises deemed “strategic” through an 
international tender process.  Due to the absence of legislation, including the Statute, it was 
proposed that a Supervisory Order be issued, detailing the process.  The main obstacle, which 
continues to date, was the use of “vouchers” from the RS and “certificates” from the 
Federation, issued as a means of ownership to their respective citizens.  
  
The use of such instruments of ownership posed certain problems: 
 
− They were distributed under different criteria; 
− They have different values; 
− They are not subject to commingling; 
− Virtually all the strategic enterprises are located in the RS sector of the District, thus 

only some District residents are able to participate (discriminatory); 
− Foreign investors are generally disinclined to invest in an enterprise if unable to have 

full ownership. 
 
To avoid these problems, it was determined that no vouchers or certificates would be used for 
any enterprise deemed strategic by the Supervisor.  This approach met with resistance within 
OHR and the IC, particularly since the Entities, having included as part of their privatization 
baskets property within the District, would need to recalculate and reissue vouchers and 
certificates.   
 
After spending more than a year on trying to find an acceptable alternative for the District, it 
was agreed between the Supervisor, OHR and the IC that the District could privatize fewer 
strategic enterprises, with vouchers and certificates to be used as payment for up to 33% of 

                                                           
157 Supplemental Award, 15 March 1998, para. 25 (c). 
158 Final Award, Revised Annex, 18 August 1999, para. 12; See also, Statute, art. 50 (4) (c). 
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the capital of the enterprise.  Based on this concept, the BLRC drafted a law similar to the 
draft Supervisory Order proposed in late 1999.  
 
The BLRC proposed concept of privatization for Strategic Enterprises was based on the 
international tender concept for privatization based on the model used in East Germany, 
Estonia and elsewhere.  It is a method by which the District would sell its enterprises through 
a tender process resembling an auction.  The goal is to attract strategic investors that are 
willing to invest in enterprises in order to get them operational, competitive and economically 
sound.   
 
Bidders are usually more interested and would pay more if liabilities were kept out, or at the 
very minimum, the liabilities are clearly identified. This would require that all indebtedness 
for borrowed money, all accrued pension and health care fund contribution liabilities and all 
other known and contingent liabilities (including taxes), whether as of the opening date or 
incurred thereafter but before the effective date of the privatization sale, be satisfied either 
before or as part of the tender. 

 
The Draft Law called for the establishment of a District Privatization Office as a sub-division 
of the Department for Urbanism, Real Estate Affairs and Economic Development.  The 
Director would be appointed by the Mayor, but could only be removed with the consent of the 
Assembly by a three-fifth majority vote.   

 
Since foreign investors are more familiar with corporations than with state enterprises under a 
completely different legal regime, these enterprises would first be transformed into joint stock 
companies or into limited liability companies.  These enterprises would then be registered 
pursuant to the Law on Registration of Enterprises and Entrepreneurs.159  
 
The Draft Law did not address the issue of preexisting debt and liabilities of the strategic 
enterprises.  It was assumed that this issue would be resolved before an enterprise is put out to 
tender (e.g. through bankruptcy) or as part of the tender (the investor negotiates with the 
creditors).        
 
The Draft Law provided that certificates, vouchers and coupons issued in the RS and in the 
Federation may be used as a means of payment of up to 33% of the capital of an enterprise.  
The remaining percentages are to be sold first by tender, if unsuccessful, then by direct sale. 
 
The Draft Law did not deal with non-strategic enterprises.  It was envisioned that these 
enterprises would be privatized by entity privatization programs with the use of certificates, 
vouchers and coupons in accordance with the former IEBL.  It was determined that the 
Entities might privatize within the District provided the District Government explicitly 
authorized them to do so with the consent of the Supervisor.  
 
This Draft Law was submitted to the Assembly, but was later withdrawn given the need to 
find a more flexible solution for all residents to participate in the privatization process. 
 

 
B. DRAFT LAW ON PURCHASE OF APARTMENTS  
 
This Draft Law governs the ways and means of purchasing apartments in the District on 
which a tenancy right exists, together with the associated parts and installations of the 
                                                           
159 In other transition countries, the transformation of the enterprises as a preliminary step to privatization proved 
very useful, particularly since the transformation creates a clear legal structure for the enterprise.  
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building, as well as the manner of price determination for an apartment, cessation of tenancy 
right, use of un-purchased apartments and other issues related thereto.  
 
In preparing this Draft Law, the BLRC examined the laws of both Entities and the laws of 
Slovenia and Serbia.   
 
A tenancy right holder is defined as a person to whom the owner of the apartment (the grantor 
of the tenancy right), has allocated the apartment for use and who has concluded the contract 
for use of the apartment, that is, a person who was allocated the apartment by an effective 
court decision, as well as a person to whom this right was recognized by an act of the 
competent body in accordance with the Law on Housing Relations. 
 
Under the Draft Law, the price of an apartment would be determined based on the following: 
 
- The value of the apartment determined in accordance with the provisions of this Law; 
- The amount of personal funds which the occupancy right holder invested in the apartment; 
- The apartment depreciation; 
- The amount of war damage, damage inflicted due to natural disasters and other damage 

inflicted by actions or failure to act by a third person, which the occupancy right holder 
repaired or should repair, including the damage inflicted in the period from abandonment 
of the apartment until the moment of repossession;  

- Discounts which are approved and belong to the buyer. 
 
The Draft Law restricted the use of certificates and/or coupons acquired by the occupancy 
right holder and members of his household in accordance with current Entity regulations. 160 
 
The Draft Law was not submitted to the Assembly in order to find a more flexible and 
equitable solution for all District residents.    
 
C. DRAFT LAW ON CONCESSIONS 

 
The BLRC drafted a proposal for a clear and transparent legal framework for concessions 
designed to attract investors.  Given the size of the District, the BLRC envisioned that a 
Concession Agency could be established as a division within the District Privatization 
Agency. 
 
The Draft Law proposed that concession be awarded to the private sector to provide the 
infrastructure and to finance, design, construct, rehabilitate and/or maintain such 
infrastructure and all facilities, for such matters as: roads, highways, bridges and tunnels; the 
production, transportation and distribution of energy, including electricity; solid waste 
management; water supply, sewerage and treatment; etc.   
 
The Draft Law set out in detailed, provisions for the following: 
 
− Competencies on concessions; 
− Establishment and general functions of the agency;  
− Functional division of competencies of the agency;  
                                                           
160 Payment in the Federation is effected by money and/or certificates based on claims of citizens as determined 
by separate regulations. In the RS, purchase of apartments is possible by money or old foreign currency-coupons 
savings of the occupancy right holder or spouse, but to a maximum of 50% of the determined purchase value of 
the apartment. There are no such limitations in the Federation, but in case of payment in money or certificates 
based on old foreign currency savings and restitution an additional discount of 20% is granted.  
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− Decisions of the agency;  
− Reporting obligation;   
− Public hearings;  
− Jurisdiction of the agency;  
− Other duties and functions;  
− Revising and revoking decisions upon review;  
− Remedies against decisions;  
− Internal rules;  
− Inspection and inquiries. 
 
Proposed tendering procedures were included in the Draft Law, with detailed provisions on 
concession project approval, invitation to tender, approval of invitation to tender. 

 
 

 
IX. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
The Final Award proved to be an excellent blue print for establishing the District.  It not only 
provided explicit instructions in certain areas, such as the formation of the Government, 
creation of the Judicial Commission, establishment of a multi-ethnic education system, etc, 
but it also contained sufficient flexibility to enable the BLRC to introduce significant legal 
reforms.  
 
By mandating a Law Revision Commission that would exclusively be dedicated to the 
Supervisor, the Presiding Arbitrator Roberts B. Owen assured the BLRC the requisite 
independence necessary to function free from outside influences.  Having the Chairman under 
the direction of the Supervisor, who would be the final deciding voice in approving or 
rejecting proposed reforms, proved to be highly effective.  Unquestionably, Supervisor Robert 
W. Farrand deserves the lion share of credit for providing leadership, vision and commitment 
to fully implementing the Final Award, insisting on maximum legal reform and recognizing 
the need to instill the Rule of Law as a means of establishing a stable and tranquil 
environment in the District. 
 
The BLRC used its mandate to act as a funnel through which all draft laws would sift through 
to ensure that they fit within the overall context of the reform strategy and existing legal 
tradition.  By insisting on either preparing the initial draft in-house or by working with outside 
experts to produce such drafts, the BLRC was able to control the quality and pace of the 
drafting process.   
 
Though the BLRC was in a unique position to draft legislations that would, with relative ease, 
be adopted by the Assembly, it worked in close partnership with the District Government, 
Assembly, political parties, national and District experts and members of the Judiciary.  This 
proved to be an essential component of the drafting process.  The assistance of many 
international experts also proved to be invaluable, not only in the drafting of laws, but also 
through their participation in roundtable discussions that were often designed as a forum to 
hear from and explain to the District counterparts the basis for introducing certain reforms. 
 
In reviewing the quality and quantity of laws produced, the legal and regulatory framework 
established and the judicial and court administration reform achieved, the BLRC 
accomplished its intended purpose, as envisioned under the Final Award.  Though small in 
size, the BLRC was able to draft legislation at a rapid pace because of its goal-oriented 
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process, with self-imposed rigid deadlines.  By having a comprehensive strategy, and tackling 
laws in tandem as they related to different sectors within the legal framework, the BLRC was 
able to lay a uniformed legal foundation for the District.  
 
A significant body of law has yet to be drafted.  Consequently, the dismantling of the BLRC 
is contrary to the letter and spirit of the Final Award.  To argue otherwise is to suggest that a 
sufficient body of legislation has been adopted to provide for the cessation of the IEBL.  Of 
course, if that were the case, then the Supervisor must make certain decisions regarding the 
future governance of the District, such as the scheduling of elections in the District. 
   
As noted in the introduction, the first six months of the BLRC were more or less unproductive 
because of the out-sourcing approach used, i.e., the reliance on Working Groups outside the 
BLRC to produce the first drafts of laws.  Not only were deadlines not met, but also the work 
product was often poor or not consistent with the expectations of the BLRC.  This is 
noteworthy because this is the drafting approach that OHR has adopted, which may explain 
why the legal and judicial reform has lagged throughout BiH over the last six years since the 
DPA.   
 
By out-sourcing to international organizations or depending on non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) to produce a coherent and consistent body of legislation, OHR has, in 
essence, sub-contracted its mandate, and, resultantly, has placed itself at the mercy of these 
international organizations, who, far too often, disagree among themselves or are engaged in 
pursuing their own particular agendas.  It should not be surprising that what is often produced 
is a hodge-podge of drafts, that are usually met with skepticism at best and disdain at worst by 
national experts.  
 
The lack of an overall strategy, coordination and cooperation within OHR is the single 
greatest contributor to the lack of any meaningful or sustainable legal and judicial reform in 
BiH.161  For instance, the OHR Legal Department has been in charge, for several years, for 
the drafting of the criminal and civil procedure codes for the Entities; the OHR Anti-Fraud 
Department is in charge of drafting the criminal procedure and substantive criminal code for 
the State Court; the strategy for court reform, prior to the establishment of the IJC, was under 
the OHR Human Rights Department; the drafting of legislation dealing with the commercial 
has been parceled out to the OHR Economic Department, or   outsourced to NGOs, USAID, 
GTZ and others.  In addition, large working groups have been formed, where much of the 
time is spent on endless meetings, and where agreeing on the minutes of the previous meeting 
could last longer than the topics on the agenda.     
 
Rather than re-invent the wheel, it is recommended that OHR, the IJC and others, seriously 
review the laws drafted, adopted and which are being successfully implemented in the Brcko 
District.  Not only an enormous amount of time, effort and money could be saved, but also 
significant legislative harmonization could be achieved at the Entity level.  Below are but 
three compelling examples worth noting: 
 
− The Law on Criminal Procedure would serve as an excellent model for the State 

Court.  Indeed, a team composed of national experts (judges and prosecutors) 
organized by the BiH Ministry of Civil Affairs and Communications, produced, 

                                                           
161  For an unvarnished assessment of the existing state of affairs of the IC reform efforts in BiH, see generally 
ICG Balkans Report No. 121, 29 November 2001, BOSNIA: RESHAPING THE INTERNATIONAL 
MACHINERY, where the ICG concludes that within the IC, (including OHR), there is an absence of overall 
vision and effective structures, a lack of leadership and coordination, duplication and non-cooperation, and 
personality and turf wars.  
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independently from OHR, a draft law that is, according to national jurists, based 95% 
on the Brcko District law.  Yet, this draft has been set aside by the OHR Anti-Fraud 
Department in order to promote its own draft, which is based on the German model.  
The discussions are ongoing.  

 
− Another poignant example is the Law on Civil Procedure.  The BLRC was able to 

produce a progressive draft based on an existing discussion draft which national 
experts were involved in drafting.  The BLRC made the changes identified by these 
experts, convened a working session with some of these experts to review the BLRC 
draft, finalized it and had it before the Assembly for adoption all within six months.  
While this Law has been implemented since 1 April 2001, the discussions on the 
original draft that the BLRC reviewed some 18 month ago continue.      

 
− Yet another startling example is the Law on Ownership and other Property Rights and 

the Law on Register of Land and Rights to Land.  Some six years after the DPA, the 
issue of land ownership and registration remains unresolved in the Entities.  After 
participating in several months of working group sessions conducted by GTZ, the 
BLRC went forward and drafted these two critical laws for the District.  Prior to the 
drafts being submitted to the Assembly, intensive roundtable discussions were held, 
again, with some of the most qualified experts in BiH.  Since the adoption of these 
laws, they have been widely circulated. Experts participating in the GTZ drafting 
process have found both laws to be highly progressive and preferable to what currently 
exists or is being drafted.  Yet, the discussion on the GTZ draft continues into its third 
year. 

 
 
With the District being a microcosm of BiH, it could become the incubator for political, legal, 
judicial and economic reform for the rest of BiH.  The laws adopted thus far are progressive, 
well within the European Union standards, and easily transferable to the Entities.  The judicial 
reforms of the District can serve as an example for the State Court and elsewhere in BiH.  
And, perhaps, the BLRC model of drafting legislation is worth considering for making similar 
reforms in BiH and in other post-conflict or transitional countries.   
 
 
 
                                                                                           Michael G. Karnavas 
                                                                                Chairman & Executive Director 
                                                                                   Brcko, BiH, December 2001 
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Appendix 
 

LIST OF LAWS DRAFTED BY THE BLRC AND ADOPTED BY THE 
BRCKO DISTRICT ASSEMBLY 

 

 
TITLE OF LAW DATE OF DELIVERY 

TO THE ASSEMBLY 
DATE OF  

ADOPTION/Official 
Gazette  

1. Rules of Procedure of the 
Assembly 

April 2000  27.04.2000                 1/00   

2. Law on Official Gazette May 2000 08.06.2000                 1/00 
3. Law on Executive 
Authority  

May 2000 08.06.2000                 2/00 

4. Law on Police May 2000 08.06.2000                 2/00 
5. Law on Administrative 
Procedure 

21.06.2000 28.07.2000                 3/00 

6. Law on Courts 13.07.2000 03.08.2000                 4/00 
7. Law on Prosecutor’s 
Office  

13.07.2000 03.08.2000                 4/00 

8. Law on Judicial 
Commission 

13.07.2000 03.08.2000                 4/00 

9. Law on Administrative 
Disputes 

13.07.2000 03.08.2000                 4/00 

10.Law on Banks 13.07.2000 03.08.2000                 4/00 
11.Law on Civil Procedure 26.07.2000 21.09.2000                 5/00 
12.Law on Criminal 
Procedure 

11.09.2000 23.10.2000                 7/00 

13.Criminal Code 11.09.2000 23.10.2000                 6/00 
14. Law on Misdemeanors  11.09.2000 23.10.2000                 8/00 
15. Law on Execution on 
Criminal Sanction  

15.09.2000 02.10.2000                 8/00 

16. Law on Executive 
Procedure 

15.09.2000 02.10.2000                 8/00 

17. Law on Pardon 15.09.2000 02.10.2000                 8/00 
18. Labor Law 25.09.2000 02.10.2000                 7/00 
19. Law on Registered 
Pledges on Movable Assets 
and Rights 

13.10.2000 25.01.2001                 2/01 

20. Law on Health Care 27.10.2000 25.01.2001                 2/01 
21. Law on District Revenue 
Agency 

14.11.2000 24.01.2001                 2/01 

22. Law on Return of 
Abandoned Property 

22.11.2000 30.04.2001.                5/01 

23. Law on Primary and 
Secondary Education  

13.02.2001 Imposed by Supervisor 
05.07.2001.                9/01  

24. Law on Out-of-Court 
Procedure 

22.02.2001. 30.04.2001.                5/01 

25. Law on Court’s Fees 22.02.2001. 30.04.2001.                5/01 
26. Law on Agency for Legal 
Aid 

26.02.2001. 30.04.2001.                5/01 

27. Law on Payment 
Transactions 

22.03.2001. 30.04.2001.                5/01 

28. Law on Financial 
transaction 

23.03.2001. 30.04.2001.                5/01 
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29. Law on Standard 
Classification Activities  

06.04.2001. 30.04.2001.                4/01 

30. Law on Register of 
Enterprises and 
Entrepreneurs 

18.04.2001. 14.06.2001.                9/01 

31. Law on Amnesty  20.04.2001. 19.07.2001.              10/01 
32. Law on Enterprises 18.05.2001. 11.07.2001.              11/01 
33. Law on Ownership and 
Other Property Rights 

01.06.2001. 11.07.2001.              11/01 

34. Law on Register of Land 
and Rights to Land 

01.06.2001. 11.07.2001.              11/01 

35. Law on Tax 
Administration 

27.09.2001. pending  

36. Law on Bankruptcy, 
Compulsory Settlement and 
Liquidation 

16.10.2001. 11.12.2001. 

37. Law on Health Insurance 19.10.2001. 11.12.2001. 
38. Law on Budget 19.10.2001. 29.11.2001. 
39. Law on Traffic Safety  26.10.2001. pending 
40. Law on Interest on 
Arrears  

26.10.2001. 11.12.2001. 

 
 
 
 


